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This study analyzes the likely impact of both

shallow and deep-draft maritime user fees on the PNW

wheat transportation from supply regions to the Pacific

Rim markets. A minimum cost single commodity capacitated

network programming model is employed to accomplish the

objective.

Using the 1983 wheat flows and transportation data,

a total of 114 network models are constructed. In each

model, four modes of transportation - truck, barge, rail

and ocean - carriers are used to link 78 country eleva-

tars (sources), 17 barge terminals and ports (transship-

ment points) and 8 foreign markets (sinks).

Three alternative shallow-draft user fees - uniform

fuel tax, segment fuel tax, and lockage fee - are analy-

zed. These are combined with four types of deep-draft
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user fees: uniform ad valorem fee, segment ad valorem

fees, uniform tonnage fee and segment tonnage fees. All

fees are examined at four levels of cost recovery (100,

75, 50, and 25 percent).

The empirical results show that, overall, the

impact of maritime user fees on the PNW wheat

transportation cost is relatively minor in aggregate.

At the maximum, PNW shippers would have paid

$ 6,233,904.00/year in addition to the total wheat

transportation cost in 1983, if a segment fuel tax on

waterway C $ 0.926/gallon), and segment tonnage fees

CE 1.245/ton at Columbia River ports and $ 0.039/ton at

Puget Sound ports) were imposed at that year. This

represents only a 1.45 percent increase in the PNW wheat

transportation cost in 1983. However, the impact of

maritime user fees on the PNW transport market share and

ports is highly significant. Depending on the degree of

cost recovery levels, every user fee alternative modeled

would alter the present competition between Columbia

River (CR) and Puget Sound (PS) ports, and shift barge

traffic to rail as well.

For CR ports, the segment specific fees have

greater negative impact than the uniform fees. This is

because the CR ports have higher operation and

maintenance cost than PS ports. On the average, the

magnitudes of deep-draft ports fees in CR ports are



about 30 times greater than those of PS ports. If

imposed, segment specific fees would force shippers in

Washington and Idaho to switch destination from CR to PS

ports and thus create substantial traffic loss from CR

ports.

Another series of models assume that the rail indus-

try would reduce its port-bound rates by $ 0.50/ton. This

would induce shippers to utilize rail to ship to CR

ports, lessen the traffic loss from CR ports, eliminate

the negative impact of the user fees, and create consi-

derable saving in wheat transport cost. Finally, impo-

sing a 75 percent port share constraint on CR ports would

mitigate the impact of the user fees on barge shipments.
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THE IMPACT OF MARITIME USER FEES ON PACIFIC NORTHWEST
WHEAT TRANSPORTATION A NETWORK PROGRAMMING APPROACH

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

Maritime UBer Fees : The Historical Background
and The Debate

The United States Constitution declares that inland

waterway system should remain free as it is instituted

by Article IV or The Northwest Ordinance of 1787

The navigable waters leading into the
Mississippi and St. Lawrence and the carrying
place in between the same, shall be common
highways and forever free, as well as to the
inhabitants of said territory as to the
citizens of the United States. . . . without any
tax, impost or duty therefor.

On August 7, 1789, the ordinance was adopted by

Congress into law and extended to include other territo-

ries of the United States. In 1824, the toll-free water-

way policy was reaffirmed when Congress passed The River

and Harbor Act

" No tolls or operating charges whatsoever shall
be levied or collected upon any vessel, boat,
dredges, craft or other watercraft passing
through any canal or other work for the improve-
ment of navigation belonging to the United
States.

1) Commanger, H.S. " Document of American History ".
New York, Appleton, Century, Croft, 1963.

2) U.S.C.A, Section 5.



In accordance to these laws, Congress authorized

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (CoE) to conduct the

operation, maintenance and new construction of the water-

ways syBtem. The federal government bore all the CoE

costs of navigation, flood control and recreational

purposes.

This policy had been continued throughout the twen-

tieth century. During this time, the federal government

had been able to provide a toll-free waterway to all

waterway users. Such apolicy was believed to encourage

competition among waterborne industries, reduce freight

rates, and stimulate economic growth.

However, the toll-free waterway policy has been

reviewed by every administration since the 1930's. Sepa-

rately, Presidents Roosevelt, Kennedy, and Johnson con-

sidered plans to establish system charges or tolls

collected from waterway users to finance, at least par-

tially, the federal expenditures on waterways.

Attempts to implement user fees on waterways has

led to debates in the U.S. Senate and Congress focusing

on two major issues efficiency and equity. Proponents

of user fees, on one hand, argue that user fees improve

the efficiency and equity of the transportation system

3) American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy
Research. Waterway User Charges. ISBN 0-8447-
0194-7. September, 1977.
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by improving the balance of competition among inland

transportation modes railroad, barges and truck.

Theoretically, a maximum economic efficiency will

be reached if benefits derived from transportation re-

source allocation equals their costs. It is argued that

the existing toll-free waterway has provided incentives

to barge operators to set their rates below the service

costs. While this policy benefits the barge industry,

it hurts taxpayers and the other transport industries

railroad and truck.

With regard to efficiency, user fees are Intended to

be a "market test" for estimating future investments in

waterways system. However, such a "market test" is effec-

tive only when fair competition exists among transporta-

tion modes, and when other modes can substitute the

transportation service provided by those lost due to

user fees imposition. With regard to equity, those in

favor of user fees argue that it is unfair for barge

operators to use toll-free waterways while other modes

pay the costs of their right-of-way.

On the other hand, opponents of user fees argue

that a free market has never existed in those transpor-

tation services, where government regulations abound,

and in many instances rail service can not be substi-

tuted by barge service. The advocates of toll-free water-

4) Ibid page 2
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way also point out that similar subsidies are received

by the railroad companies.

In 1980, in spite of controversy, the toll-free

waterway policy was rescinded when Congress decreed

Public Law 95-502 or the Inland Waterway Revenue Act. To

recover part of the costs of federally financing water-

way Operation and Maintenance (O&M), a fuel tax of 4

cents per gallon was levied on waterway carriers in 1980

and it was increased annually, reaching 10 cents per

gallon in 1985. This law represents the first breach

of the United States free waterway policy.

In recent years, faced with a federal budget defi-

cit, President Reagan was determined to reduce govern-

ment subsidies in inland waterway by considering another

form of user fees. Between the years 1981 to 1983, the

Reagan administration has proposed four shallow-draft

and two deep-draft bills to Congress. Each bill calls

for full recovery of all federal expenditures for 0 & M

and for new construction on U. S. ports and waterways. The

user fees will be segment-specific to ports and water-

ways and will be collected by local port authorities.

David Stockman, former Director of Office of Budget

Management (0.M.B), believes that the bills will not

affect the volume of commerce and traffic:

5) Ibid page 2.
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" Based on the small amount to be recovered
relative to the value of the trade, I believe
traffic diversions caused by the Administration
deep draft operation & maintenance charge will
also be small. "'

The Reagan bills spawned another debates in U.S.

Congress and Senate but they did not advance. Two major

reasons are cited. First, several influential senators,

Mark Hatfield, Mario Biaggi, Daniel Moynihan, Strom

Thurmond, among them, opposed the Administration bills.

They argued that the full recovery provision neglects

the user fee impacts on the bulk-commodity trade, i.e.

coal and grain. These commodities have been the mainstay

of the U.S. exports shippped through waterways.

The senators' main argument is that the imposition

of shallow draft and deep draft bills would ultimately

increase the commodity price in the world market. This

is based on the fact that although the commerce through

U.S. ports is large, and thus will be able to support

the port O&M dredging costs, the commodity markets for

grain or coal is highly competitive. Coupled with the

equally competitive bulk-shipping market, a cost diffe-

rence of a few cents/ton cargo often determines a

country's market share in the world market.

6) Testimony before the Subcommittee of Water Resources
of the Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works, July 6, 1981.



In his open letter to President Reagan, Senator Hatfield

(R-Oregon) opposed the full recovery provision of the

Reagan Administration proposal:

Export, especially bulk commodities such as
grain and coal will be reduced because of
higher transportation costs (caused by the
user fees), make them less competitive in world
markets, thus adversely affecting the U. S. balance
of payments.

A second major argument is that some local port

authorities also oppose the bills. Pertinent to the

segment specific provision, the port authorities argue

that such a provision could hurt ports which handle low

value commodities (grain and coal) but having high O&N

costs. These ports would have to charge high user fees

to recover the federal expenditures which in turn, would

reduce the volume of traffic into or out of the particu-

lar port. In effect, the situation could change the

current ballance of competition between large and small

ports.

This may be the case for the PNW ports. Geographi-

cally, Puget Sound (PS) ports have more navigational

advantage than Columbia River (CR) ports. Being a natu-

rally deep draft port, Puget Sound ports virtually need

no cost for dredging. In contrast, Columbia River ports

has high costs for dredging and other canal deepening

work.

7) Congressional Record Senate, August 3, 1981. Senate
Bill S. 9226.
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Commercially, however, the Puget Sound ports handle

more valuable commerce per volume than the Columbia

River ports. Thus, imposing a segment specific port

charges could force reallocation of traffic from CR to

PS ports.

Since February 1981, in response to the Administra-

tion bills, more than 41 bills related to the maritime

user fees have been introduced into Congress. These

bills, some of which are revisions of the previous ones,

are intended to be more acceptable. Generally, their

main goal is to mitigate the adverse impact of the user

fees on bulk commodity trade. Among these bills, S.970

or 8.865 seem most likely to pass. The important provi-

sions of the two bills are summarized below.

The first bill is S.865 or The Deep Draft

Navigation Act of 1983 proposed by Sen.Hatfield, et al.

Instead of full recovery, S.865 calls for only 44

percent of the 0 & N costs. The Hatfield Bill advocates

an uniform ad valorem tax across all commodities and

ports. Based on 1980 commerce figures, the tax is

approximately 30 cents per $ 1000 value. The user fees

would be applicable on imports, exports, coast and lake

traffic exceeding 20 feet in depth. They would be

phased-in over three years, over 1984, 22 percent,

during 1985, 33 percent and thereafter, 44 percent. All



monies would be collected by the Custom Service arid

would go into the Trust Fund account.

The second bill is S.970 or The National Harbor

Improvement Act of 1983 proposed by Senators Moynihan

and Stafford. It calls for 50 percent recovery of total

national 0&M expenditures (approximately 16 cents per

ton average) phased-in over 5 years. The fees would be

applied as a uniform-ton-of-commerce fee (unit tax) on

import, export, coast, lake, and intraterritorial water-

borne traffic.

As for the costs of new construction, both proposals

stipulate federal-local shares depending on the depth of

the channel. Local shares will increase as the depth of

the channel increases. For example, with financing up to

5 years, The Hatfield Bill requires local cost shares

in amount of 20, 30, 40, 55, and 75 percent for new

constructions with 35, 40, 45, 50, and 65 feet depth,

respectively. For comparison, the Moynihan Bill advocates

25/75 percent split of local/federal share for new con-

struction over 45 feet depth.

The other bills are either identical to the Hatfield

and Noynihan bills or do not have a specific user fees

formula (for example, the Biaggi Bill). The propositions

in these other bills vary in the level of cost recovery

and the way the fees will be imposed and collected. As



an alternative to ad valorem or tonnage tax, a vessel

license fees is suggested. The license fees which will

be treated as an increase in fixed costs by

transportation firms, will minimally affect the U.S.

trade (Martin). For comparison, some provisions of five

different major proposals (Matsui, Hatfield, t'loynihan,

Biaggi and Corps of Engineers bills) are summarized in

Table 1-1. These bills are still pending in Congress. As

of December 1985, none of them has been passed.

Pacific Northwest Wheat Transportation System

Wheat export is substantial to the Pacific Northwest

(PNW) economy. Total wheat export from Oregon, Idaho,

Washington and Montana increased steadily from 8. 4

millions tons in 1972 to a peak of 12.9 millions tons in

1980 (Table 1-2). Though the exports have decreased over

the last three years, it is expected that PNW wheat

export will grow at a long term rate of 5.8 percent

annually (Beeman).

This growth rate corresponds to the increasing

demand for grain by the Pacific Rim countries. This

optimistic expectation is fostered by constant effort on

the part of PNW governments, trade agencies and univer-

sities to increase wheat sale to the Pacific Rim

Countries.

Among the importing countries, Japan, Korea and



Table 1-i. Maritime User Fees Proposals.

Sill/Element Percent Share Source
Federal/Local Federal

S. 865
Hatfield, Warner
Bird et al.

H.R. 2406
flatsui

H.R. 1512
Biaggi et a]..

Increasing scale
by depth from
80/20 share to
25/75 share at
65 feet depth

Increasing scale
by depth from
80/20 share to
25/75 share at
65 foot depth

50/50 for depth
over 45 foot.
25/75 share for
incremental ope-
ration and main-
tenance.

85% of authorized
funds transferred
from Customs
Revenues

2.2% of Custom
Revenues

t3eneral Revenues

S. 970 40/60 depth over General RevenuesMoynihan, 45 foot.
Stafford 25/75 share for

incremental ope-
ration and main-
tenance.
50% Non-federal
share during
construction.
Balance and inte-
rest in 30 years.

Corps of 70/30 for 35 foot General RevenuesEngineers depth. Increasin
proposal scale for 35 6

foot and over.

Local

Uniform 0.06% cargo
ad valorent paid by
vessels.
State vessel tax
deleted in revi-
aed version

Uniform 0.06% cargo
ad valores paid by
vessels.
State Vessel
Tax authorized.

Formula vessel & cargo.
Maximum $ 1.00 on cargo
in foreign trade.
Surcharge on vessels
draving 43.5 foot.

Local credit to
improvement fund,
from excess 0&M
collections.

17 cent/ton fee
on cargo paid by
vessel.

Management
Funds

Trust Fund
In Treasury Impro-
vement Act & Special
Account

Trust Fund
In Treasury Impro-
vement Act & Special
Account

Treasury

Treasury

Treasury 50%.
Local fund paid
duriag construction.
Balance over
50 year life

Work

Corps of
Engineers

Corps of
Engineers
or Local
Contract

Corps of
Engineers

Corps of
Engineers

Corps of
Engineers

Source : Senator Mark 0. Hatfield Office, Washington D. C.

cD



Table 1-2. PNW Wheat Export Through Porta, 1972-1983 (in thouaand tona).

Year Columbia Port Puget Port Total PNW
River '1 Share (7.) Sound '2 Share (V.)

1972/1973 6353.31 75 2084.82 25 8438.13
197311974 6859.80 76 2098.68 24 8958.48
1974/1975 7376.37 83 1469.64 17 8846.01
1975/1976 7099.83 73 2658.93 27 9758.76
1976/1977 6693.30 79 1730.13 21 8423.43
1977/1978 7280.88 86 1223.01 14 8503.89
1978/1979 9508.92 91 918.90 9 10427.82
1979/1980 9552.21 96 422.01 4 9974.22
1980/1981 12876.69 99 57.06 1 12933.75
1981/1982 11906.28 96 545.58 4 12451.86
1982/1983 11196.63 88 1319.40 12 12516.03
1983/1984 10852.92 94 749.01 6 11601.93

Source :USDA Grain Market News, Various Years.

Note: (1). Portland, Kalama, Astoria, Longviev and Vancouver.

in 1978 Astoria was abandoned as a grain port.
(2).Tacoma and Seattle.

I-.
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Taiwan have been the most consistent buyers of the PNW

grain export. In recent years, due to changes in food

diets and increasing income, Indonesia, Thailand and

other ASEAN countries have been importing more wheat

from the PNW. Table 1-3. lists the PNW wheat exports to

foreign regions for years 1972-1984.

In the PNW, wheat is shipped from farms to country

elevators, subterminal elevators, and then ultimately to

terminal export elevators at either Puget Sound ports

(Tacoma and Seattle) or Columbia River ports (Portland,

Kalama, Longview and Vancouver). Table 1-2. presents the

PNW wheat exports by ports from 1977-1983.

The PNW wheat transportation market has been rela-

tively stable in the last decades. Three major transport

modes are available for shipping wheat from farms to

ports truck, barge and rail. The competition among

these modes provides several advantages for wheat produ-

cers (a) it tends to minimize transport rates. (b)

it allows easy modal shifts if equipment shortages or

logistic bottlenecks occur, (C) it relieves pressure on

storage capacity, and finally, (d) it permits flexibility

in marketing strategies (Martin, et.al).

Truck transportation is used primarily on short haul

shipments from farms to country elevators or on longer

hauls to ports. The latter are commonly practised for



Table 1-3. Pacific Northwest Wheat Export By Destination, 1972-1984 (in thousand tons>.

72/73 73/74 74/75 75/76 76/77 77/78 78/79 79/80 80/81 81/82 82/83 83/84

Country:

Afghanietan 61.71 0 2.19 1.65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29.04

Aaia (1) 121.14 219.84 178.32 263.1 262.56 250.14 308.46 381.84 393.72 256.23 365.88 385.86

Bangladeeh 242.7 241,68 0 0 47.19 18.6 105.39 1141.77 502.2 41.34 53.13 399.81

China 344.73 915.57 69.48 0 0 0 0 363.75 958.71 67.95 0 0

Europe .42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

India 268.11 126.06 1049.85 2850.12 1099.95 7.5 0 0 53.49 1099.35 2297.49 1207.2

indonemia 316.08 264.81 23.01 311.04 267.09 224.73 527.28 678.6 816.87 756.18 541.11 844.08

Iran 361.92 478.14 1455.03 84.45 983.37 1192.41 1130.82 264.15 314.97 343.26 0 0

Japan 3223.71 3057.57 2793.15 2708.07 2528.25 2398.5 3237.39 3399.93 3611.49 3238.65 3456.96 3651.36

Korea 1345.02 1656.75 1785.75 1673.31 2156.76 1900.05 1782.72 1999. 17 2198. 13 1895.01 2061.69 2254.65

Ct. A.er. (2) 246.33 136.02 155.4 81.36 43.02 66.33 111.12 91.17 9.69 174.48 7.8 121.8

Pakiatan 317.46 355.83 588.03 244.11 0 480.24 1013.67 158.37 61.5 70.23 45.03 108.87

Phillipinea 471.69 378.87 276.6 509.01 404.7 710.4 789.51 936.3 868.08 972.36 1042.2 800.7

So. A.er. (3) 13.5 10.86 0 77.79 47.97 54.42 22.98 253.53 339.24 268.74 123.48 72.99

Taivan 458.94 946.83 427.98 491.25 537.51 616. 44 563. 13 780. 12 583.62 655.65 701.7 585.72

USSR 542. 13 0 0 407.49 33.48 402.27 579.6 443.31 41.61 174.48 90.27 58. 17

Vietnam 102.54 123.96 41.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Algeria 0 42.48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Africa 0 0 0 56.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Egypt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2152.17 1396.74 703.74

Yemen 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 92.46 288.06

Othera(4) 0 0 0 0 11.58 181.86 255.93 267.66 2180.43 0 240.06 89.88

Total : 8438.13 8955.27 8846.01 9758.76 8423.43 8503.89 10428 11159.67 12933.75 12166.08 12516 11601.93

Source : Grain Narket Heve. USDA, Varjoue Ieeues.
Note : (1) Thailand. Ilongkong, flalayeia, Singapore.

(2) Panama, (lexico, £1 Salvador, Nicaragua, etc.
(3) Colombia, Equador, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Venezuela.
(4) Africa, Tuniaia, Lebanon, Iraq, etc.
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shipments of wheat from the Willamette Valley to

Portland. Truck transportation also used as a backhaul

carrier or as a "feeder" carrier from farms to barge

terminals.

Historically, a truck-barge combination has domina-

ted the wheat shipments to Columbia River ports. This

method provides the cheapest means to transport wheat

over the Columbia-Snake river waterway, for shippers

from Oregon, Southern Washington, Northern Idaho and

Western Montana, primarily.

In this transportation system, the Columbia-Snake

river has had an important function in serving the PNW

wheat industry. Grain (wheat, barley, and corn) alone

constitutes nearly 70 percent of total waterborne traf-

fic. Wheat accounts for 95 percent of the grain shipment

(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers).

From 1972 to 1981 truck-barge wheat shipments had

increased nearly 3 times (Table 1-4). Particularly in

1976, the optimistic forecast of PNW wheat trade had

induced barge companies to expand their barge capacities

and other river handling facilities (Sargent).

Beginning in 1980, however, rail shipments has

gained a larger market share. Rail share increased from

45.6 percent in 1976/1977 to 50.9 percent in 1982/1982.

The truck-barge share declined from 48. 9 percent in
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Table 1-4. Grain Shipment on the Columbia-Snake River,
Through Selected Locks, 1972-1983 (in thousand tons>.

Year Bonne- McNary Ice Har- Lo.Nonu- Little Lo.Gra-

yule bor mental Goose nite

1972 2647 2484 1307 1012 861 0

1973 2361 2116 1177 899 780 0

1974 2189 1907 993 796 684 0

1975 2754 2408 1218 949 847 148

1976 3737 3287 1826 1545 1358 486

1977 3486 3025 1958 1717 1541 659

1978 4638 4080 2779 2464 2303 1180

1979 4467 3840 2897 2336 2206 1130

1980 5357 4763 3371 2938 2747 1614

1981 6247 5521 3889 3258 3039 1662

1982 5426 4739 3292 2774 2633 1425

1983 5088 4442 3238 2786 2690 1476

Source U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Portland District, Oregon.
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1976/1977 to 40.6 percent in 1982/1983. This trend is

likely to continue in the future. Although the number

has not been confirmed yet, it appears that the barge

share in 1983-1984 was around 35-40 percent of total

wheat shipments to Columbia River ports. 8

From the PNW ports wheat is shipped to foreign

destinations by ocean carriers known as "tramp ships".

As compared to "liners", the "tramp ships" have no

regular routes but provide the services on a port to

port basis.

In the PNW, the abundance of ocean transport car-

riers makes the shipping markets highly competitive

such that a few cents/ ton difference in freight costs

negotiation can determine which carriers contracts the

shipments (Clement).

The Problem

Since the late 1970's, the PNW wheat industry has

been concerned with legislations on two transportation

issues that may affect the PNW wheat marketing and trans-

portation systems. The first regulation, The Staggers

Rail Act of 1980, has forced the truck-barge industry to

compete strongly with railroad industry.

8) Conversation with Nr.Cecil Brennan, PNW Grain Trans-
portatiori Consultant; Portland, Oregon.
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This Act is a realization of the Federal policy to

push transportation industry into a free market by dere-

gulating the railroad industry. In the PNW, this legis-

lation has induced Burlington Northern and Union Pacific

Railroads to offer low cost multicar rates, multiple-

origin car rates, and contract rates, in addition to the

existing single car rates. Single car and muiticar (3,

5, and 25 units> have been made available in Montana,

Washington, Idaho and Oregon while the bigger multicar

(52 units> have been operated in Montana.

In terms of transport cost, the multicar rail offer

substantial savings compared to single rail or truck-

barge. For example, the 26 car single origin rate from

Wolf Point (Montana) to Portland is 10.8 percent cheaper

than the single car rate, while the 52 car single origin

rate is 18.5 percent lower (Meyer). Although overall

wheat shipments also declined in 1981-1983, it is argued

that the legislation has resulted in a reduction of

grain shipments in Columbia-Snake river system from 6

million tons in 1981 to 5 million tons in 1983 (Table 1-

5).

The second regulation would be the maritime user

fees on inland waterways and ports. The the Reagan

administration is determined to pursue a similar policy

by pushing waterways transportation further into a free

market. Although the actual mechanism to impose the water-
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Table 1-5. Receipt of Wheat and Barley at Columbia River Ports,
by Node of Transportation, 1976-1983 (in thousand tons).

Crop Year Rail Barge Truck Total

1976/1977 3370.80 3620.34 406.80 7397.94

X of Total 45.56 48.94 5.50

1977/1978 3544.11 3928.23 628.68 8101.02

7. of Total 43.75 48.49 7.76

1978/1979 5084.13 4556.82 580.35 10221.30

7. of Total 49.74 44.58 5.68

1979/1980 5993.70 5083.11 713.97 11790.78

% of Total 50.83 43.11 6.06

1980/1981 7430.58 6530.61 840.72 14801.91

X of Total 50.20 44.12 5.68

1981/1982 6824.25 6152.67 800.43 13777.35

h of Total 49.53 44.66 5.81

1982/1983 6112.44 5107.62 781.62 12001.68
h of Total 50.93 42.56 6.51

Source : Cecil Brennan, Grain Transportation Consultant for
the Pacific Northwest; Portland, Oregon.
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ways and deep-draft ports fees has not been designed, it

is most likely that legislation will be passed by the US

Congress.

This has been clearly signaled by the issues debated

in the Congress and Senate. Rather than maintain the

status quo by completely rejecting the user fees, the

debates have been focused on three issues : (1) what

will be the type of user fees, (2) what will be the

level of cost recovery, and (3) how will the user fees

be implemented (segment specific or uniform) ?

Thus, the problem facing the PMW is, if user propo-

sals are implemented, how will the PNW wheat marketing

and transportation system react to the policy ? Under

such policy, the Columbia-Snake waterway and ports will

be affected by two major waterway charges: one shallow

draft fee to recover the operation and maintenance of a

14 foot channel for barge transportation in Lewiston-

Idaho to Portland-Vancouver area, and one deep draft fee

to recover the operation and maintenance of a 40 foot

channel for ocean going vessels from Astoria to Portland.

Considering the competitiveness of inland and

ocean transport modes in the PNW, the imposition of

these maritime user fees could change the PNW wheat

transportation system and could affect the pattern of

PNW wheat movement.



In relation to this, it is important to answer

these questions

(a) how would the user fees affect the competition

and wheat shipments share between Puget Sound

and Columbia River ports ?

(b) how would the user fees affect the competition

and modal share among truck, truck-barge and

railroad industries ?

(C) what areas of the PNW will be affected signi-

ficantly by the user fees ?

(d) how much will the PNW wheat shipping cost be

changed ?

It is expected that the answers to these questions will

provide policy makers a framework to consider the type

of user fees, the level of cost recovery and the mecha-

nism by which the user fees will be implemented in the

PNW. In addition, knowing the PNW wheat transportation

reaction to the changing regulation is essential for the

PNW wheat community in order to adjust the wheat marketing

and transportation systems.

Given the importance of the user fees issue to the

PNW wheat marketing and transportation system, a thorough

study is needed to assess the impact of the user fees.

To date, research in this area is limited. In the past

eight years, only four research projects have been done
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on inland waterway user fees related to the Columbia-

Snake River (Thayer and Cassavant; Nehringer; Logsdon;

Hausser).

No research has been conducted to assess the im-

pact of the deep draft user fees. Previous studies

trace only the wheat movement from the producing regions

to the PNW ports and exclude the possible shipments from

these ports to foreign destinations. This thesis, to the

author's knowledge, is the first study to deal with both

deep-draft and shallow-draft user fees impacts on PNW

wheat shipments.

The Objective

The principal objective of this study is to provide

policy makers a framework to assess the impacts of

shallow and deep-draft user fees on the PMW wheat marke-

ting and transportation system. Specifically, the

objectives are

(1) To construct a wheat transportation model for

the PNW;

(2) To use the model to determine the impacts of

shallow-draft and deep-draft user fees on

(a) the optimal flow of wheat to Puget Sound

and Columbia River ports,
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(b) the optimal modal distribution among rail-

road, truck-barge and truck shipments to

ports;

(C) the cost of shipping wheat from supply

origins to foreign destinations.

The Procedure

In the area of logistic and transportation studies,

network programming has been proven useful to analyze

grain shipment (Taylor; Barnett, Binkley and McCarl;

Makus; Stegelin; Fuller and Klingman; Fuller and Shanmugam;

Feldons; Monteroso et al. and Wright, Meyer and Walker).

A network programming model is a linear programming

model. Its special structure, however, enables network

programming algorithms to solve transportation problem

more efficiently and less costly than linear programming

algorithms.

In this study, a least cost single commodity capa-

citated network transportation programming is employed

and several network models of PMW wheat shipment are

constructed. The procedures of the analysis are as follows.

First, a base model (B.1) of the PNW wheat marketing

and transportation system is developed. The base model

includes all grain transportation modes in the PNW:

rail, barge, truck and ocean ship including their asso-
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ciated costs. The model links the PNW 78 grain supply

regions to eight foreign markets (Japan, Korea, Taiwan,

Pakistan, South East Asia, U.S.S.R, India and Egypt)

and determines the least cost grain flow under 1983

production, export and transport rates. There is no

user fees imposed in base model 8. 1.

flulticar and single car are simultaneously modeled.

However, in order to separate the wheat shipment by

multicar and single car rails, monthly wheat shipments

are used instead of yearly wheat shipments. This is to

avoid all wheat be shipped by the cheaper multicar,

since yearly aggregation of wheat will exceed the minimum

requirements of multicar shipments. In comparison, a

previous study uses separate model for single car and

multicar rail (Nehringer).

This analysis uses transportation rates instead of

transportation costs. Rail rates are quoted from Burling-

ton Northern and Union Pacific published tariffs. Knap-

ton Barge Company supplies barge rates from river eleva-

tors to port elevators. A telephone survey was conducted

in March 1985 to collect truck rates and river trarifer

charges from wheat shippers and truck company in the

PNW. Given the highly competitive markets for truck,

railroad and barge services, it is expected that tran-

sportation cost will be reflected by the observed tran-
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sportation rates.

As an alternative to the base model, an additional

base model (B.2) is constructed to include the port

share constraints on wheat movement to Columbia River

and Puget Sound ports. This constraint is needed to show

the difference of port elevator capacity between Columbia

River and Puget Sound ports, and thus to simulate the

real wheat transportation system in the PNW. The result

of the second base model is compared to the real wheat

movement in the PNW in 1983.

Second, in order to assess the impact of various

schemes of user fees, the base models are modified by

adding the user fees in the shipping cost. Uniform fuel

tax is calculated based on 1981-1982 U.S. fuel consum-

ption and tax revenues generated from The Inland Waterway

Revenue Act, collected by The U. S. Internal Revenue

System. Segment fuel tax and lockage fees are calculated

using PNW wheat traffic and Columbia-Snake River O&M

costs supplied by the Corps of Engineers for 1981-1983

fiscal years. The deep-draft fees are calculated based

on average federal expenditures on ports and port commer-

ce from 1977 -1982 fiscal year to reduce the yearly

variation of O&M expenditures.

In the models, the shallow draft fees are added to

the existing barge rates. Likewise, the deep-draft fees
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are added to ocean-going vessels rates. In this formu-

lation, the inclusion of user fees in the model measures

the sensitivity of the PNW wheat transportation system

to the user fees.

Finally, the impacts of user fees on PNW wheat

movement are simulated against the possible changes in

rail rates. In any events, the impact of user fees on

waterway depends on the reaction of rail industry. In

this analysis, it is assumed that the railroad companies

use "predatory tactics" by reducing $ 0.50 of their

rates to capture more market share.9

All data analysis is carried out using NETFLO algo-

rithm written by Dr. Jeff Kennington from Southern Netho-

dist University. A thorough discussion on the develop-

ment of the models including inputs variables and con-

straints is presented on chapter IV.

') Uonversation with Mr. Cecil Brennan, Grain Transportation
Consultant for the Pacific Northwest, Portland, Oregon.



The Organization of the Study

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In

Chapter II the previous literature on the impacts of

user fees on grain transportation in the U.S is reviewed.

Theory and methodology relevant to this study as well as

the empirical model are presented in Chapter III. A

discussion on data and development of the user fees are

presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V discusses findings

of the studies and the validation of the results. Chap-

ter VI summarizes and concludes the study.
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CHAPTER II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this chapter is to review the past

studies assessing the impacts of user fees on grain

transportation. Although many studies on grain transpor-

tation have been done in the past, studies on user fees

related to this area have been limited.

In the past ten years, several studies have examined

the impacts of the user fees for different regions and

different commodities in the U. S. waterways. They are,

(a) studies examining the movement of all commodities

aggregated in large heterogenous groups shipped in a

large region (CACI; D.O.T; Kearney), (b) studies tracing

the movement of some commodities from a relatively large

region (Binkley and Shabman; Shabman et.al; Bunker;

Hausser), and (c) studies focusing on the movement of a

specific commodity ( wheat, corn or soybean) shipped

from a small region (Casavant and Thayer; Mehringer;

Logsdon)

Generally, these studies may be classified into two

groups: (a) non-mathematical studies and (b) mathemati-

cal modeling studies. Accordingly, this chapter reviews

these studies from the perspective of the two groups and

focuses primarily on the assumptions, the type of user

fees imposed, the user fees formulae, the method of



assessment, and the conclusions.

Non-I1atheinatica1 StudieB

This kind of study uses descriptive statistics,

interviews or historical data to analyse the impacts of

user fees on grain traffic. The first study is the

Department of Transportation (D.O.T) study completed

1977. It assumes that (a) the user fees would recover

only parts of 0 & M expenditures of 29 selected waterways

in the U.S., (b) the user fees would be passed from

barge operators on to the shippers in the form of higher

transport rates, and (c) railroad and truck (other barge-

competing modes) firms would not raise their rates in

response to higher barge rates. Later, these assumptions

are reviewed or modified by other studies.

The D.0.T. study first considers two types of user

fees : uniform ton-miles fee and segment ton-miles fee

whose fees formulae are calculated as follows. The

D.0.T totals the Corps of Engineers and Coast Guard 0 &

N expenditures of 29 river segments for five consecutive

years (1971 to 1975>.

The uniform ton-miles fee is then estimated by

dividing total 0 & N expenditures for all 29 river

segments by their total ton-miles for each commodity. To

obtain the segment ton-miles fee, for each year, a
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particular river segment, say Columbia-Snake river

costs, is divided by its segment ton-miles. In the

analysis, a five year average is used.

The D.O.T study concludes that under a uniform ton-

miles fee (approximately 0.8 mills/ton-mile) the water-

borne traffic would be diverted to other modes in the

range of 12-15 percent. However, if seven rivers having

high cost but low traffic are subsidized continuously

then the uniform fee would be dropped to 0.6 mills/ton-

mile, and would reduce dnly 10 percent of the traffic.

The segment ton-mile fee would have a similar result.

If imposed the fee would only shift ten percent of the

traffic to other competing modes. But if the previous

assumptions do not hold, primarily if barge operators

do not pass all user fees to customers (in term of

higher barge rates) and if railroad or truck rates stay

the same, then the traffic diversions would be less than

the traffic diversions caused by the uniform ton-miles

fee.

The D.0.T. study estimates that grain movement in

the Upper Mississippi and Illinois rivers would be diver-

ted by ten percent and by 12 to 30 percent if segment

and uniform ton-miles fees were imposed, respectively.

The D.0.T study also find that both user fees would not

affect significantly coal and chemical traffic but would
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affect significantly sand and gravel traffic. This is

because the alternative rail rates to carry coal and

chemical are high enough to make shippers continue to

charter barges.

Under contract to the Corps of Engineers, CACI

Incorporation projects three types of user fees that

would be imposed on the U. S. waterways uniform fuel

tax, uniform ton-miles tax, and segment specific tax.

The CACI Inc. study 's assumptions are similar to those

of the D.O.T's . Although the segment fees are calculated

in slightly different method, their magnitudes are

close to the D.0.T. 's estimations. Instead of using

rates, the CACI Inc. uses rail and waterway costs.

This study finds that under 50 and 100 percent

recovery levels, the segment specific fees would reduce

waterway traffic by 8.6 percent and 9.5 percent, respec-

tively. Under the same recovery levels, the uniform fuel

taxes (12.8 and 27 cents/gallon) would shift 5.5 and 7.1

percent of barge traffic into other modes, respectively.

The D.O.T and the CACI Inc. studies are noted for

their extensive coverage of the movements of nearly all

commodities in the major U.S. waterways. However, these

studies suffer from serious aggregation problems by

neglecting many important details. Among other things,

the commodities are grouped in large heterogenous
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groups and their movements are limited only from river

origins to port destinations. Furthermore, their methods

of assessment are complicated.

Recent studies are more specific, indicating that

each waterway and commodity has a unique transportation

pattern, and thereby can not simply be aggregated into

large heterogenous groups. For example, Conley and Hill

evaluate the impact of waterway user fees in Illinois

agriculture using historical data and interviews with

industry personnel. Summaries and discusions on several

studies using other than mathematical modeling to ana-

lyze impacts of waterway user charges are done by Fruin,

Shabman, and Kearney.

Mathematical Modeling Studies

In this type of study, linear programming transship-

ment models formulated after Leath and Blakely or Fede-

ler and Heady have been used frequently to analyze the

impact of various policy of agricultural transportation.

Theoretically and structurally, their models are simple

but versatile since they can efficiently include impor-

tant transportation characteristics such as intermodal

competition or transport constraints unique to the study

areas or to commodity analyzed.

Leath and Blakely evaluate the interregional aspects
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and competitive structure of the U.S. grain and flour

milling industry. Specifically, they search for the

optimal production and distribution pattern of the indus-

try in order to minimize costs of handling, storage,

acquisition, processing and distribution of grain in the

U.S. for the 1966/1967 marketing year. Using a linear

programming transshipment model, they assume that demand

and production regions with the associated processing

and storage facilities are known. Transfer cost including

a handling cost is linear and independent of the quantity

shipped. In the analysis, capacity constraints on milling

and storage are considered.

In conclusion, they suggest that it is profitable

to shift and to relocate the U.S. production, demand

regions and flour mills - although this solution is

sensitive to the change of the transport costs and

capacity restrictions. A change in the transport rate

and storage capacity would result in a significant shif-

ting of the locations. Leath and Blakely's study is

modified by Schnake and Franzman which show that using

cost-of-service rather than transport rates would save a

portion of marketing costs.

Fedeler and Heady employ large scale linear program-

ming models to select the optimal national grain location

and interregional grain transportation. The emphasis of
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their study is to analyse the interdependency among

transport modes and how this transportation network

would be affected by changes in transport costs and grain

demand.

Among other things, the study find that (a) multicar

rail cars generate transport cost savings, (b) rail cost

changes produce larger impacts than barge cost changes,

and (c) an increasing demand from Asia causes grain

flows to PMW port (Seattle). The later finding, however,

is the result of arbitrary reassignments of Gulf export

demand for grain to Seattle.

Fedeler and Heady's study is a modification of

grain transport model provided by Fedeler, Koo and Heady.

Both studies assume that grain demand and production

locations were preassigned but transport costs are sta-

tistically estimated.

Leath and Blakely, and Fedeler and Heady studies

are the benchmarks of grain transportation studies.

Their models are frequently modified, including changes

of parameters, modes or constraints, for example study

by Tyrchniewicz and Tosterud on rail abandonment in

Canada, Ladd and Lifferth on rail system in Iowa, and by

Sorenson on rail versus barge competition in Mississippi

River and by Baumel et al.

Basically, studies assessing the impacts of user
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fees on grain transportation are also modifications of

Leath and Blakely or Fedeler and Heady 's model. This

is done by changing the cost vectors of the linear

programming base model with new cost vectors resulting

from the imposition of the user fees.

For example, the study by Hausser, using a trans-

shipment model applied to national grain movement

(wheat, soybean and corn), estimates that a system-wide

(uniform) fuel tax to recover 100 percent of federal

expenditures on waterways would be 34. 2 cents/gallon in

1985.

Imposing this fee as an increase of barge rates

would reduce 14 percent of U.S. grain shipments carried

by barge to rail. For the PMW, the same fee would shift

8.4 percent grain shipment from Washington, with other

areas being left unaffected.

Hausser also calculates segment specific ton-miles

fees at 0, 50 and 100 percent rail responses. These

numbers mean that if the barge rates increase by 1 cent

the railroad, in response, would increase its rates by

0, 0. 5 and 1 cents.

In 1985, the segment specific ton-miles fee under 0

percent rail response would be 40 cents/ton miles for

the Columbia-Snake River. Under this measure, the grain

shipment diversion would be 8.4 percent for the PNW and
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18 percent for the U.S. Again, only grain shipments from

Washington would be affected.

In the same year, for wheat only, the uniform fuel

tax would shift 15. 8 percent and 5. 1 percent of wheat

carried by barge into rail for the whole U.S. and PNW,

respectively. On the other hand, the wheat traffic

diversion caused by segment specific ton-miles tax is

22.9 percent for the whole U.S. and 5.1 percent for the

PNW. In terms of transportation rates, Hausser esti-

mates that the segment specific ton-miles fee would

increase barge rates by 6. 6 cents/bushel at the maximum.

Hausser concludes that first, the impacts of user

fees would significantly decline if rail rates increase

in response to the increase of barge rates. Second,

grain movement is more sensitive to segment specific tax

(ton-miles or fuel taxes) than to uniform tax. Conse-

quently, the grain industry will be better off under

uniform fuel tax than under segment specific taxes.

The following Nidwest studies are reviewed briefly,

since they do not include grain movement from the PNW

and have similar conclusions to those of Hausser's.

Nevertheless, these studies significantly improve the

method of assessment by including other factors, e.g.

intermodal competition and cross elasticities of barge

services with respect to the increase of rail and truck
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rates.

Binkley, Havlicek and Shabman, and Shabman et al.

examine the impact of user fees on the movement of three

varieties of wheat (hard red spring, hard red winter,

soft red winter), soybeans, corn and the broiler indus-

try. Both studies use transshipment linear programming

applied to 1970-1971 production and consumption data

and 1975 barge, rail and truck rates. The user fees

considered are uniform ton-miles and segment ton-miles

at various recovery levels.

They conclude that uniform fees at less than 100

percent recovery levels would not significantly affect

the waterway traffic. Even at higher than 100 percent

recovery levels, the fees only moderately reduce the

wheat traffic from the waterway. On the other hand,

segment ton-miles fee would cause serious reduction of

the grain traffic from the waterway.

Another Midwest study is done by Bunker. He traces

the movement of grain and fertilizer in Logan County,

Illinois river tributaries. Four levels of ton-miles

fees ranging from 0.5 mills/net ton to 2 mills/net ton

are imposed as additional charges on barge rates. The

result indicates that there would be no significant

impact on grain traffic due to the user fees. Although

the imposition of .5 mills user fees on fertilizer
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shipment would reduce its traffic by 79 percent and

mills fee would terminate all movements.

Studies conducted in the PNW areas refine the

method by including modal competition and more detailed

grain movement. Logsdon, using regression and discri-

minant analysis, estimates the demand for wheat transpor-

tation on the Columbia-Snake river.

He finds that the quantity of wheat shipped by

truck-barge combination is elastic with respect to truck-

barge rates and rail rates. The elasticity with respect

to truck-barge rates for Montana and South Idaho is -5.2

and for the rest of the PMW regions (Washington, Oregon,

North Idaho) is -1.27. With respect to the rail rates,

the measures is + 5.3 for Montana, South Idaho and +1.45

for the rest of the PNW.

As expected, the imposition of the user fees on

wheat traffic would be insignificant if railroad increa-

ses its rates. The increase of barge rates by 1 cent per

bushel of wheat would only reduced traffic from 115.7 to

110.5 million bushels. This, however, meant a loss of S

651,000 to barge operators. For a fuel tax, the increase

of fuel prices by 60 cents/gallon to 1.25 /gallon would

decrease barge shares by 0. 1 to 0. 5 percent.

Employing a transshipment model applied to 1974/1975

production and transport data, Thayer investigates the
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and Seattle. The user fees are assumed to be 0.5, 1.5,

4.4 and 7.5 mills/ton miles.

In his study, Thayer indicates that the 0.5 and 1.5

mills/ton user fees would respectively shift 36 and 70

percent of wheat carried by truck-barge to railroad from

Oregon, Washington and North Idaho. There would be no

further shifts caused by higher user fees.

In terms of wheat transport cost, the four levels

of user fees would increase transport cost by S 36, 000,

76,000, 147,000 and 219,000, respectively. There would

be no traffic shifting in Montana if low user fees (0.5

and 1.5 mills) are imposed. On the other hand, the

higher user fees would shift 82.4 percent of truck-barge

traffic to rail. For south Idaho, the 0.5 mills/ton user

fees would shift 23 percent of barge traffic to rail.

No further shift would be caused by the higher levels of

user fees.

Thayer concludes that truck-barge industry is

competitive to rail in Washington, Oregon and Idaho.

Even low levels of user fees would significantly shift

the wheat carrying truck-barge traffic to rail, though

the fees would not significantly increase the transport

cost for the shippers.

Mehringer, also using a transshipment model, ana-
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Columbia-Snake river uniform fuel tax, lockage fees,

segment specific fuel tax, and segment specific tori-

miles tax. The cost recovery levels are 25, 50, 75 and

100 percent of federal expenditures on waterways.

Mehringer includes two systems of railroad serving

the PNW : single and multicar rails in a separate models.

Nehringer finds that, in combination with the single

unit rail system, the user fees at every level of cost

recovery would not significantly shift the wheat traffic

carried by barge

This result would not change, even when the same

user fees are imposed in combination with multiple rails

system. Each type of fee would only decrease barge

shares by approximately 3 percent at the maximum. Only

at full recovery, the segment fuel tax caused 27 percent

diversion of the barge traffic to multicar rail.

In percentages, the transportation cost paid by

shippers would not significantly be affected by the user

fees. At full cost recovery, the imposition of segment

fees and uniform fees would increase the transport bills

by 3 million and 1.7 million dollars, respectively.

However,these numbers only represent 1.4 and 0.8 increa-

ses in transport bills for shippers in Washington, Oregon

and Montana. In Idaho, the percentage of increase was
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slightly larger: 2.3 and 1.7 percent.

According to Iehringer, the impact of user fees is

heavily dependent on the degree of competition between

rail and barge industries. The lower the degree of

competition, the smaller the impacts of the user fees on

barge shares. Even high user fees may not lead to

drastic shifts from barge to rails.

Further, for the PNW, the uniform fuel tax is more

desirable than segment specific tax. This is because

the Columbia-Snake River has higher maintenance cost

/mile than the average U. S. waterways. Consequently, a

segment specific tax would require considerably higher

user charges to recover the federal expenditures. This

would be a burden on the PNW shippers.

Chapter Summary

It is obvious that the findings of previous studies

on the impacts of user fees on grain transportation are

unique to the regions and the commodities investigated.

This is due to the variations in the assumptions, the

geographical areas, the constraints, the type of fees,

and the level of cost recovery.

Nevertheless, general conclusions can be drawn from

the previous studies. First, the non-mathematical studies

(Conley and Hill; Fruin) are essentially long run studies.
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They use a longer time horizon allowing individual barge

companies to react slowly to the imposition of user

fees. Rather than assuming the immediate transfer of

taxes from shippers to consumer in terms of higher

shipping rates, they assume that the barge firms will

adjust their technology or their investments. However,

after these adjustment processes, Conley and Hill find

that shippers will ultimately increase barge rates.

Second, in coristrast to the non mathematical analy-

sis, the mathematical modeling studies (Hausser; Bunker;

Cassavant and Thayer; Shabman et al; Nehringer) use "the

worst case scenario". They assume that the user fees

are treated as an increase of marginal cost by the

transportation firms. The fees, then, passed to shippers

as additions of transport rates. Thus, essentially,

these studies use shorter time periods and examine trans-

portation systems which are unique to those periods.

Also, unlike the non-mathematical studies, the mathema-

tical modeling studies assume that rail service is a

perfect subtitution for barge service. Under these assump-

ptions, the impacts of user fees on the barge industry

will depend significantly on railroad reaction. If, in

response to the increase of barge rates, railroad in-

crease their rates, it is expected that the traffic

shift will be insignificant.
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Third, with regard to Columbia-Snake river, it

appears that an uniform tax is more desirable than a

segment tax. This is because the Columbia-Snake river is

considered as a high-cost river when compared to the

average U.S. waterway e.g. Lower Mississippi River.

The previous studies suffer from several limitations.

First, most studies exclude possible grain shipments

from ports to foreign destinations. They treat ports as

final destinations, not as transshipment points.

Fourth, none of the studies include the impacts of

deep-draft user fees. All studies reviewed here, examine

only the impacts of shallow draft user fees.

Finally, only a few studies deal specifically with

the issue of user fees in the Pacific Northwest regions.

Most of these studies applied to the Mississippi River

and its tributaries. Therefore, their conclusions can

not be extrapolated to the Columbia-Snake River waterway

system. This justifies the need for a research that

trancends the above limitations.
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CHAPTER III.

THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

In the PNW, soft white wheats from Oregon, Washing-

ton and Idaho are produced primarily for export while

hard red wheat from Montana is consumed domestically as

well as for export. Since the domestic consumption

minimal, most of the P!1W wheat is exported. Among the

importing countries, the Pacific Rim Countries are the

most consistent buyers. In this situation, the produc-

tion regions and the consumption regions are spatially

separated.

Wheat is exported evenly throughout the year with

no distinct seasonal variation shipment to ports. There

has been no serious storage problem and shortage in

transport services (Martin et al. ) Consequently, there

has been no significant problem of temporal allocation

in the PNW wheat market. Thus, in the PNW wheat marketing

system, the major marketing activity is transporting

wheat to ports and to foreign destinations.

In this setting, economic theory can be used to

explain the problem of spatially separated markets and

their relation to transportation problems (Samuelson;

Bressler and King). Accordingly, the first section of

this chapter presents the theory of intermarket trade
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and the derivation of demand for transportation. The

second section exposes the analytical view of transpor-

tatiori markets with two competing modes. Finally, follow-

ing Samuelson, the third section present the reformula-

tion of the theory of intermarket trade into empirical

models, linear programmming transportation model and its

comparable network programming model. In these theoreti-

cal and methodological frameworks, the issue of user

fees which is the primary inquiry of this study is

analyzed.

The Theory of Intermarket Trade and The Derivation of
Demand for Transportation

The classical theory of trade suggests that trade

activity between two markets takes place whenever a

price differential for a homogeneous commodity exists,

due to different comparative advantage existing between

their two markets.

For illustration, assume that two markets are

engaged in wheat trade. Let market 1 be the PNW, and let

market 2 be the Pacific Rim Countries (PRC) with their

known supplies and demands, and trade sector located in

PNW ports. The two markets are spatially separated, but

linked by transportation costs. Further, assume that

there are no institutional restrictions and no trade
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barriers to limit the profit seeking traders within each

markets.

Given these assumptions, the problem is to deter-

mine the post-trade equilibrium levels of wheat price,

consumption and production within each market and the

wheat flow through ports from PNW to PRO.

This problem is illustrated in figure 3-1. Let

supply and demand for PNW be S1 and D1, and for PRO be

S2 and D2,. respectively. Before trade, each market will

reach its autarchic equilibrium price at the intersec-

tion of its supply and demand curve, i. e., at P1 for

market 1 on the left graph and at P at market 2 on the

right graph.

Now, if trade is allowed, traders will seek profit

by arbitraging the wheat from market 1 to market 2. The

quantity offered by market 1 is given by its excess

supply curve (ESI ). That is the amount of wheat pro-

duced minus wheat consumed in PNW. Conversely, the quan-

tity demanded by market 2 is represented by its excess

demand curve (ED2 ). Both curves are plotted on the

center panel in figure 3-1.

After trade, the equilibrium prices will be achieved

at P. where P. is larger than P1 but less than P2.

Assuming that there are no other transfer costs involved

(marketing or handling charges, taxes or other non-line
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Figure 3-1. Model of Intermarket Trade Without Transfer Cost
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haul costs), the difference between P1 and P2 will be

the transport cost P1 at every quantity of wheat shipped

from PNW to PRC.

Intuitively, the solution is that wheat will be

shipped from market where its price is lower (PNW) to

market where its price is higher (PRC) until the diffe-

rence of price is no larger than the transport cost.

This is illustrated at the center graph. At point 0

where the transport cost is exactly equal to the diffe-

rence between P1 and P2 (P1 =P2-P1 ) no shipment

takes place. But, for instance, at P1 where P1 < P2-P1

wheat is traded in the amount of X12 and the intermarket

trade will be profitable.

Graphically, the maximum quantity of wheat shipped

from P!1W to PRC will be X12*, the point at which the

transportation cost is zero. By working on the left and

the right panels, the final equilibrium for consumption

and production can be determined. After trade, PNW con-

sumes OA, produces OB, and ships the difference of these

quantities (AB) to the PRC. On the other hand, PRC

consumes OD, produces DC, and imports CD = AB from PNW.

Looking back to the center graph in figure 3-1, the

demand for transportation is derived by subtracting ES1

from ED2. At every possible point, the vertical distan-

ces of ED2-ES1 are then plotted onto the lower graph. In



this graph, the vertical axis is the transport cost and

the horizontal axis is the quantity of wheat shipped

from region 1 to region 2.

Recall that when transport costs equal P ', X12 is

shipped. Then, by designating all possible levels of

transport costs P 's, the corresponding shipments X 's

are plotted onto the horizontal axis. Thus, the demand

curve for transportation is a derived demand which is

less elastic than the excess demand for wheat (ED2

and is downward sloping. An elaborate discussion on the

properties of derived demand are given by Friedman, by

Silberberg.

As mentioned earlier, this simple intermarket trade

model assumes away many factors in trade, e. g. trade

barriers and transfer costs. However, since the purpose

of the study is to analyze the impacts of user fees

(transfer costs) on wheat shipment to PNW ports, the

transfer costs need to be evaluated in more detail.

Figure 3-2 represents the inclusion of tranfer

costs into the two markets model (PNW and PRC). But now,

the ports are defined more specifically as Columbia

River ports (CR). This is because most of the user fees

analyzed in this study ( uniform fuel, segment fuel and

lockage fees) are imposed on barges carrying wheat to CR

ports.
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Again, in the lower center panel of figure 3-2 the

vertical and horizontal axis are transport cost and

quantity of wheat shipped from PNW to PRCP respectively.

In addition to the demand of transportation service

(D ), a supply of transportation service (S ) is added.

This curve represents the availability of transport

service to ship wheat from PNW to PRC at various tran-

sport costs. Hence, St is the horizontal summation of

services provided by all transport modes in the PNW.

In figure 3-2, the intersection between D and S

determines the transport costs T. Mow, following the

left and right panels, the equilibrium prices are esta-

blished at P1 in market 1 and P2 at market 2. The

difference between the two prices (P2-P1 ) will be the

transport cost (T ).

After trade, PMW produces OB, consumes OA, and

exports AB = OB-OA. On the other hand, PRC produces OC,

consumes OD, and imports CD = OD-OC. In the center

panel, the wheat flow through CR ports is QE = AB CD.

The next step is merely to fit the user fees into

the analytical model. Within the economic framework, the

user fees are the addition of production costs of the

transportation firm, or, in the aggregate level, the

addition of production cost of the transportation in-

dustry.
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Theoretically, the imposition of user fees will

shift the supply curve upward to S. , and consequently,

the transport costs will increase from T to T '. Retur-

ning back to the left and right panels in figure 3-2,

the final equilibrium is established at P ' and P a '.

In a similar manner, the wheat flow through CR ports

will be OE '.

In this simple analytical exposition, it is clear

that the imposition of user fees will decrease the wheat

flow through the CR ports from OE to OE'. Now that user

fees are included in the intermarket trade model, the

following discussion will focus on the impacts of user

fees on the modal shares in shipping wheat to ports.

Transportation Model With Two Competing Modes

This section presents an analytical view of a si-

tuation where a transportation market is shared by two

competing modes i.e. railroad and barge. Also, this

section shows how the user fees may affect the modal

shares.

Given a transportation route, a shipper faces a

choice in selecting a transportation mode to ship his

wheat. Assuming that the quality of services, time, risk

and other qualitative aspects can be compensated by

adjustment in transport costs, rationally, the shipper
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will choose the least costly mode to ship his wheat.

In this theoretical setting, it is assumed that

neither rail and barge industries are regulated and

there is no capacity constraint for modes. Thus, from a

shipper's point of view, railroad and barge are perfect

substitutes and the transport market behaves as a compe-

titive market. This situation is depicted in figure 3-3.

As in figure 3-1, in figure 3-3 the vertical and horizon-

tal axes represent the transport rate and the quantity

of goods shipped, respectively. Here, the transporta-

tion market is shared by rail and barge each with its

supply of service Sr for railroad and Sb for barge.

The demand (D ), derived from the previous section,

represents the total demand for transportation service

to ship wheat from one point to another. Therefore,

this demand is independent of modes of transportation.

The total supply of transportation services (S

for the particular route is the horizontal summation of

the supply for railroad and the supply for barge services.

The equilibrium of this market is reached at T where D

is equal S. At the equilibrium, the solution of the

modal shares is that wheat is transported by rail at the

quantity of X,. and by barge at the quantity of Xb, where

Xr + Xb = ( total wheat shipped along that particular

route).
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Figure 3-3. Traneportation Market With Two Competing Modea
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Following the previous discussion, the imposition of the

user fees will shift the barge supply Sb to 5b

Further, since the total supply of transportation (S

is the horizontal summation of the barge supply (Sb

and the railroad supply (S.. ), S will shift upward to

S '. The final equilibrium will move to T ' and, conse-

quently, the modal shares will change. The railroad

industry will expand its services from X.. to X.. ', but

the barge industry will decrease its services from Xb

to Xb'.

Up to this point, the two sections of Chapter III

give a theoretical background and framework for the

empirical analysis. The brief but sufficient exposition

of intermarket trade has related the trade theory and

the impacts of transfer cost (user fees> on wheat flow

between PNW and PRC, as well as on modal competition.

Although the theory is simplified and assumes away many

factors that influence the wheat trade between PNW and

PRC and transport markets in the PNW, an insight on how

the user fees affect the wheat flow to ports and the

transport modal share can be developed.

In general, assuming that shippers react immediate-

ly, the imposition of user fees on the barge industry

will increase barge rates which in turn will divert

barge shipments from Columbia River ports to rail or to
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Puget Sound ports. In the following sections, the

above theoretical framework is cast empirically into

linear programming models and network programming

models.

Linear Programming Transportation Model

In the history of economic thought, the theory of

intermarket trade, also known as the problem of spatial-

ly separated markets, has been a challenge to economic

theorists from Marshall to Enke. Finding an efficient

solution to the problem has been a major difficulty.

This is because the seemingly simple problem can expand

to a complex problem when one considers many markets and

many commodities. At that time of their studies, the

absence of an efficient method was aggravated by the

backwardness of computer technology.

In 1952, Samuelson reformulated the problem of spa-

tially separated markets into a problem of mathematical

optimization. He showed that the non-normative nature

of Enke's work on spatially separated markets could be

cast into Linear Programming Transportation Problem

(LPTP), formulated by Hitchcock, and Koopmans and Reiter.

Nonetheless, in the absence of an efficient method of

solution, their works were virtually ignored until

Dantzig developed the simplex method to solve the LPTP

model. There are various modifications of the LPTP also



known as Hitchcock-Koopmans problem, e.g. transshipment,

assignment and travelling salesman problems, but in its

general form, the LPTP is as follows.

Consider n origin points and m destination points

in the geographical map. The origin i has a supply of

at units of a homogeneous good per unit of time. The

destination j has a requirement of b units of the same

commodity. In addition, it is required that the total

supply of the goods at the origins is less than or equal

to the total demand at the destinations. Transport costs

from i to j ( i.e. the cost to ship one unit of goods

from i to j) is ct , constant and independent of the

quantity shipped for all i and j.

Given all this information, the problem is to deter-

mine the shipping pattern from the origins to the desti-

nations which minimize the total transportation cost. In

agreement to the intermarket trade theory, it is assumed

that the participants of this trade are profit maximi-

zers and that the market is competitive.

Denoting XtJ 's as the quantity shipped from the i

th origin to the j' destination, the above problem may

be stated mathematically as:
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Ilinimize

Ctj Xtj (1)

a J

subject to

<a foralli (2)

X > b, for all j (3)

all x > 0 (4)

Equation (1) minimizes the total transport cost;

Equation (2) insures that for each supply point, the

quantity of goods shipped is less than or

equal to the quantity of goods available;

Equation (3) insures that for each demand point, the

quantity of goods received is greater

than or equal to the quantity of goods

demanded;

Equation (4) insures that there is no negative shipment

of the goods.

In the above transportation model, it is assumed

that goods are shipped directly from the origin i to the

destination j without passing any points or changing

transport mode in between. But in reality, a situation

may arise when goods are shipped through some interme-

diate points where the goods are neither supplied nor

required (transshipment points) and are shifted to ano-



ther transport mode. In this case, Orden modified the

LPTP into a LP Transshipment model, circumventing the

previous conditions.

Network Programming

In recent years, network models have been widely

used in the area of operation research. Their applica-

tions range from urban transportation, job assignment,

electrical engineering to communications.

The comprehensive survey on the development of the

network model, the application, and the development of

network algorithms is given by GJ.over and Klingman;

Bradley; Golden and Nagnanty; and Cunningham, among

others. Many books on networks have been written, for

instance, Bazaar-a and Jarvis; Busacker and Saaty; Ford

and Fulkerson; Kennington and Helgason; Murtagh; and

Mandi. Since the 1970's, some network models have been

used in the area of grain transportation, for example,

studies by Fuller; Taylor; Stegelin; Barnett, Binkley

and McCarl; Makus; Monteroso et.al; Wright; Fuller and

Klingman; Feldona; and Wright, Meyer and Walker.

Compared to the conventional LPTP algorithms, the

network algorithm is more efficient, and, therefore,

allows the low cost solution of a large scale LPTP

model. Thus in the LPTP framework, the network algo-

rithms can significantly solve problems with more acti-
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vities and constraints than many other linear program-

ming algorithms. Many comparative tests on the efficien-

cy of LP algorithms versus network algorithms have been

done, for example, Fuller and Shanmugam; Bradley, and

Kennington and Helgason.

In this study, the above LP Transshipment is conver-

ted into a network transportation model. To facilitate

the discussion, the following definitions of network are

introduced:

A directed graph consists of a set of nodes
(points> where N = ((1,2 ..... n)), together with a
set of directed arcs (lines) where A =((i,j>, (k,l),
(s, t)), joining a pair of nodes. Adirected network

is directed graph with one or more weights (cost,
distance or capacity constraints) assigned to each
arc. A node in a network is called asource if every
one of the arcs moves away from that node. Conver-
sely, the node is called a sink if every one of
the arcs is directed toward that node.

These definitions, illustrated in Figure 3-4 are

not exhaustive, but sufficient for the purpose of this

chapter. More elaborate discussions on this subject can

be found in Bazaax-a and Jarvis from which the above

definitions are summarized, and more rigorously in

Kennington and Helgason.

tn the network transportation model, each node is

coded with a number ( weight), rt represents one or many

commodities associated with that node. If r > 0, then

the node is a source, if rj < 0 then the node is a sink



Figure 3-4. A Capacitated Network With Six Nodes and Eight Arcs

25
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and if rt = 0 then the node is a transshipment node.

To convert a single commodity minimum cost LPTP,

let N be the set of nodes, A the set of directed arcs

(i,j) from node i to j, CU and UtJ the unit shipping

cost and capacity for arc (i,j) and Xtj - the flow of

shipment in arc (i,j). In the LP context, the nodes and

the arcs represent constraints and activities, respecti-

vely, while the arcs' upper-lower bonds represent the

entries on the right-handside of the constraints. Thus,

the LPTP or the Hitchcock-Koopmans problem is stated as

follows, specify the shipments of the available goods

from certain nodes (supply nodes) to satisfy the demand

for the goods at other nodes (demand nodes) at minimum

cost subject to the capacity constraints along each

route.

Mathematically, the problem is written as

t'Un cx (5)

s.tAx=r (6)

l<= x <=u (7)

Equation (5) minimizes the total transportation

cost;

Equation (6) insures that the total flows are equal

their requirements;

Equation (7) insures that a flow on an arc is larger
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than the arc's lower bound but less

than the arc's upper bound.

Where A is an I x J node-arc incidence matrix, c is

a 1 x J vector of unit coats, u is vectors of upper

bounds and 1 is vectors of lower bound. The vector r is

-I x 1 vector called the -requirements vector. If,

for node i, r1 >0, then node i is a supply and has

supply equal to rt. If for node i, r <0, then i is a

demand point, and the demand is /rj I. Transshipment

points have r1 0.

Network Nodel for the PNW Wheat Transportation

In the PNW, wheat is marketed through different

transportation channels in which wheat is shipped from

the farms (supply regions) to the final domestic and

foreign demands (figure 3-5). Since PNW wheat is primarily

shipped for export, the domestic demands are not included

in this model.

The marketing channels begin at the farms, where

wheat is trucked to country elevators built for gathering

and storage purposes. The wheat may be stored, or directly

be shipped to subterminals ( river terminals), and finally

be shipped by barge to export elevators at ports. Other-

wise, the wheat may directly be shipped from farms to
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subteruiinals, to river elevators, or to ports.

The wheat may also be shipped from country eleva-

tors to ports by rails (single car or multicar) or by

trucks. In longer distance, generally, direct truck

shipments are more costly than the other methods. Thus,

the more common methods are truck-barge combination or

rails shipments.

Single car rates are available in most of PNW wheat

production regions. However, the lower multicar rates

require a minimum amount of wheat need be shipped or a

minimum shipment origins. Occasionaly, a wheat shipper

takes advantage of the low rate by trucking his wheat to

a collection point (subterminal or large country eleva-

tor) where multicar shipments are put together. From

ports wheat is shipped by ocean carriers to foreign

destinations.

Given this marketing and transportation system, the

PNW wheat transportation network model must include all

of the PNW 's transportation characteristics from the

supply regions to the final destinations. Because of the

complexity of the PNW wheat transportation system, some

assumptions have to be made.

First, all participants are profit maximizers. The

wheat and the transportation markets behave competitive-

ly and therefore the world demand curve facing the PNW
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grain market is perfectly elastic.

Second, the PNW wheat supply regions, the foreign

demand locations, the transport modes with their shipments

and constraints on routes are known. Similarly, the

quantity of wheat produced, and wheat exported from

ports to foreign demands are known.

Third, the study uses 1983 as the base year for

production, rates, prices and export quantity. But to

separate wheat shipments between multicax- and single car

shipment, the network models use a monthly time period.

This is justified by the fact that PNW wheat is sold

and shipped evenly throughout the year.

Fourth, as mentioned in Chapter I, in the P14W, there

have been no shortages in storage capacity in ports

elevators and river terminals, as well as shortage in

transportation services. Therefore, temporal allocation

is not included in the network model. Thus, this model

deals only with the spatial dimension of intermarket

trade.

Given all the system constraints and the assumptions,

a prototype of the network model for P14W wheat is illus-

trated in figure 5. It has six productions or supply

regions (S1,82 ..... 86), three country elevators

(C1,C2,C3), two barge nodes (B1,B2), two ports (CR,PS)

two foreign demands (D1,D2> and one sink (N).

In this hypothetical network, arcs connect the
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source (supply region) to transshipment points, i.e.

country elevators, barge terminals, and ports. The arcs

contain information on transport modes used in shipments

i.e. truck, barge, rail or ocean ship), transportation

costs associated with each mode, and capacity constraints

for arcs connecting river terminals to ports and ports

to sink. Likewise, the nodes contain information on

the quantity of wheat supplied or demanded for sink and

source nodes. Mathematically, the model is written as

follows.

Maximize Total Transportation Cost:

T_, X. + Bak Y.k + p Ckp 2kp

- R. W.1, +
p q°pq Vpq (8)

Subject to

E
p q Vpa < Sii (9)

q Vpq > a Da (10)

E E
- k Y..k k p (11>

a Vpq < a Bq (12)

where

a Vpq = p X..p p Zkp +
- p Wp

and all, variables >0 (13)

Equation (8) minimizes total transportation cost

from supply region to final destina-
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tions;
Equation (9) insures that total shipment from origin

to destination is less than or equal to
total PMW wheat supply;

Equation (10) insures that total shipment from origin

to destination is less than or equal to
import of foreign regions;

Equation (11) insures that truck shipments to barge

terminal are equal to barge shipments to
ports;

Equation (12) insures that total shipment from port is
less than or equal to port share cons-
traint.

Explanation

In the model, there are:
N supply regions, where N., m =1 ........... 78
K barge terminals, where Kk, k1 ........... 15
P ports, where P, p1,2
Q final demands, where Qq, q1 .............. 8
S. Supply at origins i.e. supply at the meh region
Dq = Demand at destinations i.e. demand at the qth

destination
T.. = Per unit cost to ship wheat from the m' supply

region to the pt1 port by truck.

B.. = Per unit cost to ship wheat from the men supply
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region to the kt' barge terminal by truck.

= Per unit coat to ship wheat from the k barge

terminal to the pt1 port by barge.

R.. = Per unit cost to ship wheat from the m' supply

region to the p port by rail.

0pq = Per unit cost to ship wheat from the p port to

the qt final demand region by ocean ship.

X_,, Y.., Z, W.. and V follow the definition of coats.

Model Alternatives

In this analysis, several network models are con-

structed. All models include information on supply,

demand, and transportation costs connecting the PNW

wheat supply regions to foreign demands. Using the

METFLO routine, the procedures to assess the impacts of

user fees on PMW wheat movement are as follow.

First, two base models are constructed. Base model

1 (8.1) has no user fees and no port share constraint.

In addition, base model 2 (B.2) is constructed to

reflect the potential handling capacities of CR and PS

ports. This model includes 75 :25 port share constraint

which represents the maximum quantity of wheat CR and PS

ports are able to receive. In the network, the node

requirements associated to CR and PS ports are 786,606

tons/month and 262,202 tons/month, respectively. There

is no user fee imposed in base model 2. In the network



programming structure, the constraint is represented by

assigning node requirement on port nodes.

Second, it is the inquiry of this study to examine

how the PMW wheat transportation system reacts when user

fees are in effect. Therefore, assuming that the user

fees are fully passed to shippers, the user fees are

added to barge rates ( for shallow -draft fees) and to

ocean ship rates ( for deep-draft fees) of the base

models, and measures the sensitivity of the base models

to the imposition of user fees. These alternative net-

work models are shown on Table 3-1

Third, as mentioned in Chapter I, the PMW transpor-

tation market is shared by two competitive modes barge

and rail. In order to capture more market shares, it is

a possiblity that rail companies would decrease rail

rates in reaction to the imposition of user fees on

waterway. In order to accomodate such a marketing tactic,

the above network models are simulated against S 0. 50

decrease in rail rates.

Finally, all model alternatives are applied at four

different levels of recovery percentages: 100, 75, 50

and 25 percents. Using these network models, the impacts

of various scheme of user fees are analyzed. Chapter V

discusses the results from the analysis of the impacts

of user fees on the PNW wheat transportation.
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Table 3-1. Network Model Alternatives

Model Scenario/User Fees Cost Recovery
Level (%)

B. 1 Base Model 1 100, 75, 50, 25

B. 2 Base Model 2 100, 75, 50, 25

1.1 B.1 + Uniform Fuel 100,75,50,25
1.2 8.2 + Uniform Fuel 100,75,50,25

11.1 B.1 + Segment Fuel 100,75,50,25
11.2 B.2 + Segment Fuel 100,75,50,25

111.1 8.1 + Lockage 100,75,50,25
111.2 8.2 + Lockage 100,75,50,25

IV.1 1.1 + Uniform Ad Valorem 100,75,50,25
IV.2 1.2 + Uniform Ad Valorem 100,75,50,25

V.1 11.1 + Segment Ad Valorem 100,75,50,25
V.2 11.2 + Segment Ad Valorem 100,75,50,25

VI.1 1.1 + Uniform Tonnage 100,75,50,25
VI.2 1.2 + Uniform Tonnage 100,75,50,25

VII.1 11.1 + Segment Tonnage 100, 75, 50, 25

VII.2 11.2 + Segment Tonnage 100,75,50,25
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CHAPTER IV.

DISCUSSION ON DATA AND USER FEES FORNULAE

The network model developed in the previous section

requires an extensive amount of information. In this

chapter, the information is divided into, (a) PNW wheat

supply and demand regions with their associated produc-

tion and imports, (b) transportation related activities

including modes, transshipment points and their associated

tranport rates, and, finally, (c) user fees including

type of user fees, formulae and magnitudes.

PMW Wheat Supply Regions and Production

This study uses 1983 as the base year for PNW wheat

production. As has been mentioned previously, the total

wheat production is converted into monthly shipments to

separate single and multicar shipments.

In 1983, total PNW wheat production was 13.986

million tons. By state, Washington was the largest

producer with 5. 177 million tons, followed by Montana

with 4.107 million tons, Idaho with 2.735 million tons,

and then Oregon with 1.967 millions tons. Appendix Al-

A4 details the PNW wheat production by counties for

years 1981-1983.

Historically, exported wheat produced in Washington,

Idaho and Oregon is shipped from PNW ports. Wheat from
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Montana is shipped westward and eastward. In 1983,

3.835 million tons or approximately 93.4 percent of

Montana wheat was shipped to the west. From this ship-

ment, 3.061 million tons ( 79.81 percent) were carried

by rail and 0.773 million tons (20.18 percent) were

carried by truck. Subtracting the quantities of wheat

milled and locally consumed, Montana wheat received at

PNW ports was only about 2.876 million tons or 75

percents of all wheat shipped to western destinations

(Montana Crop and Livestock Reporting Services).

For the purpose of the analysis, the PNW major

wheat producing regions are divided into 78 supply areas.

The procedure to divide the regions follows the demarca-

tion scheme developed by studies at Washington State

University (Casavant and Thayer, and Mehringer).

Originally, their studies included 66 supply areas.

But in this analysis, the original supply areas are

modified and regrouped. This is based on a telephone

survey during March-April 1985, which found that some

country elevators and transport routes have been changed.

Two factors are considered in this grouping: pro-

duction and shipping origin. Basically, most of the

supply areas are single counties, although some counties

with low productions and common shipping origins are

aggregated into one supply area i.e acme counties in

Western Washington, Western Montana and Northwestern
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Nontana. In some cases, counties with negligible produc-

tion are eliminated from the model, i.e. some counties

in Southwestern Idaho

In this analysis, the shipping origins are county

elevators which have equal access to rail, highway, and

river terminal. County elevators with both single rail

and multiple rail services are preferred. For areas with

no access to multiple rail, or where their production

is not sufficient to take advantage of multicar rates,

linkages are developed to connect them to a single

collection point where wheat is collected for multicar

shipment. In the network model this can be done by

creating arcs connecting the supply origins to the col-

lection point.

Geographically, the PNW wheat supply areas used in

this analysis are shown on figures 4-1 to 4-4. The

origin points and their associated monthly shipments are

listed in Appendix B1-B4.

Foreign Demand RegionB and Imports

In 1983, PMW wheat was exported to at least 15

countries. (U.S.D.A. Grain Market News). Based on their

annual imports, however, only 12 countries are consi-

dered as significant and consistent importers. Among

these countries, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, India, Egypt,



Figure 4-1. Oregon Wheat Supply Regiona



Figure 4-2. Washington Wheat Supply Regions
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Figure 4-4. Montana Wheat Supply Regiona
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Phillipine, Indonesia, and Pakistan have been the major

importers.

Total PNW wheat exports in 1983 was 12.516 million

tons, representing approximately 90 percent of wheat

produced in Montana, Oregon, Idaho and Washington. By

import quantity and market share, Japan led by 3.65

million tons (33 percent), followed by Korea 2.25 million

tons ( 20 percent), India 1.20 million tons (11 percent>,

Egypt 0.70 million tons (6 percent), and Taiwan 0.58

million tons (5 percent). The country and their corres-

ponding imports are shown in Table 1-3, in Chapter I.

Two criteria are used to select countries which

will be defined as foreign demand regions : market share

and import consistency. Using these criteria, Japan,

India, Korea, Bangladesh, Taiwan, Egypt, Pakistan, Indo-

nesia, Phillipine and USSR are selected. Although the

USSR had a small market share in 1983 it has been a

consistent buyer since the 1970's.

Mext, the countries are regrouped. Japan. Korea,

Taiwan, Egypt, India, and USSR are identified as single

demand regions. Due to their geographic proximity,

Pakistan and Bangladesh are grouped into one region.

Likewise, Phillipine, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and

other Southeast Asian countries are grouped into one

region. After regrouping, only eight foreign demand
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regions are included in the network model.

Using the LPTP or network model requires that sup-

ply equals demand. Thus, wheat supplied from PNW has to

be equal wheat imported by foreign demand regions.

For the purpose of analysis, the difference between

PNW wheat supply and PNW wheat export is divided among

foreign demand regions according to their market shares.

Again, in agreement with the monthly shipments, the 1983

foreign demand imports are converted into monthly im-

ports. The regions and their adjusted monthly imports

are shown in Table 4-1.

Up to this point, the supply areas with their

associated production and foreign demand regions with

their associated imports have been identified. In the

network model, the supply areas and the foreign demand

regions are coded as source nodes and sink nodes,

respectively.

Having established the nodes (constraints) and

their associated supplies and demands, the next step

to complete the network model is to identify the arcs

(activities) and their associated weights (cost and

capacity). This is discussed in the following section.

Transportation ActivitieB and Data

Transportation activities link supply areas and

foreign demand regions spatially and thus they play an



Table 4-1. Adjusted Monthly Wheat Shipment and Freight Rates from Pacific
Northwest to Foreign Destination, 1983.

Port Origin Destination
(Node) (Sink)

Columbia River Pakistan
Puget Sound

Columbia River Taiwan
Puget Sound

Columbia River India
Puget Sound

Columbia River S.E. Asia
Puget Sound

Columbia River Japan
Puget Sound

Columbia River Korea
Puget Sound

Columbia River Egypt
Puget Sound

Columbia River USSR
Puget Sound

Monthly Import Under
Import Import Port Share Constraint

(ton/mo) Share No Constraint (75:25)
(7.)

42390 0.05 48500 36375
12125

48810 0.05 55845 41884
13961

100600 0.11 115100 86325
28775

169220 0.18 193611 145208
48403

304280 0.33 348138 261104
87034

187888 0.20 214969 161227
53742

58645 0.06 67098 50323
16775

4848 0.01 5547 4160
1387

PNW Wheat Exported/month (a) 916681
PNW Wheat Shipped/month (b) 1048808 1048808 1048808
Shipment-Export (a)-(b)*e 132127

*) 1982/1983 PNW Wheat Production divided by 12
**)Thig difference is due to ommision of PNW local consumption and import

of countries other than Pakistan, India, South East Asia, Japan, Korea,
Egypt, Taiwan and USSR.
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important role in the analysis. In this context, the

activities included are: domestic transport modes

(truck, barge, rail), ocean-going vessels, and their

corresponding rates and transshipments facilities (barge

terminals and ports). Each mode is discussed separately,

including the source of data on rates, movement and

handling charges associated with each mode.

Truck Transportation

Direct truck shipment is used for short hauls to

barge terminals, rail terminals or to ports. host of

truck activities in this analysis are short hauls to

barge terminal. An exception is direct shipment from

Willamette Valley to Portland, Oregon.

Truck rates are obtained through a telephone survey

and quoted in S/ton. A port receiving charge of S 2.85,

and a 5 0.05 wheat inspection fee are added to direct

shipment from county elevators to port. From each

state, PNW truck rates to ports and to barge terminals

for 1983 are shown on Appendix B1-B4.

Barge Transportation

A total of 15 barge terminals and barge routes with

their corresponding rates are included in the model. In

1983, there are seven different rates from these terini-

nals to ship wheat to Columbia River ports. The barge
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routes and rates are quoted from the Knapton Barge

Company and cross-checked by telephone interviews with

county elevators which ship wheat through these termi-

nals. There is no port charge added to truck rates for

truck shipments to barge terminals. Only a river trans-

fer charge varying from $ 1.40 to $ 3.33/ton and a

wheat inspection fee of $ 0.05 /ton are added to truck-

barge shipments (Table 4-2). These rates are used as

barge costs in this analysis.

In the model, it is assumed that a supply origin

(country elevator) ships the wheat only to one barge

terminal. In practice, this may not be the case, because

a country elevator may ship the wheat to more than barge

terminal. This possibility was asked in telephone inter-

views and if such practices happen, then the least cost

shipment was chosen. Table 4-2 also shows the barge

terminal locations and the corresponding dam pools.

Appendix B.1-B.4 lists all PNW origins and destinations

of truck-barge shipments

Rail Transportation

Previous studies assessing the user fees on PNW

wheat movement separated the single rail and multicar

model (Casavant and Mehringer; Thayer). But the present

analysis combines the two types of rail simultaneously

in every models. To do so, several adjustments are



Table 4-2. Barge Terminals, Dam Pools, Barge Rates, and River Transfer
Charges, Columbia-Snake River, 1983.

River Terminal Dam Pool Barge 1) River 2) Port Barge

Rate Transfer Handling Rate
(S/ton) Charge Charge (S/ton)

(S/ton) (S/ton)

Levigton,Id Lover Granite 5.07 2.70 .05 7.82

Clarkston,Wa Lover Granite 5.07 2.70 .05 7.82

Wilma,Wa Lover Granite 5.07 2.70 .05 7.82

Almota,Wa Little Goose 4.87 2.10 .05 7.02

Ct. Ferry,Wa Little Goose 4.87 2.70 .05 7.62

Ly. Ferry,Wa Lo. Monumental 4.67 2.40 .05 7.12

Windust,Wa Ice Harbor 4.34 2.70 .05 7.09

Sheffler,Wa Ice Harbor 4.34 2.70 .05 7.09

Pasco,Wa McNary 3.93 2.70 .05 6.68

Kennevick,Wa MoNary 3.93 3.00 .05 6.98

Umatilla,Or John Day 3.93 3.33 .05 7.31

Ho. Warner,Or John Day 3.93 3.33 .05 7.31

Arlington,Or John Day 3.93 3.33 .05 7.31

Biggs,Or The Dalles 3.61 1.80 .05 5.46

The Dallee,Or Bonneville 3.47 3.33 .05 6.85

Source : 1) Knapton Barge Company
2) Telephone Conversation vith River Terminals
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First, the 1983 wheat production from each supply

region are divided by 12, to be converted into a repre-

sentative monthly shipment from each region. This is in

order to avoid all wheat shipments carried by multicar

in the LPTP solutions. A yearly aggregation of wheat

production will exceed a minimum quantity required by

multicar shipments.

Second, in order to separate shipment by single

car, 25 car, 26 car and 52 car, the minimum tonnage of

each shipment is identified. In Montana, the minimum

tonnage requirement is 2548 tons and 5098 tons for 26

car and 52 car, respectively. For the rest of PNW

supply regions, the minimum tonnage requirement is 2375

tons for a 25 car.

Based on these numbers, the possible type of rail

used by a county elevator can be determined. An elevator

whose wheat shipments exceed the minimum quantity of

multicar rail will ship its wheat by multicar rail.

Otherwise the elevator will use single rail. Again, this

possibility was cross-checked via telephone survey.

Rail rates are quoted from Union Pacific Rates No

4035-A for rail originated from Oregon, Washington and

Idaho, and from Burlington Northern Rates No 4022-D for

rail originated from Montana. To these rates, a port

handling charge of $ 2.00/ton and a wheat inspection
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fee of S 0.05/ton is added. For each state, rail origins

and destinations with their corresponding rates for the

whole PNW are shown in Appendix B1-B4.

Port Facilities

PMW ports are grouped into Columbia River ports

(Portland, Longview, Kalama and Vancouver) and Puget

Sound ports (Seattle and Tacoma). This is justified

because barge rates from a supply origin to any CR ports

are similar. .Similarly, rail has parity rates from a

supply origin to both CR and PS.

Both Columbia River (CR) and Puget Sound (PS) ports

receive inbound wheat shipments from domestic transport

modes and transfer wheat into ocean going vessels.

Historically, CR ports have had larger shares in wheat

receipts than PS ports (Table 1-2).

In 1983, the share was 88 percent and 12 percent

for CR and PS ports, respectively. Based on its storage

capacity, potentially, PS could increase its share to at

least 25 percent (Table 4-3>, therefore, the port share

constraint for CR :PS is assumed to be 75 :25 percents.

In this network programming structure, there are no

defined "activities" in ports. Since ports do not provide

transportation service, they are coded as transhipment

nodes not as arcs. The only costs associated with ports

are handling charges on truck, barge and rail shipments.
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Table 4-3. Grain Storage Capacity at Columbia-Snake River,
Columbia River and Puget Sound Ports, 1983
(in thousand tons)

Port Capacity

Portland 450.00
Kalama 252.00
Astoria 30.00
Longviev 150.00
Vancouver 150.00

Seattle 126.00
Tacoma 217.50

The Dalles 51.00
Biggs 51.84
Arlington 22.50
Roosevelt 30.81
Port of Morrov 24.00
Hogue Warner 49.50
Umatilla 108.00
Port Kelley 99. 15

WalluJ.a 37.65
Kennevick 156.00
Pasco 15.00
Burbank 95.25
Windust 10.20
Sheffler 15. 18

Lyons Ferry 84.00
Almota 73.20
Port of Garfield 69.00
Central Ferry 110.40
Wilma 126.00
Clarkaton 17.40
Leviston 183.00

Source : Bunge Corporation.



Nevertheless, ports play a critical role in this

analysis. In the model, when user fees are imposed on

truck-barge rates and ocean rates, the port share of

wheat receipt of CR and PS ports can be affected and it

determines the competition between PNW ports. This is

one of the major issues examined in this study, and

therefore, it will be discussed in detail in Chapter V.

Ocean Transportation

Ocean transportation links PNW ports to foreign

demand regions. In this relation, another critical deter-

minant for evaluating the competition between CR and PS

ports is the PNW ocean ship rates. This is because the

cost of ocean shipping makes up as much as 20 percent of

the landed price to importers of PNW wheat (Clement>.

Theoretically, a port's comparative advantage de-

pends heavily on its navigational and economic factors

in serving the foreign market. The later factor deter-

mines the port's shipping rates relative to other ports.

Several studies have been done to determine ocean

shipping rates for agricultural commodities ( Harrer

Harrer and Binkley; Binkley and Harrer; Nartin and

Clement; Olson; and Zobrist ). However, most of the

studies analyze ocean shipping rates at broad export

regions and hence their results is not applicable to

this study. Related to the PNW, a study has been done



by Martin and Clement to analyze ocean rates from the

Lower Columbia river ports. Their objective, however, is

mainly to identify the determinants of freight rates and

not predicting rates.

Based on those reasons, the present analysis uses

quoted rates rather than predictions. In this study,

ocean freight rates for wheat are quoted from World

Wheat Statistic 1984 on freight rates for 1982/1983.

The information includes port origins, country destina-

tions, and rates per long ton. For the purpose of the

analysis, the rate/long ton is converted into rate/short

ton (Table 4-4). Since there is no temporal dimension

on this study, the annual average of freight rates is

used.

It is shown in Table 4-4 that 1982/1983 freight

rates for wheat across origins-destinations are uniformly

decreased compared to 1981/1982 rates. For example, the

freight rate to ship wheat from P14W port to Japan in

1981/1982 was S 23.97/short ton while in 1982/1983 it

was $ 15.79/short ton. Likewise, the freight rate from

P14W ports to Korea in S 25.89/short ton in 1981/1982 as

compared to $ 17.74/short ton in 1982/1983.

This was due to two reasons. First, the high price

of bunker oil has significantly affected ocean freight

rates during years 1979-1981. Second, beginning 1981

the demand for U.S. wheat has been decreasing considerably.



Table 4-4. Annual Freight Tariff for Wheat from the PHW Ports to
Foreign Demand Regions, 1976-1983 (in S/short ton).

Year: 76/77 77/78 78/79 79/80 80/81 81/82 82/83

Country:

Taiwan 12. 21 10. 04 15. 07 24. 98 27. 27 25. 74 15. 85

Egypt 20.02 19.64 19.64 25.63 28.16 36.38 23.36

India 1) 21.84 20.89 26.07 49.63 46.36 37.02 25.00

Japan 13.30 12.55 15.88 27.01 27.39 23.97 15.79

Korea 13.36 12.37 16.77 29.07 26.08 25.89 17.74

Pakistan 16.37 16.07 20.24 41.14 50.15 38.96 25.60
Philippines 14.92 13.85 17.73 31.92 29.72 25.07 15.80

USSR 2) 12.43 11.68 13.62 20.83 25.45 34.45 28.57

Source : World Wheat Statistics, Freight Tariff for Wheat, 1984.

(1) East Coast
(2) Siberia



Theoretically, since the demand of ocean transportation

for wheat is a derived demand of wheat, the declining

demand for wheat will result in the similar declining

demand for ocean transportation and lower transport

rates. The uniform decrease of ocean freight rates

originating from PNW ports to foreign demand regions

suggests that the PNW ports share common factors in

determining ocean freight rates.

In relation to user fees, Clement indicates that

U.S public policy is capable of influencing internatio-

nal ocean freight rates for grain through port investments

and waterway user charges. In this analysis, the ad

valorem tax and tonnage tax will be assessed to examine

the impact of those user fees on the PNW wheat movement.

The taxes would be referred to in terms of higher ocean

freight rates with the possibility of causing major

shifts in existing trade flows.

User Fees Formulae

One of the most debated topics on user fees is the

mechanism by which waterway costs will be recovered.

That is, what form of user fees should be implemented ?

tn inland waterways, license fees, congestion char-

ges, a ton-mile tax and lockage fees have been proposed

as alternatives to a fuel tax that has been charged
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since 1980. In ports, two forms of user fees have been

considered i.e. ad valorem tax and tonnage tax.

Those fees could be charged as system-wide (uniform)

or segment specific. Under the uniform user fee, waterway

users throughout the U.S. pay the fee at the same rate,

regardless of the river they float on. Conversely,

under the segment specific fees, waterway users pay the

fee at a different rate, depending on the federal 0&M

costs allocated to the river they use.

This study examines the impacts on the PNW wheat

shipments of two forms of shallow-draft user fees i.e

fuel tax (uniform and segment) and lockage fees on

waterway. These alternatives are combined with two forms

of deep-draft user fees, ad valorem tax (uniform and

segment) and tonnage tax (uniform and segment) on ports.

The impacts of these fees are viewed from four different

levels of cost recovery 100, 75, 50 and 25 percents.

In the following sections, the fees are discussed

from the standpoints of economic efficiency, equity,

and administrative simplicity. This is followed by dis-

cussion on user fees formulae and their procedures. In

this study, the user fees formulae and procedures to

calculate shallow draft fees (uniform fuel tax, segment

fuel tax and lockage tax) update the formulae and the

procedures developed by Casavant et. al.

Portland District U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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provides most of the data and the information on 0&M

costs, grain traffic, and other information related to

Columbia-Snake River Navigation System. The Waterway

Trust Fund provides information concerning tax revenue

and tax procedures. The deep-draft user fees are calcu-

lated based on Senate Bill S.865 and Senate Bill 5.970

provisions. Information necessary to calculate the

magnitudes of the fees are obtained from various govern-

ment publications and telephone conversations with Sena-

tors Hatfield and Noynihan's staff.

Uniform Fuel Tax

With the passage of Inland Waterway Revenue Act,

since 1980, a uniform fuel tax has been levied uniformly

on all comercial waterway carriers, regardless of their

commodity, volume, and river. A fuel tax is based upon

barge fuel consumption. Thus, the total amount of tax

that a barge operators pays depends on the amount of

fuel consumed.

This uniform fuel tax is easy to administer. However,

from efficiency and equity standpoints it may not be

appropriate. Inland waterway 0&N costs are not evenly

distributed over the mileage and volume of traffic. For

example, cost per mile or per ton of traffic in Lower

Mississippi are much lower than in Columbia River.

Nonetheless, under uniform fuel tax, users in
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Lower Mississippi would pay the same tax as users in

Columbia River. On efficiency grounds, this would create

few incentives for users in Lower Mississippi to maxi-

mize the use of low-cost facilities. On equity grounds,

essentially, under uniform fuel tax, users in Lower

Mississippi would subsidize users in Columbia River.

In order to calculate the uniform fuel tax, the

following procedures is used. First, for each year, the

total fuel consumption of all U.S. waterways is esti-

mated by dividing the annual collection of the Waterway

Trust Fund by the level of the fuel tax

F.0 = W.T.F
T. L

Second, for each year, the uniform fuel tax is

calculated by dividing the O&M costs allocated to navi-

gation by the estimated fuel consumption

U.F.T.R = 0 & M
F. C

where

U. F. T. R = Uniform Fuel Tax Rate.

O & N = Annual federal navigation opera-

tion and expenditures on all

U. S. waterways.

F.0 = Estimated annual fuel consumed

by waterways carriers.

W.T.F = Annual collection of Waterway
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Trust Fund or revenue generated

by fuel tax.

T.L = Tax level according to tax table

in PL 95-502.

In this study, a two year average uniform fuel tax

S 0.451/gallon) is used (Table 4-5).

For the analysis, it is necessary to convert the

uniform fuel tax measure from dollar/gallon to dollar!

ton for each river pooi. In so doing, the uniform fuel

tax (S/gallon) is multiplied by the number of gallon of

fuel required to move one ton of wheat from each pool to

Columbia River ports (Casavant et. al.

The method to find the number of gallons of fuel

required to move one ton of wheat to CR ports for each

pool is as follows. Based on previous studies on energy

intensity, it is assumed that barge energy intensity to

move one ton-mile of wheat on Columbia-Snake river is

270 BTU (British Thermal Unit) per ton mile. This means

that one gallon of diesel fuel will move one ton of

wheat about 500 miles (500 ton-miles per gallon>. Using

this assumption, the gallon of fuel required to move one

ton of wheat to CR ports for each pool is obtained by

dividing the distance of each pool to CR ports ( river

miles ) by 500.

This study also considers the grain barge backhaul

movement in Columbia-Snake River. A transportation study



Table 4-5. Uniform Fuel Tax for U.S. Inland Waterways, 1983 (in S/gallon).

Fuel Tax Tax Level
Revenues
(million S).1 (8/gal)

Year:

1981 25.000 0.04
1982 30. 400 0.06

Source

Fuel Consump- Shallow
tion Draft 0&N
(million gal) (million 8)

625. 000 227.3863
506. 667 272.2391

Average:

Uniform
Fuel Tax

(8/gal)

1) Telephone Conversation with Pla. Sonia Connaly, Waterway Trust Fund
Internal Revenue System, Washington D.C.

364
538
451



find that 82 percent of barge returning upriver is empty

(Northwest Economic Associates). Therefore, to allow 82

percent empty backhaul, the river miles are multiplied

by 182 percent. Table 4-6 shows the gallons of fuel

required to move 1 ton of wheat from each pool on the

Columbia-Snake Waterway to Portland with 82 empty backhaul

at 270 BTUs per ton mile. The uniform fuel taxes per

ton from each pool to CR ports under four different

levels of cost recovery are listed in Table 4-7.

Segment Fuel Tax

Under segment fuel tax, waterway users pay the

share of 0&M costs allocated to the waterway they move

on. From equity standpoints, this tax is more appropri-

ate than uniform fuel tax because users of a low cost

high traffic waterway (e.g Lower Mississippi) do not

subsidize users of high cost low traffic waterways (e.g.

Columbia-Snake). As a result, under this arrangement,

users in high cost low traffic waterways would pay

higher tax per ton cargo or per mile. The procedures to

calculate the segment fuel tax in Columbia-Snake Rivers

are as follows.

First, in order to make the segment fuel tax

specific to grain traffic, the 0&M costs are allocated

to grain traffic in Columbia-Snake Waterway. Table 4-8.

shows the data on Columbia-Snake grain traffic through



Table 4-6. Gallons of Fuel Required to Move One Ton of Grain from
Each Pool on the Columbia-Snake Watervay to Portland with
82 Percent Empty Backhaul at 270 BTUs per Ton-Mile.e

River Miles from Total River MIles 1) Gallons of Fuel
Each Pool to (down-river and to Move One Ton

Portland up-river) of Grain to Portland

(down-river) with 82X Empty Back-

River Pool: haul.

Bonneville 100 182.00 .364

The Dallea 125 227.50 .455

John Day 201 365.82 .732

Mcftary 243 442.26 .884

Ice Harbor 275 500.50 1.001

Lover Monumental 303 551.46 1.103

Little Goose 341 620.62 1.241

Lover Granite 374 680.68 1.361

Source : Casavant et al. 'Impacts of the User Fees on the Movement of Pacific
Northwest Wheat'. Dept. of Agr. Econ. Washington State Univ. 1985
(forthcoming)

(1). Total River Miles = Downriver Miles x 1.82 which allows for 82X
empty backhaul.

(2). Total River Miles divided by 500.



Table 4-7. Uniform Fuel Tax Per Gallon and Per Ton From Each Pool
to Portland *)

COBt Recovery Level

100% 757. 507. 257.

Fuel Tax
(S/gallon) .451 .338 .226 .113

Fuel Tax (S/ton)

River Pool:

Bonneville .165 .123 .082 .041

The Dalles .206 .154 .103 .051

John Day .331 .248 .165 .083

NCNary .401 .301 .201 .101

Ice Harbor .452 .339 .226 .113

Lo. Monumental .499 .374 .249 .125

Li. Goose .561 .421 .281 .141

Lo. Granite .615 .462 .308 .154

) Adjusted for 82 7. empty backhaul.



Table 4-8. Grain Traffic, Percent of Grain to Total Traffic, and Navigation O&M Cost for
Columbia-Snake River, 1981-1983.

Grain Traffic Through Percent of Grain Navigation 0&fl Coats Navigation U&M Costs for

Each Pool (1000 tons) To Total Traffic (8 1000 ) Grain Traffic ( 8 1000 ),,

Year :
1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983

Lock & Dams

Bonneville 6247 5426 5082 64 65 63 1496 1629 2085 1049 1093 1314

The Dalles 6126 5272 5007 71 72 69 879 592 801 684 440 553

John Day 5961 5110 4893 71 71 69 731 724 1065 569 530 735

ticNary 5521 4379 4442 69 70 70 1238 950 1637 936 687 1130

Ice Harbor 3889 3292 3238 89 87 86 707 700 1092 689 629 939

Lower Ilonuniental 3258 2774 2786 87 85 84 351 337 705 334 292 592

Little Goose 3039 2633 2690 86 84 85 480 506 1394 452 438 1171

Lover Granite 1662 1425 1476 78 75 74 246 367 1277 211 284 945

Total Col-Snake 35703 30311 29614
6128 5805 10056 4923 4394 7378

) In Current Year
-

Source : U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Portland Districts
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each pool, percent of grain to total traffic, navigation

O&N costs for each pool, and navigation O&N costs for

grain traffic for- each pool from 1981-1983. The latter

is obtained by multiplying the percent of grain traffic

to total traffic times the navigation 0&M costs, for

each year.

Second, in Table 4-9, the information provided in

Table 4-8 are averaged. Summing horizontally, the total

of average navigation 0&M costs for grain traffic in

Columbia-Snake river is 5,565,000 (in 1983 dollar

value>. This is the coat that will be recovered by the

grain industry in the PNW via a segment specific fuel

tax.

The average grain traffic from each poe1 is calcu-

lated by substracting the average grain traffic through

each pooi from average grain traffic through the pre-

vious pool. For example, the average grain traffic from

Bonneville (177,000 tons) is obtained by substracting

average grain traffic through Bonneville (5,585,000

tons) from average grain traffic through The Dalles

(5,468,000 tons).

Mext, for each pool, multiply these numbers by the

gallons of fuel required to move 1 ton of grain to CR

ports ( from Table 4-7) to obtain the average grain fuel

consumption for Columbia-Snake Waterway:



Table 4-9. Grain Traffic, Percent of Grain to Total Traffic and Navigation O&M Cost
for Columbia-Snake River, Average 1981-1983.

Lock & Dam Ave. Grain Traffic Ave. Grain Traffic Gallons of Fuel Fuel Consumption Ave. Navigation 0&M
Through Each Pool From Each Pool to Move 1 Ton of From Each Pool to for Grain Traffic

tl000 tona) (1000 tons> grain to Portland .1 Portland (1000 gal) ($ 1000) '2

Bonneville 5585 117 .364 43 1152
The Dallea 5468 147 .455 67 559
John Day 5321 541 .7316 396 611
McHary 4781 1308 .8845 1157 917
Ice Harbor 3473 534 1.001 535 752
Lover Monumental 2939 152 1. 1029 168 406
Little Goose 2787 1266 1. 2412 1571 687
Lover Granite 1521 1521 1.3614 2071 480

Total Col-Snake 31875 6006 5565

1) Adjusted for 82 X empty backhaul.
2) Adjusted for 1983 dollar value.
Source U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Portland Districts
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CS Grain Fuel Consumption = Sum [ (Fuel/Ton)1
x (Ave.Ton)1

where:

(Fuel/Ton) Gallons of fuel to move 1 ton of

grain to CR ports with 82 percent

empty backhaul at 270 BTUs.

(Ave Ton) = Average grain traffic from each

pool (1981-1983).

Table 4-10 shows the average grain fuel consumption

for Columbia-Snake River in 1981-1983 ( 6,006,000 gallon).

Third, the segment fuel tax for the Columbia-Snake

river is calculated by'dividing the average 0&fl costs

allocated to grain (S 5,565,000) by the average grain

fuel consumption (6,006,000 gallon). Under 100 percent

cost recovery level, the tax is 5 0.926/gallon.

Finally, again, it is necessary to convert the

S/gallon measure to S/ton for each pool. Table 4-10

shows the segment fuel taxes for each poe1 under diffe-

rent cost recovery levels. In magnitude, the Columbia-

Snake River segment fuel tax is nearly twice of the

nation-wide (uniform> fuel tax.

Lockage Fee

A lockage fee is a fee charged to waterway users to

pass a lock. A nation-wide lockage fee would create

inefficiency problems and administrative difficulties



Table 4-10. Segment Fuel Tax Per Gallon and Per Ton from Each Pool
to Columbia River Ports, Columbia Snake River, 1983

Fuel Tax
(S/gallon)

River Pool:

Bonneville
The Dalles
John Day
NcNary
Ice Harbor
Lo. Monumental
Li. Goose

Lo. Granite

Cost Recovery Level

100 7. 757. 507.

.926 .878 .463

Fuel Tax (S/ton)

.338 .321 .168

.422 .401 .211

.679 .643 .339

.822 .778 .409

.931 .881 .463

1.024 .971 .511

1.153 1.092 .575
1.265 1.197 .631

) Adjusted for 82% empty backhaul.

257.

232

084
105
169

205
232
255
287
31.5

103
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because (a) users move on waterways with many locks

(e.g. Columbia -Snake River) would subsidize users move

on waterway with fewer locks or no locks (e.g Missouri

River), and (b) non lockage waterways O&M costs would

not be recovered.

Assessing a nation-wide lockage fee will also be a

formidable task, primarily in finding navigational

information and O&M costs for each lock. Therefore, this

study calculates lockage fee related to Columbia-Snake

River only. Casavant et.al propose a vessel fee charged

to a vessel (tow boat and barges) passing through a

lock, regardless of its payload. The fee is uniform for

all Columbia-Snake River locks rather than separate fees

for each pool of its eight pools. The procedures to

calculate the lockage fee are as follows.

First, the number of lockages /year of grain traffic

for each pool needs to be estimated. In Columbia-Snake

Waterway grain is shipped in a flotilla a configura-

tion of a series of barges and a tow boat. At most

locks, a flotilla can pass through a lock in single

lockage, except at the Bonneville lock where this flotilla

has to break its configuration and double locks. Another

navigational problem that requires a double locking

process is encountered at Ice Harbor due to the strong

river current on the lower side.

For each lock, the number of barges/tow, the number
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of vessels/lockage, the number of barges/lockage (allow-

ing double lockage at Bonneville and at Ice Harbor) and

the average grain traffic through each pool are depicted

in Table 4-11. It is assumed that the average barge

payload (ton of cargo) is 3017 tons/barge (Sargent).

From these information, the numbers of tons of

grain/lockage for each pool is determined by multiplying

the average barge payload times the number of barges!

lockage. Then, the number of lockages for each pool/year

is calculated by dividing the average grain traffic

through each pool /year by the number of tons/lockage

for each pool

Numbers of Lockages = Ave. Grain Through Each Pool
For Each Pool Tons/Lockage for each Pool

In Table 4-11, summing horizontally the total numbers

of lockages /year for Columbia-Snake Waterway is ob-

tained (3994). Allowing for 82 percent empty backhaul,

the number is multiplied by 182 percent. This yields

7270 lockages/year.

Second, the average 0&M costs per lockage is calcu-

lated by dividing the total average 0&N costs for 1981-

1983 allocated to grain traffic (S 5,565,000) by the

total numbers of lockages/year (7270):

ju) me numoer was couDie-cneceu witn rnapton barge
Company.



Table 4-ti. Number of Barges Per Tow, Number of Vessel Per Lockage, Number of Barges Per Lockage,
Average Grain Through Each Pool and Number of Lockages, Columbia-Snake River, 1983.

Number of Number of Number of Number of Ave. Grain Traffic Number of
Barges/Tow Vessel/ Barges/ Tona/ Through Each Pool Lockage/Year

Lockage Lockage Lockage 1) (1000 tons)
River Pool:

Bonneville 2) 4.00 3.00 2.00 6034.00 5585.00 926
The Dalles 4.00 5.00 4.00 12068.00 5468.00 453
John Day 4.00 5.00 4.00 12068.00 5321.00 441
McNary 4.00 5.00 4.00 12068.00 4781.00 396
Ice Harbor 2) 3.00 2.50 1.50 4525.50 3473.00 767
Lo. Monumental 250 3.50 2.50 7542.50 2939.00 390
Li. Goose 2.50 3.50 2.50 7542.50 2787.00 370
Lo. Granite 2.00 3.00 2.00 6034.00 1521.00 252

Total : 3994
Adjusted for 827.

(1) Average Barge Payload 3017 tons empty backhaul: 7270
(2) Allowed for double lockage
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O&N /lockage = Ave. 0&M cost for grain traffic
Total numbers of Lockages/year

Third, the O&M costs /lockage ( $ 765.48) is conver-

ted to cost per vessel by dividing cost per lockage by

the weighted average number of vessels/lockage (3.64)

Cost/Vessel/Lockage 0&t'l/lockage
Vessels! Lockage

This yields 5 210.29 per vessel/lockage. This

amount is charged as the uniform lockage fee for any

vessel passing any lock at Columbia-Snake Waterway.

Finally, this fee /vessel /lockage is converted

into S/ton of grain. To do so, for each pool, the

cost/vessel/lockage is multiplied by the number of vessels!

lockage divided by the number of tons/lockage

Rate of Each Pool (Cost/Vessel/Lock. ) X (Vessel/Lock.
(Number of Tons/Lockage)

In the analysis, the fee added to truck-barge rates

is the cumulative rate of individual pool rates (Table

4-12). For example, a truck-barge shipment starting from

The Dalles has to pay S 0.O87tton at The Dalles and

S 0.104/ton at Bonneville or cumulatively, 5 0.191 /ton.

Uniform Ad Valorem and Uniform Tonnage Tax

In this section, uniform ad valorem tax and uniform

tonnage taxes are compared. There are many types of ad



Table 4-12. Lockage Fee Per Vessel and Per Ton, Columbia-Snake River, 1983.

Coat Recovery Level 1007. 757.

Lockage Fee (S/Vessel) 210.29 157.71

Lockage Fee (S/Ton)
From Lock & Pool. Cumu Pool Cumu

Dam: lative lative

Bonneville .104 .104 .078 .078

The Dalles .087 .191 .065 .143

John Day . 087 . 278 . 065 . 208

McNary . 087 . 365 . 065 . 273

Ice Harbor .116 .481 .088 .361

La. Monumental .097 .578 .072 .433

Li. Goose .097 .675 .073 .506

La. Granite .104 .779 .078 .584

507. 25X

105. 1.5 52. 57

Pool Cumu - Pool Cumu
lative lative

.052 .052 .026 .026

044 . 096 . 022 . 048

.045 .141 .023 .071

.043 .184 .021 .092

.058 .242 .029 .121

.049 .291 .024 .145

.05 .341. .024 .169

.051 .392 .026 .195
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valorem and tonnage tax that may be imposed on ocean

carriers, e. g. vessel tonnage based on net registered

ton, gross registered tons, or ad valorem or vessel tax

on cargo.

Here, either the ad valorem tax or the tonnage tax

is defined in its pure economic sense. An ad valorem tax

is a tax based on the value of a commodity. Under such a

tax, a waterway users would pay a certain amount of

money depending on the value of the commodity shipped,

regardless of its weight. Conversely, a tonnage tax is a

tax based on the weight of a commodity, regardless of

its value.

A pure ad va.Lorem tax has some advantages. On one

hand, it would reflect the ability of commodity market

to pay and it would be relatively easy to administer. An

ad valorem tax would favor bulk commodity shippers and

ports handling voluminous but low valued cargo.

On the other hand, a tonnage tax might not reflect

the ability of commodity market to pay. It would be

easier to administer because the weight of a cargo is

easily determined and does not fluctuate. In contrast

to ad valorem tax, a tonnage tax would favor high valued

commodity shippers and ports handling high valued cargo.

In Table 4-13. the uniform ad valorem tax level is

calculated by dividing the average O&N costs for deep-

draft navigation for all U.S ports (1977-1982) by the
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Table 4-13. Shipping Weight, Value of Foreign Commerce and
Deep-Draft O&N Costs by Ports, Average 1977-1982.
(in 1983 dollar value)

Ave. Shipping Ave. Value of Ave. Deep Draft

Weight Foreign Commerce 0&N Costs
(million tons) (S million) (S million)

Port
District:

No. Atlantic 247.1193 53824.31 25.39224
So. Atlantic 52.66283 14262.72 40. 27663

Gulf 394.9091 49214.65 78.67465
So. Pacific 64.46 24519.45 17.05202
No. Pacific 67.45017 12915.18 34.81627
Great Lakes 64. 622 5170. 933 59.7853

Total 891.2234 159907.2 255.9971

Source : 1) U. S. Foreign Trade Waterborne Exports and General
Imports, Various Issues

2) Senate Bill S.865.
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average value of commerce from all U.S. ports (1977-

1982). This yields 1.6 mills.

For the purpose of the analysis, the tax level is

converted into S/ton. In 1983, the average U.S. wheat

price was S 120/ton. To obtain the uniform ad valorem

tax /ton of wheat, the tax level is multiplied by the

wheat price. Under four different levels of cast recovery,

the magnitudes of the taxes are listed in Table 4-14.

The uniform tonnage is obtained by dividing the

average 0&N costs for deep-draft navigation by the average

shipping weight of all U. S. ports 1977-1982 ( Table 4-

14). In this analysis, both uniform ad valorem tax and

uniform tonnage tax are added to the ocean ship rates

from PNW ports to foreign destinations.

Segment Ad Valorem Tax and Segment Tonnage Tax

Navigational conditions determine the Corps of

Engineers' costs to operate and to maintain port activity.

Proportionally, however, a port 0&N costs have no corre-

lation to the port's commerce.

A port may have high dredging costs but handles low

valued commerce (e.g. Columbia River Ports) while another

port may have low dredging cost but handles high valued

commerce ( e.g.Puget Sound Ports). Accordingly, the

segment ad valorem tax and segment tonnage tax will vary
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Table 4-14. Uniform Ad Valorem Tax arid Uniform Tonnage Tax (S/ton),1983.

Cost Recovery Level 1007. 75/. 507. 25'h

Uniform Ad Valorem (S/ton) .192 .144 .095 .048Uniform Tonnage (S/ton) .287 .215 .144 .072

Note : Wheat is valued at S 120/ton in 1983.
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among ports.

Analogous to the previous method, for both CR and

PS ports, the segment ad valorem tax is obtained by

dividing the average 0&fl costs for navigation by their

corresponding average of value of foreign commerce. The

tax levels are 9.6 mills and 0.1 mills for CR ports and

PS ports, respectively.

Next, these numbers are multiplied by $ 120/ton to

represent the segment ad valorem tax rate for wheat in

1983. Under four levels of cost recovery the segment ad

valorem tax rates for CR and PS ports are shown in Table

4-15. Similarly, the segment tonnage tax for CR and PR

ports are calculated by dividing the average 0&N costs

for each port by its average shipping weights for 1977-

1982 (Table 4-16).

In comparison, it is obvious that both the segment

specific taxes (ad valorem and tonnage) for CR ports are

higher than for PS ports. In the analysis, these taxes

are added to ocean ship rates correspond to the shipment

origins CR or PS ports.

Chapter Summary

This chapter has discussed the data and the input

variables necessary to develop the empirical model in

Chapter III. In addition, the discussion clarifies the
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Table 4-15. Shipping Weight, Value of Foreign Commerce and Deep Draft

DM1 Costs, PHW Ports, 1977-1982 ( in 1983 dollar value)

Port: Ave. Shipping Ave. Value of Ave. Deep-Draft

Weight 1) Foreign Commerce 1) 0&M Costs

(million tons) (S million) (S million) 2>

Columbia
River

Astoria 1. 07942 93. 45307 .949422

Portland 12.70467 2073.842 13. 51775

Longview 5. 60475 557.6586 4. 996903

Vancouver 1. 33858 274. 839 1. 275186

Kalama .6715 43.54678 .2146986

Others 4. 09008 239.4978 10. 78726

Total 25. 489 3282. 837 31. 74122

Puget Sound

Seattle 6. 97058 6001. 954 .389141

Tacoma 8. 54708 1747. 904 .052849

Others 19.04883 1127. 152 .899876

Total 34.56649 8877.010 1.341866

Source : 1) U.S. Foreign Trade, Waterborne Exports and General

Imports, Various IssueB
2) Senate Bill S. 865
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Table 4-16. Segment Ad Valorem Tax and Segment Tonnage Tax
for PNW PortB, 1983 (S/ton)

Coat Recovery Level: 1007. 757. 507. 257.

Columbia River

Seg. Ad Valorem Tax (S/ton) 1.162 .872 .581 .291

Seg. Tonnage Tax (S/ton) 1.245 .934 .622 .311

Puget Sound

Seg. Ad Valorem Tax (S/ton) .039 .029 .019 .009

Seg. Tonnage Tax (S/ton) .018 .014 .009 .004

) wheat is valued at S 120.00/ton in 1983.
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procedures to assess the impacts of various schemes of

user fees on the PNW wheat movement. The result of this

empirical evaluation is presented in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V.

EMPIRICAL RESULT

This chapter has two basic purposes. It preBents

results of the empirical models developed in Chapter III

and IV, and discusses the results in light of the major

issues addressed in Chapter I. To do so, Chapter V is

divided into five sections. The first section validates

the result of the Base Model 1. Respectively, the second

to the fifth section discusses of the impact of user

fees on (a) wheat shipment to the PNW ports, (b) wheat

shipment to ports by mode, (C) truck-barge wheat ship-

ment by state, and finally (d) on the PNW wheat trans-

port costs.

Bace Model Validation

According to McCarl :

Model validation is a systematic process by which a

model solution is compared to the real world situation.

A model solution cannot be relied upon with confidence
unleBs the model is felt to be a valid portrayal of the

situation being represented. I

The purpose of this section is twofold. First, it

tests whether the results of the network transportation

base Model (B.1) developed in the previous chapters,

portray the real wheat shipment to the PNW ports in 1983.

11) McCarl, B.A. "Validation of Linear Programming Models"
AREC 585 class notes, Spring 1984. Dept. of. Agricultural
and Resource Economics, Oregon State University, 1983.
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Second simultaneously, it shows whether the 1983

PNW wheat movement represents a cost minimizing transpor-

tation system.

Ideally, a systematic validation process requires

four steps: (1> obtaining a set of results, (2) selec-

ting validation tests, (3) applying test to the results,

and (4) measuring the degree of association. To comply

with these steps, at least, a mathematical programming

output contains information on the objective function,

primal solution, dual solution as well as information on

ranges of costs and right hand sides (NcCarl).

Unfortunately, the METFLO's outputs obtained in this

analysis do not accomodate such a systematic validation

process. Therefore, a simplified model validation is

performed by comparing the results of the Base Model 1

with the PNW wheat movement in 1983. The emphasis of

this ex-post validation will be on (a) the movement of

wheat to Columbia River and Puget Sound ports, (b) the

shipment of wheat to Columbia River ports by modes, and

(c) the shipment of wheat from Montana by modes. In

this analysis, the supply and demand quantity of wheat

are predetermined and adjusted. Thus, the base of

comparison will be in percent not in tons of wheat

shipped. Table 5-1 displays actual movement of wheat to

the PNW ports, modal shares and wheat movement from

Montana, and the result of Model B.1 (base solution).



Table 5-1. A Comparison of the Base Model 1 and Wheat Movement to
PNW Ports in 1983.

Shipment to PNW Ports

Columbia River
Puget Sound

Shipment to Columbia River
Ports by Modes

Truck
Truck-Barge
Rail

Shipment from Montana
to PHW Ports

Truck
Rail

Wheat Movement in 1983 Base Model 1.
(I.)

88.00 59.70
12.00 40.30

6.51 7.11
42.56 35.43
50.93 57.46

19.60 17.00
77.00 83.00

119
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In 1983, Columbia River and Puget Sound shared 88

and 12 percents of the total PNW wheat shipments to

ports, respectively. In comparison, the "optimal" port

share given by Base Model.1 (B.1) is that Columbia River

receives 59.70 percent of the total PNW wheat shipments

to ports. The rest of the wheat is shipped to Puget

Sound ports (40.30 percent).

This difference in magnitudes is caused by three

factors, at least. First, this study uses only 78 ship-

ping origins (country elevators) and their associated

routes out of hundreds of shipping origins and routes in

the PNW. This aggregation neglects movements from re-

gions other than those used in the analysis.

Second, in Base Model 1., it is implicitly assumed

that both Columbia River and Puget Sound ports have

equal handling capacity and operate at full capacity.

In order to minimize transport cost wheat is allowed to

move without restriction to either CR or PS ports. In

reality, however, Columbia River and Puget Sound ports

have inequal port handling capacity and operate at less

than full capacity.

Assuming that both ports has similar turn over

rates, the potential Columbia River and Puget Sound

ports' shares would be 75 and 25 percent of the total

grain ( wheat, barley and corn) shipped to PNW ports,

respectively ( see Table 4-3). Third, this analysis
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excludes other grain received at PNW ports ( corn and

barley). At PS ports, corn is the primary grain commo-

dity, and it occupies the largest part of PS ports'

handling facility. If this factor is considered, the

real PS handling capacity for wheat would be less than

25 percent of the total wheat movement. Taking these

factors (shipping aggregation, port handling capacity,

and other grains received at PS ports) into account, the

results given by the base solution ( Base Model 1)

corresponds with the real wheat movement to PNW ports in

1983.

Next, the validity of the Base Model 1 is tested

against the wheat shipments to Columbia River ports by

modeg. Table 5-1 ligt the 1982-1983 wheat shipments to

CR ports by truck (6.51 percent), truck-barge (42.56

percent) and by rail (50.93 percent). As previously

mentioned, in percentage, the truck-barge wheat shipment

in 1983-1984 was smaller than the previous years. It

was estimated that the truck-barge wheat shipment was in

the range of 35 to 40 percent of the total wheat ship-

ments to CR ports.

The "optimal" truck, truck-barge and rail shipments

to Columbia River porte are 7.11, 35.43, and 57.46

percents for truck, truck-barge and rail, respectively.

This minor difference is due to insufficient information

of the PMW shippers' behavior. In some cases, truck
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and barge companies are engaged in contract arrangements

that may not lead to least cost solution. Nevertheless,

based on this comparison, it appears that the base

solution accurately portrays the wheat shipments by mode

to CR ports.

Finally, the solution given by the Base Model 1. is

compared with the real movement of wheat from Montana by

modes. Wheat shipments from Montana is used to test the

accuracy of the Base Model 1, because shippers from

Montana have greater options in shipping their wheat

than other shippers from Oregon, Idaho and Washington.

They may ship their wheat by truck-barge originated from

Lewiston, or by rail to CR and PS ports. In addition,

they have options to ship the wheat by rail or by truck

to eastern destinations.

In 1983, 19.6 and 77 percents of Montana wheat was

shipped by truck and by rail to western destinations,

respectively. ( Montana Crops and Livestock Reporting

Services). In percentage, the "optimal" shipment of

Montana wheat to west coast given by the Base Model 1

are 17 percent (truck-barge) and 83 percent (rail).

The difference between the rail shipment to western

destinations in 1983 and the rail shipment in the Base

Model. 1 is partly due to omission of Montana wheat

shipped to eastern destinations in 1983 (5 percent).

Furthermore, in the Base Model 1., it is assumed
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that all Montana wheat is shipped to west coast ports.

Taking this into account, the Base Model 1 accurately

replicates the Montana wheat movement to PNW ports in

1983.
From these validations, it can be concluded that

the Base Model 1. performs well in replicating the PMW

wheat movement in 1983, and can be used with confidence

to simulate the impact of user fees if the fees were

imposed on that year. This implies that the 1983 wheat

movement in the PNW is woptimal arid conforms with the

cost minimizing behavior imposed by the network program-

ming method.

The Impact of User Fees on the PNW Wheat Shipment to Ports.

Table 5-2 shows the impact of various scheme of

user fees on the movement of wheat to Columbia River

ports and Puget Sound ports. In the Base Model 1.

626,125 tons/month and 422,683 tons/month of wheat are

shipped to CR port and to PS ports, respectively. These

shipments account for 59.70 and 40.30 percents of monthly

wheat shipped to PNW ports.

In Model I. 1, to recover 100 percent of the

federal O&N costs in U.S. waterways, the uniform fuel

tax ( $ 0.451/gallon) would decrease the wheat shipment

to CR ports to from 59.70 to 48.66 percent. This

diverts 11.04 percent of the CR wheat traffic to PS



Table 5-2. Impact of User Fees on P14W Wheat Shipments to PortB Under
Different Levels of Cost Recovery and No Rail Response, 1983.

Model Scenario-User Fees Total Flow Columbia River Puget Sound Traffic Di-

(tons/mo) (tons/mo) (7. P11W) (tons/mo) (V. P14W) version (7.)

B.1 BaBe Model.1 1048808 626125 59.70 422683 40.30 .00

I. 1 B. 1 + Uniform Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 1048808 510375 48.66 538433 51.34 11.04

757. 1048808 520629 49.64 528179 50.36 10.06

50% 1048808 530660 50.60 518148 49.40 9.10

257. 1048808 596325 56.86 452483 43.14 2.84

11.1 B.1 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L 1007. 1048808 596325 56.86 452483 43.14 2.84

757. 1048808 596325 56.86 452483 43.14 2.84

507. 1048808 530660 50.60 518148 49.40 9.10

25% 1048808 530660 50.60 518148 49.40 9.10

111.1 B.l + Lockage
C. R. L : 100% 1048808 496630 47. 35 552178 52. 65 12. 35

75% 1048808 510375 48.66 538433 51.34 11.04

50% 1048808 520629 49.64 528179 50.36 10.06

25% 1048808 520629 49.64 528179 50.36 10.06

IV.1 1.1 + Uni.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 1048808 510375 48.66 538433 51.34 11.04

75% 1048808 520629 49.64 528179 50.36 10.06

507. 1048808 530660 50.60 518148 49.40 9.10

257. 1048808 596325 56.86 452483 43.14 2.84

V.1 11.1 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L 1007. 1048808 209128 19.94 839680 80.06 39.76

757. 1048808 243310 23.20 805498 76.80 36.50

507. 1048808 331595 31.62 717213 68.38 28.08

25% 1048808 345340 32.93 703468 67.07 26.77

VI.1 1.1 + Uni.Tonnaqe
C.R.L : 1OOY. 1048808 510375 48.66 538433 51.34 11.04

75% 1048808 520629 49.64 528179 50.36 10.06

507. 1048808 530660 50.60 518148 49.40 9.10

25% 1048808 596325 56.86 452483 43.14 2.84

VII. 1 11.1 + Seg. Tonnacie
C. R. L 1007. 1048808 209128 19. 94 839680 80. 06 39. 76

75% 1048808 243310 23.20 805498 76.80 36.50

507. 1048808 331595 31.62 717213 68.38 28.08

25% 1048808 345340 32. 93 703468 67. 07 26. 77
N)
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ports. Respectively, the uniform taxes to recover 75

percent (S 0.338/gallon), 50 percent (S 0.226/gallon)

and 25 percent (5 0.113/gallon) of 0&M costs would

decrease the wheat shipments from the CR ports by 10.06,

9.10, and by 2.84 percent (see Table 5-2). As expected,

the smaller the waterway tax, the less significant the

diversion of wheat traffic from CR to PS ports.

As later examined, the traffic diversion from CR to

PS ports is not only caused by truck-barge shipments but

also by rail shipments to ports. While the imposition

of the user fees on waterways will always results in

reduction of barge shipments, the same fees may induce

or reduce the rail shipments to ports.

The first case is shown in Table 5-4, the uniform

fuel tax would decrease both of truck-barge shipments

and rail shipments to the CR ports. Under 100 percent

cost recovery level, the tax would reduce truck-barge

shipments from 21.15 ( Base Model 1) to 18.32 percent

(Model 1.1) and simultaneously reduce rail shipments from

34.31 to 26.09 percent.

The second case is shown in Model 11.1 (Table 5-4).

At 100 percent recovery levels, the segment fuel tax

would reduce truck-barge shipment to CR ports from 21. 15

to to 17.01 percent, but the same tax would increase

rail shipments from 34.31 percent to 35.60 percent.

This explains why the impact of the uniform fuel
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tax is larger than the impact of the segment fuel tax on

the wheat shipments to CR ports. The uniform fuel tax

would divert 11.04 percent of the wheat traffic from CR

to PS ports. In comparison, imposing the segment fuel

tax on barge to recover 100 percent of federal 0&M costs

(S 0.926/gallon) would only shift 2.84 percent of the CR

wheat traffic to PS ports (Table 5-2).

Under this tax scheme, wheat shipments to CR ports

is 596,325 tons/month or 56.86 percent of the total PNW

wheat shipments to ports. There would be no further

shift if segment fuel tax imposed to recover 75 percent

cost recovery level. However, the wheat traffic to CR

ports would be reduced to 50.60 percent if segment fuel

taxes of S 0.463/gallon and $ 0.232/gallon to recover 50

percent and 25 percent federal 0&I1 costs are imposed.

These represent 9. 1 percent diversion of the wheat traffic

from CR to PS ports, and show that the higher the segment

fuel tax, the less the traffic diversion from CR ports

to PS ports.

In Nodel III. 1, lockage fees have slightly larger

impact than uniform fuel tax on the wheat shipments to

CR and PS port. At various schemes of cost recovery, the

wheat traffic diversions from CR ports to PS range from

12.35 to 10.06 percent. The smaller the lockage fees the

less the traffic diversion.

Model IV. 1 to VII. 1 include various alternatives of

I -
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maritime user fees i. e. fuel taxes on waterways, and ad

valorem or tonnage taxes on ports. The taxes are imposed

on Begment specific or uniform basis.

Model IV. 1 has identical results as Model VI. 1. At

100, 75, 50, and 25 percents of cost recovery level, an

imposition of uniform fuel tax on Columbia=Snake river

and uniform ad valoreni tax on PNW ports would reduce

wheat traffic to CR ports by 11.04, 10.06, 9.10, and

2.84 percents, respectively. The same levels of wheat

traffic diversion would result from the imposition of

uniform fuel tax and uniform tonnage tax (Model VI. 1).

Similarly, Model V.1 and Model VII.1 share the same

results. Either segment ad valorem tax or segment tonnage

tax would have significant impact on wheat shipments to

CR ports. At full cost recovery level, a combination of

a segment fuel tax on Columbia-Snake river and segment

ad valorem taxes on ports (Model V.1) or a combination

of a segment fuel tax on Columbia-Snake river and seg-

ment tonnage taxes on ports ( Model VII.1) would reduce

CR wheat shipments to 19.94 percent. This means a total

reduction of 39. 76 percent of wheat shipments intended

to CR ports. Even at the lowest level of cost recovery

(25 percent), both models show significant diversion of

wheat traffic to CR ports (26.77 percent). In conclusion,

it appears that segment specific tax would significantly

reduce wheat traffic from CR ports and alter the current

I
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balance of the PF1W ports.

In Table 5-3 another set of results is obtained by

confronting Model B. 1 to VII. 1 with the possible reduc-

tion of rail rates. In order to gain more market share,

it is assumed that rail companies will decrease all PNW

port-bound rail rates by S 0.50/ton.

At full cost recovery level, the imposition of uni-

form fuel tax ( S 0.451/gallon) would reduce CR wheat

shipments from 59.70 to 55.25 percent (Model 1.1).

This represents only 4. 45 percent diversion of CR wheat

traffic to PS ports. At lower cost recovery levels, (75,

50, and 25 percents), traffic diversions from CR ports

to PS ports would increase to 6.46, 7.21 and 7.52 per-

cents. The same results are obtained from Models IV. 1

and VI.1 (Table 5-3).

A similar trend is observed when lockage fees is

imposed in combination with S 0.50/ton decrease in rail

rates. The smaller the cost recovery level, the more CR

wheat traffic diverted to PS ports. At 100 percent to

25 percent ranges of cost recovery, the diversions range

from 4.38 to 7.21 percent.

However, this trend is reversed if segment fuel tax

is imposed (Model 11.1 in Table 5-3). Here, the lower

the levels of cost recovery the less traffic diversions

from CR to PS ports. At 100 percent cost recovery

level,the traffic diversion is 14.13 percent, while at



Table 5-3. Impact of (Jeer Fees on P14W Wheat Shipments to Ports Under Different
Levels of Cost Recovery and S 0.50/ton Decrease in hail Rates, 1983.

Model Scenario-User Fees Total Flow
(tons/mo)

B. 1 Base Model. 1 1048808
1.1 B.1 + Uniform Fuel

C.R.L : 1007. 1048808
75% 1048808
507. 1048808
25% 1048808

11.1 B.1 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 1048808

75% 1048808
50% 1048808
25% 1048808

111.1 B.1 + Lockage
C.R.L : 1007. 1048808

757. 1048808
50% 1048808
25% 1048808

IV.1 1.1 + Unl.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 1048808

75'/. 1048808
50% 1048808
257. 1048808

V.1 11.1 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 1048808

757. 1048808
50% 1048808
25% 1048808

VI.1 1.1 + Uni.Tonnaqe
C.R.L : thO% 1048808

75% 1048808
50% 1048808
25% 1048808

VII. 1 11.1 + Seg. Tonnaqe
C.R.L : 10O% 1048808

75% 1048808
507. 1048808
25% 1048808

Columbia River
(tons/mo) (7. P14W)

626125 59.70

579425 55. 25
558363 53.24
550462 52.48
547307 52. 18

477973
477973
550462
550462

580176
580176
567412
550462

579425
558363
550462
547307

209128
209128
242477
345340

45. 57
45. 57
52. 48
52. 48

55. 32
55. 32
54. 10
52. 48

55. 25
53. 24
52. 48
52. 18

19. 94
19. 94
23. 12
32. 93

579425 55. 25
558363 53.24
550462 52. 48
547307 52. 18

209128 19.94
209128 19.94
242477 23. 12
345340 32.93

Puget Sound
(tons/mo) (7. P14W)

422683 40. 30

469383
490445
498346
501501

570835
570835
498346
498346

468632
468632
481396
498346

469383
490445
498346
501501

839680
839680
806331
703468

44. 75
46. 76
47. 52
47. 82

54. 43
54. 43
47. 52
47. 52

44. 68
44. 68
45. 90
47. 52

44. 75
46.76
47. 52
47. 82

80.06
80. 06
76. 88
67.07

469383 44.75
490445 46.76
498346 47.52
501501 47.82

839680 80.06
839680 80.06
806331 76.88
703468 67.07

Traffic Di-
version (7.)

4.45
6.46
7.21
7.52

14. 13
14. 13
7.21
7.21

4.38
4.38
5.60
7.21

4.45
6.46
7.21
7.52

39. 76
39. 76
36. 58
26. 77

4.45
6.46
7.21
7.52

39. 76
39. 76
3658 I.-.

26.77
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25 percent cost recovery level, the traffic diversion is

7.21 percent.

The reversed trend is caused by the different impact

of the taxes on truck-barge and rails shipments to

ports. A waterway tax may reduce truck-barge shipments

but induce rail shipments to CR ports and lessen the

traffic diversion from CR ports, or divert both shipments

to PS ports and aggravate the traffic diversion from CR

(Table 5-4).

The opposite effects are expected if rail rates are

reduced. This is shown in Table 5-4 for Model 11.1. At

this scenario, the imposition of segment fuel tax would

increase truck-barge share by 9.64 percent ( from 100 to

25 percent cost recovery level). For the same interval

of cost recovery level, the tax would only decrease rail

shipment by 2.72 percent. The net effect will be smaller

traffic diversion from CR ports, because traffic loss

from rail is compensated by traffic gain from truck-

barge. (Table 5-3).

Unfortunately, this reversed trend can not be

generalized. This is because Model V.1 and VII.1 in

Table 5-3 give the same results as in Table 5-2. Segment

ad valorem and segment tonnage taxes would significantly

decrease wheat shipments intended for CR ports.

Generally speaking, however, it appears that the

decrease in rail rates tends to mitigate the impact of
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user fees on the CR wheat traffic. This is because the

traffic loss from Columbia-Snake river waterway would be

compensated by rail traffic to CR ports. In the forthco-

ming section, the impact of user fees on wheat shipments

by mode will be discussed in detail.

The Impact of User Fees on PNW Wheat Shipments by
Modes.

In 1983, three modes of transportation were used to

ship wheat to CR ports: truck, rail and truck-barge.

Whereas, to PS ports, all wheat was shipped by rail. The

survey conducted during March-April 1985 found that all

direct truck shipments to CR ports originated from coun-

ties adjacent to Portland where alternative mode (barge

or rails) was neither available nor commonly used (Appen-

dix B-i). The truck transportation is used primarily as

short haul carrier or as a "feeder" for barge transpor-

tation, therefore, it does not compete with barge or

rail.

In percentage to wheat shipments to CR ports, truck

shipments to CR ports vary according to quantity of

wheat received at CR ports. But in quantity and in

percentage to total PNW shipments, truck shipments would

not be affected by both the imposition user fees on

waterways and the decrease in rail rates. In Tables 5-4

and 5-5, under all scenarios, truck shipments to CR



Table 5-4. Impact of User Fees on P14W Wheat Shipments to Columbia River Ports by Modes,
Under Different Levels of Coat and No Rail Response, 1983.

Truck Shipment Truck-Barge Shipment Rail Shipment
Model Scenario-User Fees

(tons/tno)C% P14W) CX CR) (tona/mo)(% P14W) (X CR> (tons/mo)(X P14W) CX CR)

B.1 Base Model 44495 4.24 7.11 221834 21.15 35.43 359796 34.31 57.46

I. I 8. 1 + Uniform Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 8.72 192194 18.32 37.66 273686 26.09 53.62

75% 44495 4.24 8.55 194699 18.56 37.40 281435 26.83 54.06

50% 44495 4.24 8.38 218409 20.82 41.16 267756 25.53 50.46

25% 44495 4.24 7.46 221834 21.15 37.20 329996 31.46 55.34

11.1 B.1 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 7.46 178449 17.01 29.92 373381 35.60 62.61

75% 44495 4.24 7.46 178449 17.01 29.92 373381 35.60 62.61

50% 44495 4.24 8.38 178449 17.01 33.63 307716 29.34 57.99

25% 44495 4.24 8.38 218409 20.82 41.16 267756 25.53 50.46

111.1 B.1 + Lockaqe
C.R.L : bOY. 44495 4.24 8.96 178449 17.01 35.93 273686 26.09 55.11

75% 44495 4.24 8.72 192194 18.32 37.66 273686 26.09 53.62

50% 44495 4.24 8.55 194699 18.56 37.40 281435 26.83 54.06
25% 44495 4.24 8.55 218409 20.82 41.95 257725 24.57 49.50

IV.1 1.1 + Uni.Ad Vaborem
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 8.72 192194 18.32 37.66 273686 26.09 53.62

75% 44495 4.24 8.55 194699 18.56 37.40 281435 26.83 54.06

50% 44495 4.24 8.38 218409 20.82 41.16 267756 25.53 50.46

25% 44495 4.24 7.46 221834 21.15 37.20 329996 31.46 55.34

V.1 11.1 + Seq.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 21.28 58822 5.61 28.13 105811 10.09 50.60

75% 44495 4.24 18.29 90164 8.60 37.06 108651 10.36 44.66

50% 44495 4.24 13.42 178449 17.01 53.82 108651 10.36 32.77

25% 44495 4.24 12.88 193629 18.46 56.07 107216 10.22 31.05

VI.l 1.1 + LJni.Tonnage
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 8.72 192194 18.32 37.66 273686 26.09 53.62

75% 44495 4.24 8.55 194699 18.56 37.40 281435 26.83 54.06
50% 44495 4.24 8.38 218409 20.82 41.16 267756 25.53 50.46

25% 44495 4.24 7.46 221834 21.15 37.20 329996 31.46 55.34

VII.1 11.1 + Seq.Tonnage
C.R.L 100% 44495 4.24 21.28 58822 5.61 28.13 105811 10.09 50.60

75% 44495 4.24 18.29 90164 8.60 37.06 108651 10.36 44.66
50% 44495 4.24 13.42 178449 17.01 53.82 108651 10.36 32.77

25% 44495 4.24 12.88 193629 18.46 56.07 107216 10.22 31.05
N)



Table 5-5. Impact of User Fees on P11W Wheat Shipments to Columbia River Ports by Modes,

Under Different Levels of Cost Recovery and $ 0.50/ton Decrease in Rail Rates, 1983.

Truck Shipment Truck-Barge Shipment Rail Shipment

Model Scenario-User Fees
(tona/mo)(X P11W) (% CR) (tons/mo)(% P11W) CX CR) (tons/mo)(% P11W) CX CR)

B.1 Base Model.1 44495 4.24 7.11 221834 21.15 35.43 359796 34.31 57.46

I. 1 B. 1 + Uniform Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 7.68 192194 18.32 33.17 342736 32.68 59.15

75% 44495 4.24 7.97 193264 18.43 34.61 320604 30.57 57.42

50% 44495 4.24 8.08 193264 18.43 35.11 312703 29.82 56.81

257. 44495 4.24 8.13 193264 18.43 35.31 309548 29.51 56.56

II. 1 B. 1 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 9.31 92171. 8.79 19.28 341307 32.54 71.41

757. 44495 4.24 9.31 92171 8.79 19.28 341307 32.54 71.41

50% 44495 4.24 8.08 192194 18.32 34.92 313773 29.92 57.00

257. 44495 4.24 8.08 193264 18.43 35.11 312703 29.82 56.81

III. 1 B. 1 + Lockaqe
C.R.L : bOX 44495 4.24 7.67 178449 17.01 30.76 357232 34.06 61.57

75% 44495 4. 24 7. 67 192194 18. 32 33. 13 343487 32. 75 59. 20

507. 44495 4.24 7.84 192194 18.32 33.87 330723 31.53 58.29

25'!. 44495 424 8.08 193264 18.43 35.11 312703 29.82 56.81

IV.1 1.1 + Uni.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 1007. 44495 4.24 7.68 192194 18.32 33.17 342736 32.68 59.15

757. 44495 4.24 7.97 193264 18.43 34.61 320604 30.57 57.42

50% 44495 4.24 8.08 193264 18.43 35.11 312703 29.82 56.81

25% 44495 4.24 8.13 193264 18.43 35.31 309548 29.51 56.56

V.1 11.1 + SeqAd Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 21.28 58822 5.61 28.13 105811 10.09 50.60

757. 44495 4.24 21.28 58822 5.61 28.13 105811 10.09 50.60

507. 44495 4.24 18.35 92171 8.79 38.01 105811 10.09 43.64

25% 44495 4.24 12.88 192194 18.32 55.65 108651 10.36 31.46

VI.1 1.1 + Uni.Tonnage
C. R. L 100% 44495 4. 24 7. 68 192194 18. 32 33. 17 342736 32. 68 59. 15

757. 44495 4.24 7.97 193264 18.43 34.61 320604 30.57 57.42

507. 44495 4.24 8.08 193264 18.43 35.11 312703 29.82 56.81

25'!. 44495 4.24 8.13 193264 18.43 35.31 309548 29.51 56.56

VII.1 11.1 + Seq.Tonnage
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 21.28 58822 5.61 28.13 105811 10.09 50.60

757. 44495 4.24 21.28 58822 5.61 28.13 105811 10.09 50.60

50% 44495 4.24 18.35 92171 8.79 38.01 105811 10.09 43.64

25% 44495 4.24 12.88 192194 18.32 55.65 108651 10.36 31.46
C.)

C..)
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ports stay the same at 44495 tori/month (4.24 percent).

Thus, the following discussion will focus on the

impact of user fees on the truck-barge versus rails

shipments to CR ports. In Table 5-4, uniform fuel tax

to recover 100 percent of federal 0&fl cost on waterways

would decrease truck-barge traffic to 18.32 percent.

This impact is insignificant. It represents only 2.83

percent reduction from truck-barge share in Base Model 1

(21.15 percent).

At lower levels of cost recovery ( 75 and 50 per-

cents ), the truck-barge diversion would also be smaller

i.e. 2.59 and 0.33 percents, respectively. At 25 percent

of cost recovery level, the uniform fuel tax would not

affect truck-barge traffic to CR ports at all.

The segment fu]. fees also give insignificant im-

pacts on truck-barge shipments to CR ports. At 100, 75,

and 50 percents cost recovery levels, the reduction of

truck-barge traffic to CR ports would only be 3. 14

percent, while at 25 percent cost recovery level, the

impact is minor. Only 0.33 percent of the river traffic

would be diverted to other mode (Model 11.1).

The impact of lockage fees ( Model 111.1), uniform

ad valorem fee ( Model IV. 1 ) and uniform tonnage fee

(Model VI.1) on truck-barge shipment would also be insig-

nificant. Those taxes would reduce truck-barge shipments

to CR ports by 3. 14 percent at the maximum. At lower
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cost recovery the impact would be negligible.

The highest possible truck-barge diversion, would

occur if segment ad valorem or segment tonnage tax is

imposed. At 100 percent cost recovery level, either tax

would reduce truck-barge traffic to CR ports to 5.61

percent. This means 15.54 percent of truck-barge traffic

diversion. At lower cost recovery levels the effect

would gradually be smaller. Under 25 percent cost reco-

very level, the traffic diversion would be 2.25 percent.

From Table 5-4, it can also be observed that on

average, the percentage of truck-barge shipments to

total wheat shipments to CR ports after taxes are higher

than Model B. 1. For instance, in Model I. 1, under 100

percent cost recovery level the percentage of truck-

barge shipments to CR ports is 37.66 percent. In Base

Model.1, this magnitude is 35.43 percent. This indi-

cates that the imposition of user fees on truck-barge

traffic would not only affect truck-barge shipments to

CR ports, but also affect rail shipments to the same

ports.

In some cases, the impact of waterway taxes on rail

shipments is larger than on truck-barge shipments. This

is shown in Table 5-4. Under 100 and 75 percent cost

recovery levels, the uniform fuel tax would divert rail

shipments to CR ports from 34.31 (in Model B.1) to 26.09

percent ( in Model 1.1). This represents 8.22 percent of
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rail shipments diversion from CR ports to PS ports. At

the same interval of cost recovery level, that diversion

is significantly larger than truck-barge traffic diver-

sion (2.83 percent).

However, there is no consistent pattern on the

effect on the user fees on rails shipments to CR ports.

At a lower recovery level a tax may shift more traffic

than at the a higher level. Table 5-4 shows that under

50 percent cost recovery level the uniform fuel tax

diverts more rail traffic than under higher cost

recovery level. At 50 percent of cost recovery level,

this tax would decreases rail traffic by 8.78 percent

while under 100 and 75 percent the same tax would reduce

the rail traffic by 8.22 and 7.48 percent, respectively.

The same inconsistency is observed in Nodels IV. .1 and

VI. 1.

Similarly, Models III. 1, V. 1 and VII. 1 show that

the impact of a lockage fee, segment ad valorem fee or

segment tonnage fee imposed at 25 percent cost recovery

level is larger than the impact of the same fees imposed

at higher cost recovery levels. The possible cause is

that the models allows wheat to move without restriction

to ports and ignore their potential capacity restric-

tions. This will be examined later.

Only Model II. 1 shows that impact of segment fuel

fee on rail traffic to CR ports has consistent pattern.

The diversion of rail traffic is inversely related to
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the cost recovery level; the smaller the cost recovery

level the larger is the diversion. It appears that

at higher magnitudes, the segment fuel tax would induce

wheat shippers to ship their grain to CR ports.

Table 5-5 shows the modal shares for truck-barge

and rails when various user fees are imposed, and,

simultaneously, rail rates are decreased by $ 0. 50/ ton.

To recover all federal 0&N costs at waterways, the

uniform fuel fees would decrease truck-barge shipments

to CR traffic to 18.32 percent. At lower levels of cost

recovery the effect would be the same. The fees would

reduce CR truck-barge traffic to 18.43 percent of the

total wheat shipments to CR ports. These impacts are

insignificant, since the fees would have been reduced

the 1983 truck-barge traffic to CR ports by 2.72 percent.

Models IV. 1 and VI. 1 share similar results with Model

1.1 (Table 5-5).

In Model II. 1, at 100, 75, 50 and 25 percent cost

recovery levels, the segment fuel tax would reduce the

CR truck-barge wheat traffic to 8.79, 8.79, 18.32, and

18.43 percents. At higher cost recovery levels (100 and

75 percents) the tax would significantly reduce CR truck-

barge traffic by 12.36 percent. The impact, would be

smaller if this fee is implemented at lower levels of

cost recovery.
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Consistent with the previous finding, at 100 and 75

percent cost recovery levels, either segment ad valorem

or segment tonnage fee impact on CR truck-barge traffic

would be critical. If imposed, those taxes would reduced

truck-barge shipments to 5.61 percent. This means that

15.54 percent of CR truck-barge traffic would be diverted

to other modes or to PS ports. The impact, however,

would be smaller at 25 percent of cost recovery level.

In general, it can be observed that the $ 0.50/ton

decrease in rail rates would amplify the impact of user

fees on truck-barge shipments to CR ports. The rail rate

decrease would definitely shifts truck-barge wheat ship-

ments to other modes and to other ports.

This is particularly true when the various fees are

imposed at a lower level of cost recovery. For example,

Table 5-4 shows that segment fuel tax to recover 25

percent of federal 0&N costs would decrease truck-barge

shipments to 20.82 percent. In comparison, Table 5-5

shows that the same user fees would reduce truck-barge

shipments to 18.43 percent. This trend is shared by all

models.

By contrast, the reduction of rail rates would

lessen the impact of user fee on rail shipments to CR

ports. There would be less rail traffic diversion from

CR to PS ports, particularly at the higher levels of

cost recovery. For example, see Tables 5-4 and 5-5.
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In Table 5-4, at 100 percent of cost recovery

level, uniform fuel tax would reduce rail traffic from

34.31 percent ( Model B.1) to 26.09 percent (Model 1.1).

In comparison, Table 5-5 shows at the same level of cost

recovery, the tax would reduce rails shipments from

34.31 to 32.6 percent. The diversion, however, would

be more noticeable if the maritime user fees are imposed

at lower cost recovery levels.

As mentioned earlier, it is found that the impact

of user fees on rail shipments to CR is inconsistent. In

order to find the cause of inconsistency, another series

of network models are constructed. These models impose

75 :25 port share constraints to restrict the wheat

movements to CR and PS ports.

In these models 75 percent of the total PNW wheat

traffic are arbitrarily channeled to CR ports. The rest

of the wheat is shipped to PS ports. A Base Model

denoted as Base Model.2 (B.2) is constructed. This base

model replicates the Base Model. 1. The only difference

is that B.2 includes the 75:25 port share constraint.

Following the previous procedure, the B.2 is then modi-

fied by incorporating the various schemes of user fees

in its transport cost arcs. The results of the Base

Model 2 and its derivations (Models 1.2 to VII.2) are

listed in Tables 5-6 and 5-7.

Under this scenario, the "optimal" traffic shares



Table 5-6. Impact of timer Fees on PNW Wheat Shipments to Columbia River Ports
by Modem Under Different Levels of Cost Recovery and No Rail Response, 1983.

Truck Shipment Truck-Barge Shipment Rail Shipment
Model Scenario-User Fees

(tons/mo)(X PNW) (V. CR) (tons/mo)(X P14W) CX CR) (tons/mo)(X P14W) (V. CR)

Model 2

1.2 B.2 + Uniform Fuel
C.R.L : 1007.

75%
501/.

25%
11.2 B.2 + Segment FueI

C.R.L : 100%
757.
507
25%

111.2 B.2 + LockeQe
C.R.L : 10OV.

75%
50%
25%

IV.2 1.2 + Uni.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 1007.

75%
507.
25%

V.2 11.2 + Seq.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 1007.

75%
50%
25%

VI.2 1.2 + Uni.Tonnage
C.R.L : 100%

75%
50%
25%

VII.2 11.2 + Seq. Tonnage
C.R.L : 100%

75%
507.
25%

44495 4.24 7.11 221834 21,15 3543 359796 34.31 57.46

44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82

44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82

44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82

44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82

44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82

44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82

44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82
44495 4.24 4.82

192194 18.32 20.82
194699 18.56 21.10
218409 20.82 23.66
221834 21.15 24.04

178449 17.01 19.33
178449 17.01 19.33
192194 18.32 20.82
218409 20.82 23.66

178449 17.01 19.33
192194 18.32 20.82
194699 18.56 21.10
218409 20.82 23.66

192194 18.32 20.82
194699 18.56 21.10
218409 20.82 23.66
221834 21.15 24.04

178449 17.01 19.33
178499 17.02 19.34
192194 18.32 20.82
218409 20.82 23.66

192194 18.32 20.82
194699 18.56 21.10
218409 20.82 23.66
221834 21.15 24.04

178449 17.01 19.33
178499 17.02 19.34
192194 18.32 20.82
218409 20.82 23.66

686262 65.43 74.36
683757 65.19 74.08
660047 62.93 71.51
656622 62.61 71.14

700007 66.74 75.84
700007 66.74 75.84
686262 65.43 74.36
660047 62.93 71.51

700007 66.74 75.84
686262 65.43 74.36
683757 65.19 74.08
660047 62.93 71.51

686262 65.43 74.36
683757 65.19 74.08
660047 62.93 71.51
656622 62.61 71.14

700007 66.74 75.84
699957 66.74 75.84
686262 65.43 74.36
660047 62.93 71.51

686262 65.43 74.36
683757 65.19 74.08
660047 62.93 71.51
656622 62.61 71.14

700007 66.74 75.84
699957 66.74 75.84
686262 65.43 74.36
660047 62.93 71.51



Table 5-7. Impact of User Fees on PNW Wheat Shipments to Columbia River Ports by Nodes Under
Different Levels of Cost Recovery and $ 0.50/ton Decrease in Rail Rates, 1983.

Truck Shipment Truck-Barge Shipment Rail Shipment
Model Scenario-User Fees

(tons/mo)(% PNW) (X CR) (tons/mo)(7. PHW) (7. CR) (tone/mo)(V. PNW) (7. CR)

B.2 Base Model 2 44495 4.24 5.66 221834 21.15 28.20 520277 49.61 66.14
1.2 B.2 + Uniform Fuel

C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 5.66 192194 18.32 24.43 549917 52.43 69.91
757. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77
50% 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77
25% 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77

11.2 B.2 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L 100% 44495 4.24 5.66 92171 8.79 11.72 649940 61.97 82.63

757. 44495 4.24 5.66 92171 8.79 11.72 649940 61.97 82.63
507. 44495 4.24 5.66 192194 18.32 24.43 549917 52.43 69.91
257. 44495 4. 24 5. 66 193264 18. 43 24. 57 548847 52. 33 69. 77

111.2 B.2 + Lockaqe
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 5.66 178449 17.01 22.69 563662 53.74 71.66

75% 44495 4.24 5.66 192194 18.32 24.43 549917 52.43 69.91
50'/. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77
257. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77

IV.2 1.2 Uni.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 5.66 192194 18.32 24.43 549917 52.43 69.91

757. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77
507. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77
25% 44495 4. 24 5. 66 193264 18. 43 24. 57 548847 52. 33 69. 77

V.2 11.2 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 5.66 92171 8.79 11.72 649940 61.97 82.63

757. 44495 4.24 5.66 92171 8.79 11.72 649940 61.97 82.63
507. 44495 4.24 5.66 192194 18.32 24.43 549917 52.43 69.91
257. 44495 4. 24 5. 66 193264 18. 43 24. 57 548847 52. 33 69. 77

VI.2 1.2 + IJni.Tonnage
C. R. L : 100% 44495 4. 24 5. 66 192194 18. 32 24. 43 549917 52. 43 69. 91

757. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77
507. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77
257. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77

VII.2 11.2 + Seq. Tonnage
C.R.L : 100% 44495 4.24 5.66 92171 8.79 11.72 649940 61.97 82.63

75% 44495 4.24 5.66 92171 8.79 11.72 649940 61.97 82.63
507. 44495 4.24 5.66 192194 18.32 24.43 549917 52.43 69.91
257. 44495 4.24 5.66 193264 18.43 24.57 548847 52.33 69.77
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by modes are 4.24, 49.61, and 21.15 percents for truck,

rail and truck-barge, respectively. This show that only

rails share in Model B.2 differs from the previous Base

Model (B.1). The "optimal" truck and truck-barge share

of CR wheat shipments stay the same.

Imposing the user fees on the model does not signi-

ficantly change the result, except for Models V.2 and

VII.2. In these models, the truck-barge share is 17.01

percent. In comparison, the truck-barge share in Models

V.1 and VII.1 is 5.61 percent. Generally, it seems that

channeling 75 percent of the PNW wheat to CR ports would

result in less sensitive truck-barge shipments, due to

user fees imposition.

Table 5-6 shows the impact of user fees on rail

shipments to CR ports, under no rail response. All taxes

would increase rail shipments to CR ports; the larger

the tax the more rail shipments to CR ports.

These trends would not change if B.2 to VII.2 is

evaluated in light of the reduction of rail rates (Table

5-7). The reduction of rail rates would increase rail

share to CR ports even more.

The Impact of User Fees on PNW Truck-Barge Shipments
by State

Oregon

Four Oregon shipping origins, Enterprise (supply
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region 14), t'loro (supply region 10), Nyssa (supply re-

gion 17) and Spray (supply region 18) constitute the

truck-barge shipments from Oregon. The average total

shipments from these areas is 23,302 tons/month and

represent the smallest truck-barge share (2.22 percent)

of the total PNW wheat shipments (Table 5-8).

Imposing waterway and port user fees at 100 percent

cost recovery level would only reduce Oregon truck-

barge share from 2.22 percent to 2.08 percent. This

reduction is caused by a shift of truck-barge shipments

to rails from Noro. At smaller cost recovery levels,

wheat shippers from Noro would shift back from rail to

truck-barge shipments. This result is shared by all

models.

Reducing the rail rates by $ 0.50/ton, however,

would make wheat shippers from ?Ioro use rails instead of

truck-barge. At four levels of cost recovery ( 100

percent to 25 percent) for each models, the Oregon

truck-barge shares to CR ports would be the same, 2.08

percent (Table 5-9).

Washington

Washington has the biggest share of truck-barge

shipments in the PNW. The optimal truck-barge wheat

shipments in Washington before the user fee is imposed

is 131,990 ton/mo (12.58 percent). These shipments on-



Table 5-8. Impact of User Fees on Truck-Barge Wheat Shipments by States,
Under Different Levels of Cost Recovery and No Rail ReBponae, 1983.

Oregon Washington Idaho Montana
Model Scenario-User Fees (tons/mo)(% PNW) (tons/mo)(h PNW) (tons/mo)(% PNW) (tons/mo)(7. PNW)

B.1 Base Model 1 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 52177 4.97 41837 3.99
I. 1 B. 1 + Uniform Fuel

C.R.L : 1007. 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73
75% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
50% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 41837 3.99
25% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 24705 2.36 41837 3.99

11.1 B.1 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 6465 .62 18127 1.73

75% 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 6465 .62 18127 1.73
50% 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 6465 .62 18127 1.73
25% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 41837 3.99

111.1 6.1 + Lockage
C.R.L : 1007. 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 6465 .62 18127 1.73

75% 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73
50% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 19197 1.83
25% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 41837 3.99

IV.1 1.1 + Uni.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 1007. 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73

75% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
50% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 41837 3.99
25% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 24705 2.36 41837 3.99

V.1 11.1 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 21867 2.08 20835 1.99 0 .00 16120 1.54

757. 21867 2.08 52177 4.97 0 .00 16120 1.54
50% 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 6465 .62 18127 1.73
25% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73

VI.1 1.1 + Uni.Tonnaqe
C.R.L : lOOX 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73

757. 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
50% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 41837 3.99
25% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 24705 2.36 41837 3.99

VII.1 11.1 + Seg.Tonnaqe
C.R.L i0O'/. 21867 2.08 20835 1.99 0 .00 16120 1.54

757. 21867 2.08 52177 497 0 .00 16120 1.54
507. 21867 2.08 131990 12.58 6465 .62 18127 1.73
25% 23302 2.22 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73 '-i



Table 5-9. Impact of User Fees on Truck-Barge Wheat Shipments by States Under Different
Levels of Cost Recovery and $ 0.50/ton Decrease in Rail Rates, 1983.

Oregon Washington Idaho Hontana
Plodel Scenario-User Fees (tons/mo)(X PNW) (tons/mo)U PNW) (tons/mo)(X PNW) (tons/mo)(X PHW)

B.1 Base flodel.1
1.1 B.1 + Uniform Fuel

C.R.L : 100%
75%
50%
25%

11.1 B.1 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100%

757
50%
25%

111.1 B.1 + Lockage
C.R.L : 100%

75%
50%
25%

IV.1 1.1 + Uni.Ad Valorem
C.R.L 100%

75%
50%
25%

V.1 11.1 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100%

75%
50%
25%

VI.1 1.1 + Uni.Tonnage
C.R.L : 100%

75%
50%
25%

VII.1 11.1 + Seg.Tonnage
C.R.L 100%

75.'.

50%
25%

23302 2.22 131990 12.58 24705 2.36 41837 3.99

21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73

21867 2.08 52177 4.97 0 .00 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 52177 4.97 0 .00 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73

21867 2.08 131990 12.58 6465 .62 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73

21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73

21867 2.08 20835 1.99 0 .00 16120 1.54
21867 2.08 24705 2.36 0 .00 16120 1.54
21867 2.08 52177 4.97 0 .00 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73

21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 21280 2.03 18127 1.73

21867 2.08 20835 1.99 0 .00 16120 1.54
21867 2.08 20835 1.99 0 .00 16120 1.54
21867 2.08 52177 4.97 0 .00 18127 1.73
21867 2.08 131990 12.58 20210 1.93 18127 1.73 01
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ginate from Prosser (supply region 22), Goldendale (sup-

ply region 25), Wapato (supply region 27), Lind (supply

region 30), Corinell (supply region 32), Clarkston (sup-

ply region 35) and Pomeroy (supply region 37). This

share would not change if uniform fuel (Li), segment

fuel (11.1), lockage (111.1), uniform ad valorem (IV.i)

or uniform tonnage (VI.1) taxes is imposed at 100 per-

cent to 25 percent cost recovery levels.

However, the truck-barge share would significantly

be reduced if segment ad valorem or tonnage tax is

imposed at 100 and 75 percents cost recovery levels. If

imposed, either tax would reduce truck-barge share from

Washington to 1.99 and 4.97 percents, respectively. The

remaining shipments are from Goldendale, Clarkston and

Pomeroy. At 50 percent cost recovery levels, shippers

from Wapato and Prosser would shift back to using truck-

barge.

These results would not change when rail rates are

reduced by S 0.50/ton at the four levels of cost recovery.

Only model II. 1 shows reduction of truck-barge traffic

from 12.8 percent to 4.97 percent if segment fuel tax is

imposed at 100 and 75 percents cost recovery level. This

reduction occurs because shippers from Lind and Connell

shift the wheat shipments from truck-barge to rail.
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Idaho

Prior to the imposition of user fees, the optimal

truck-barge share from Idaho is 52, 177 tons/month or

4.97 percent of the total PNW wheat shipments. Only

three regions, Lenore (supply region 46), Weiser (supply

region 47) and Emmet (supply region 48) contribute to

the truck-barge shipments from Idaho. Because of the

distance from river, it appears that Idaho truck-barge

shipments are more sensitive to waterway user fees.

Except for uniform fuel, uniform ad valorem and

uniform tonnage fee, even at the lowest level of cost

recovery (25 percent). All user fees would eliminate

truck-barge shipments from Emmet. At higher levels of

cost recovery (75 and 50 percents), segment ad valorem

(V.1) or segment tonnage fee (VII.1) would terminate

all truck-barge movement from Idaho.

Reducing rail rates by S 0.50/ton would make Idaho

truck-barge shipments more sensitive to the imposition

of user fees. Even at lower levels of cost recovery (50

percent), shippers from Idaho would choose rails instead

of truck-barge C V.1 and VII.1). The segment fuel tax,

imposed at 100 and 75 percents cost recovery level,

would also terminate all truck-barge movements from

Idaho (Table 5-9).
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Montana

Montana shares 3.99 percent (41,837 tons/month) of

the truck-barge wheat shipments to CR ports. In the base

model wheat is shipped by truck from Great Falls (supply

region 71), Bozeman (supply region 73), Harrison (supply

region 74), Rapelje (supply region 75), }-{ardin (supply

region 77), and Miles City (supply region 78) to Lewis-

ton barge terminal.

Imposing uniform fuel, segment fuel, lockage, uni-

form ad valorem or uniform advalorem fee at 100 and 75

percents cost recovery level would reduce Montana truck-

barge share from 3.99 to 1.73 percent, respectively.

This would shift wheat shipments from Miles City and

Great Falls to rail. Further reduction of truck-barge

would occur if segment ad valorem or segment tonnage tax

are imposed at 100 and 75 percents cost recovery level.

Under these scenarios, Montana truck-barge shipments

would be reduced by 1.54 percent of the total PNW wheat

shipments to ports eliminating Harrison as a shipment

origin. At lower recovery levels, however, the waterway

and port user fees impacts are negligible.

As expected, imposing the user fees in combination

with rail rate decrease would provide incentives for

Montana wheat shippers to use rails. Even at the lowest

cost recovery (25 percent>, all models would eliminate
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Great Falls and M1le City truck-barge wheat shipments

(Table 5-9).

The Impact of User Fees on PNW Wheat Transportation Cost

In this analysis, the definition of transportation

cost applies only to costs of shipping wheat from coun-

try elevator to foreign destination. It includes major

line haul costs for truck, truck-barge, rail, ocean

carriers, and handling costs but excludes minor costs

such as storage, and other marketing fees. Using the

least cost network algorithm, without the imposition of

maritime user fees, it is estimated that PNW wheat ship-

pers paid at least S 35.8 million/month or S 429.6

million/year for shipping wheat from country elevator to

foreign demand regions in 1983 (Base Model 1).

Imposing the maritime user fees in addition to

truck-barge and ocean carriers

PNW wheat transportation bill.

aportation costs under various

four different levels of cost r

Tables 5-10 and 5-11.

In Model 1.1, the uniform

rates would increase the

The changes of the tran-

user fees scenarios and

covery are indicated in

fuel tax would increase

the transport cost by $ 100,101 /month or $ 1,201,212

/year. This is approximately only 0.28 percent increase

from the Base Model 1. At the lower cost recovery levels

the cost change would gradually decrease to S 25,491/month
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or $ 305,892/year. It is only 0.07 percent increase

from the transportation cost prior to the user fees

imposition. These indicate that the uniform fuel fees

impact on transportation cost is minor in aggregate.

Other models show similar result. If imposed, each type

of user fees investigated would only increase the PNW

transportation bill ranging from 0.28 percent to 1.45

percent.

The highest transportation cost change would result

from the imposition of segment tonnage fees (Model

VII.1) which increase the PNW transport cost by

$ 519,492/month, $ 442,113/month, $ 317,227/month and

S 168,569/month at 100, 75, 50, and 25 percents cost

recovery levels, respectively. These changes, however,

represent only 1.45, 1.23, 0.89, and 0.47 percents in-

crease from the Base Model 1 ( Table 5-10).

Reducing the rail rates in the models would consi-

derably lower the PNW transportation bill. In some

cases the change would be negative which means that the

cost increase due to the imposition of user fees would

be compensated by the cost saving resulted from rail

rate reduction. This is shown in Table 5-11. Here, all

models, except Models V.1 and VII.1 (at full cost reco-

very level), show the cost saving generated from the

reduction of rail rates.

Models B.2 to VII.2 includes 75 :25 port share



Table 5-10. Impacts of User Fees on PHW Wheat Transport Cost Under
Different Levels of Cost Recovery and No Rail Response,
1983

Model Scenario-User FSeB

B. 1 Base Model 1
1.1 B.1 + Uniform Fuel

C.R.L : 100%
757.
50%
25%

11.1 B.1 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100%

75%
50%
257.

111.1 B.1 + Lockage
C.R.L : 100%

75'/.

50%
257.

IV.1 1.1 + Uni.Ad Valorem
C.RL : 100%

75%
50%
25%

V.1 11.1 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L 100%

75%
50%
25%

VI.1 1.1 + Uni.Tonnage
C.R.L 100%

75/.
50%
25%

VII.1 11.1 + Seg.Tonnaqe
C.R.L : 100%

75%
50'/.

25%

Total Cost
(S / mo)

35832929

35933030
35906220
35883676
35858420

36007066
35998784
35929363
35884808

35947489
35912291
35888964
35861517

36148860
36057249
35984361
35908762

36321456
36247874
36129389
35990370

36248497
36131714
36034704
35933934

36352421
36275042
36150156
36001498

Cost Change From Base
(S/mo) (7.)

0 .00

100101 .28
73291 .20
50747 .14
25491 .07

174137 .49
165855 .46
96434 .27
51879 .14

114560 .32
79362 .22
56035 . 16
28588 .08

315931 .88
224320 .63
151432 .42
75833 .21

488527 1.36
414945 1.16
296460 . 83
157441 .44

415568 1.16
298785 .83
201775 .56
101005 .28

519492 1.45
442113 1.23
317227 .89
168569 .47
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Table 5-11. Impact of User Fees on PNW Wheat Transport Cost Under
Levels of Cost Recovery and S 0.50/ton Decrease in Rail
Rates, 1983

Model Scenario-User Fees Total Cost Cost Change From Base
(S/mo) (S/mo) (%)

8.1 Base Model 1 35832929 0 .00
1.1 B.1 + Uniform Fuel

C.R.L : 100% 35541575 -291354 -.81
75% 35511696 -321233 -. 90
50% 35489060 -343869 -. 96

25% 35490087 -342842 -. 96

11.1 8.1 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 35592023 -240906 -.67

757. 35588033 -244896 -. 68

50% 35536383 -296546 -. 83

25% 35490087 -342842 -. 96

111.1 8.1 + Lockage
C.R.L : 100% 35554359 -278570 -.78

75% 35518869 -314060 -. 88

507. 35493829 -339100 -. 95

25% 35468729 -364200 -1.02
IV.1 1.1 + Uni.Ad Valareni

C.R.L : 100% 35755730 -77199 -.22
75% 35662724 -170205 -. 47

507. 35620262 -212667 -. 59

25% 35516735 -316194 -. 88

V.1 11.1 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L 100% 35870553 37624 .10

75% 35803737 -29192 -. 08
50% 35705019 -127910 -. 36

25% 35597461 -235468 -. 66

VI.1 1.1 + Uni.Tonnaae
C.R.L : 100% 35855367 22438 .06

75% 35737189 -95740 -. 27

50% 35640089 -192840 -. 54

25% 35541906 -291023 -. 81

VII.1 11.1 + Seg.Tonnaqe
C.R.L : 100% 35901518 68589 .19

75% 35829299 -3630 -. 01

50% 35723024 -109905 -. 31

25% 35608729 -224200 -. 63
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constraint which arbitrarily channelled 75 percent of

PNW wheat movements to CR ports and 25 percent to PS

ports. It is shown at Tables 5-12 and 5-13 that the

wheat transportation costs in Models B.2, 1.2, 11.2,

111.2, IV.2 and VI.2 are similar to those of Models B. 1,

I. 1, II. 1, III. 1, IV. I and VI. 1.

At full recovery level, restricting 75 percent of

the PNW wheat movement to CR ports, under segment ad

valorem (V.2) and segment tonnage fees (VII.2) would

increase the PNW transport cost to $ 36.92 million/month

and $ 36.99/month, respectively. Nevertheless, this

change would only represent 3.05 and 3.25 percents in-

crease of the PNW wheat transportation bill.

In summary, it appears that two important conclu-

sion can be drawn from these discusions. First, mari-

time user fees would definitely affect the distribution

of traffic between ports and transportation modes in the

PNW. Second, in percentage, the imposition of maritime

user fees would not significantly increase the PNW wheat

transportation bill.
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Table 5-12. Impact of User Fees on PNW Wheat Transport Cost Under
Different Levels of Cost Recovery and Mo Rail Response,
1983.

Model Scenario-User Fees

8.2 Base Model 2
1.2 B.2 + Uniform Fuel

C.R.L 100%
75%
50%
25%

11.2 8.2 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100%

75%
50%
25%

111.2 B.2 Lockage
C.R.L 1007.

75.'.

50%
25%

IV.2 1.2 + Uni.Ad Valorem
C.R.L 100%

757.
50%
25%

V.2 11.2 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100%

75%
50%
25%

VI.2 1.2 + Uni.Tonnage
C.R.L 100%

75%
50%
25%

VII.2 11.2 + Seg.Tonnaqe
C.R.L : 100%

757.
50%
257.

Total Cost Cost Change From Base
(S/mo) (S/mo) (7.)

35832929 0 .00

35933030 100101 .28
35906220 73291 .20
35883676 50747 . 14

35858420 25491 .07

36007066 174137 .49
35998784 165855 .46
35929363 96434 .27
35884808 51879 . 14

35947489 114560 .32
35912291 79362 .22
35888964 56035 . 16

35861517 28588 .08

36148860 315931 .88
36057249 224320 .63
35984361 151432 .42
35908762 75833 .21

36925822 1092893 3.05
36683549 850620 2. 37

36388741 555812 1.55
36114760 281831 .79

36248497 415568 1.16
36131714 298785 .83
36034704 201775 .56
35933934 101005 .28

36996617 1163688 3.25
36732513 899584 2.51
36423614 590685 1.65
36132065 299136 .83
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Table 5-13. Impact of User Fees on PNW Wheat Transport Cost Under
Levels of Cost Recovery and $ 0.50/ton Decrease in Rail
Rates, 1983.

Model Scenario-User Fees Total Cost Cost Change From Base
(9/mo) (9/mo) (7.)

B.2 Base Model 2 35832929 0 .00
1.2 8.2 + Uniform Fuel

C.R.L : 100% 35541575 -291354 -.81
75% 35511696 -321233 -. 90
50% 35489060 -343869 -. 96
25% 35466392 -366537 -1.02

11.2 B.2 + Segment Fuel
C.R.L : 100% 35592023 -240906 -.67

75% 35588033 -244896 -. 68
50% 35536383 -296546 -. 83
25% 35490087 -342842 -. 96

111.2 B.2 + Lockage
C. R. L : 100% 35554359 -278570 -. 78

75% 35518869 -314060 -. 88
50% 35493829 -339100 -. 95
25% 35468729 -364200 -1.02

IV.2 1.2 Uni.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 35755730 -77199 -.22

75% 35662724 -170205 -. 47
50% 35620262 -212667 -. 59
25% 35516735 -316194 -. 88

V.2 11.2 + Seg.Ad Valorem
C.R.L : 100% 36510779 677850 1.89

75% 36272798 439869 1.23
50% 35995760 162831 .45
25% 35720038 -112891 -. 32

VI.2 1.2 + Uni.Tonnaqe
C.R.L : 100% 35855367 22438 .06

75% 35737189 -95740 -. 27
50% 35640089 -192840 -. 54
25% 35541906 -291023 -. 81

VII.2 11.2 + Seg. Tonnage
C.R.L : 100k 36581573 748644 2.09

757. 36381630 548701 1.53
50% 36030633 197704 .55
25% 35737344 -95585 -. 27
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CHAPTER VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Since the late 1970's, various bills on maritime

user fees have been proposed and reviewed in the U.S.

Senate and Congress. All propositions are intended to

recover at least a portion of the federal operation and

maintenance (O&M) costs by imposing shallow-draft user

fees on waterways and deep-draft user fees on ports.

The bills have led debated in both house of

Congress and have spawned controversies regarding the

impact of the fees on bulk commodity trade, especially

grains. Opponents of user fees argue that the fees could

ultimately erode the U.S. comparative advantage of those

commodities in the world market. Proponents of user

fees argue that the impact would be negligible and that

fees reflect greater fairness in intermodal transport

competition.

Faced with pressure to reduce the budget deficit,

the current administration will likely support some

types of maritime user fees legislation. They have

their support for some additional fee imposition through

allied Congressmen. Most opponents have now conceded the

inevitability of higher user fees. Rather than maintain-

ing the status quo by rejecting the maritime user fees,

the debate has been centered upon the mechanism for
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imposing user fees. In conjunction with the pending

legislation, the Pacific Northwest wheat industry -wheat

growers, merchandizers, and shippers (primarily the

barge industry) -is concerned about the impact of these

legislative proposals on the PNW wheat marketing and

transportation system.

The principal objectives of this study is to analyze

the impact of both shallow-draft and deep-draft maritime

user fees on the PNW wheat movement from supply regions

to PNW ports and Pacific Rim markets. This study exa-

mines the impact of the fees on (a) wheat shipments to

Columbia River and Puget Sound ports, (b) wheat ship-

ments by mode, primarily rail and barge shipments to

Columbia River ports, (c) wheat shipments by state, and

(d) wheat transportation costs.

Minimum cost single commodity capacitated network

programming is employed as an appropriate analytical

method to accomplish the objectives. Using NETFLO, a

FORTRAN program written for this method, a total of 114

network programming models are constructed.

The models are based on the 1983 PNW wheat flows

and transportation data. All models link 78 wheat ship-

ment origins (country elevators) to 15 barge terminals,

2 ports (Columbia River and Puget Sound ports) and 8

foreign markets : Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Pakistan, Egypt,
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South East Asia, India and USSR.

All models include four modes of transportation

truck, barge, rail, and ocean carriers. These are used

to link the sources (country elevators), transshipments

points (barge terminal and ports) and sinks (foreign

markets). The transport rate is used as proxy for tran

sport cost for each mode. Strong competition exists

among modes in the PNW.

Two base models denoted as base Models B. 1 and B. 2

are constructed to simulate the 1983 PNW wheat movements

prior to the imposition of the user fees. In the base

Model B. 1, wheat is allowed to move without restriction

between CR and PS ports. In the Base Model B.2, a 75: 25

percent port share constraint is imposed to arbitrarily

channel 75 percent of the wheat movement to CR ports.

This constraint reflects the 1983 potential port han-

dling capacities between CR and PS ports.

In general, the empirical results show that the

impact of user fees on the wheat transport cost paid by

PNW shippers is relatively minor in aggregate. At the

maximum, PNW shippers would have paid $ 6,233,904.00

/year in addition of the total wheat transport cost in

1983. This tax revenue represents only 1.45 percent

increase from the total PNW wheat transportation cost

for PNW wheat in 1983, if a segment fuel tax in waterway

and a segment tonnage tax in ports were imposed in that
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year ( see Model VII.1 in Table 5-10).

This is based on the assumption that in the short

run, the import demand facing the PNW shippers is perfect-

ly elastic and therefore the tax burden is borne by the

PNW shippers. In the long run, where demand is no

longer fixed, the incidence of user fees would spread

over PNW shippers, barge industry, marketing agencies,

as well as foreign consumers, and may appear to dissi-

pate over time. This is because the ultimate effect of

user fees depends on the elasticities of excess supply

and demand of the PMW wheat markets.

However, the analysis shows that the impact of the

user fees on the PNW transportation marketing and dis-

tribution of traffic between ports and modes is highly

perceptible. There is a strong evidence that the same

combination of taxes ( Model VII) would significantly

alter the present competition between CR and PS ports,

and shift a portion of barge traffic to rail. Even at

the lowest cost recovery level, the impact is more than

trivial.

Under 25 percent cost recovery level, an imposition

of S 0.232/gallon of segment fuel tax on barge rates

combined with segment tonnage taxes (5 0.311 /ton at CR

ports and 5 0.004 /ton at PS ports) would shift 26.77

percent wheat traffic from CR to PS ports. This traffic

shift is resulted from a 2.68 percent reduction of
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barge traffic and a 24.09 percent redirection of rail

traffic from CR to PS ports. Such traffic loss would

clearly affect the Columbia river ports and pose threat

to river infrastructure and other grain handling facili-

ties investments. Judging from this result, the segment

fuel tax in waterway and segment tonnage tax in port are

the least preferred type of maritime user fees for the

Columbia river waterway and ports.

By constrast, the uniform fuel tax (Model.I) and

its combination with uniform tonnage tax (Model IV.1) or

uniform tonnage fees (Model VI.1.) would be preferred to

other fees described in Chapter V. Under 25 percent

cost recovery level, the combinations of taxes on the

waterway and ports would only divert 2.84 percent of CR

total wheat traffic to PS ports. This traffic shift

results from rail traffic redirection from CR to PS

ports.

From the discussion in Chapter V, it is apparent

that, overall, uniform fees are preferred to segment

specific fees. This is not surprising, in that the

Columbia River ports have considerably higher 0&N and

dredging costs than Puget Sound ports. On average, the

magnitudes of deep-draft port fees in CR ports is 30

times greater than those of PS ports.

In order to minimize their transportation expense,

wheat shippers from Washington and Idaho would tran-
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sport their wheat to PS ports by switching modes from

barge to rail and to Puget Sound ports. This is made

possible because rail has parity in rates to Columbia

River and Puget Sound ports. On the other hand, the

segment specific fees would be detrimental to shippers

from Northeastern Oregon and other areas where alterna-

tive modes are not available. In these areas, the

shippers would either absorb all or part of the user

fees or pay additional cost to transport their wheat to

a lower tariff port. In the long run, this may create an

iterative process. As shippers abandon the river, an

even larger tax is required to pay the O&N and dredging

costs. The end result is an economic loss for the PNW

shippers, the truck-barge industry and the creation of

welfare loss to society.

A possible reaction of rail industry to the imposi-

tion of user fees on barge industry is also examined.

Clearly, the impact of user fees is heavily dependent

upon the change of rail rates. In order to gain more

market share, it is assumed that rail would lower port-

bound rates by $ 0.50/ton.

The empirical results show that from a total cost

of shipment perspective, reduction of rail rates would

totally off sets the impact of user fees, and creates

considerable saving on wheat transport cost (see Tables

5-10 and 5-11 in Chapter V). On the other hand, of
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course, the reduction of rail rates would increase rail

share substantially.

In some cases, the reduction of port-bound rail

rates would also induce shippers to rail their wheat to

CR ports, and thereby compensating for lost in waterway

traffic. Thus, it dampens the traffic diversion from CR

to PS ports.

There is no consistent pattern with respect to how

the maritime user fees might affect traffic distribution

by modes. A smaller tax may have greater impact than

the larger one. An explanation may be that Models B. 1 to

VII.1 allows wheat moving without restrictions to both

CR and PS ports.

Methodologically these models are modified by

arbitrarily imposing 75 percent port share constraint

for CR ports (Models B.2 to VII. 2). In so doing, a

consistent pattern is obtained i.e. the higher the tax

the bigger the wheat traffic diversion from barge to

rail. At the same time, assigning 75 percent of the

wheat to be shipped to CR ports would result in less

sensitivity in barge shipments to user fees imposition.

Study Evaluation and Suggestion for Further Research.

Based on the base model validation, the base network

model developed in this study performs well in replica-

ting the PNW wheat movement in 1983. Thus, it can be
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used with confidence to predict the imposition of user

fees on the PNW wheat transportation system. Analytically,

the single commodity network programming is found to be

very efficient and useful tool for this purpose.

Nevertheless, there are several limitations of this

study might be improved. First, the network model is

essentially a short run, partial analysis. It,assumes

that export demand facing of PNW wheat market is perfect-

ly elastic. Therefore, it assumes that PNW shippers

would bear all the tax burden. Further research could

examine the ultimate impact and the incidence of user

fees by integrating the export demand and its elasticity

for the PNW wheat. For this purpose, a spatial equili-

brium model such as a quadratic programming or a func-

tional market analysis model would be more appropriate

than network programming approach.

Second, it is also assumed throughout the study

that the PNW wheat shippers choose the least cost (rate)

mode in transporting their wheat. The results of the

PNW wheat traffic distribution is solely determined by

transport rates. This assumption neglects the quality

of time, service and other qualitative variables such as

contract arrangement between truck and barge companies.

This study may be redone under more relaxed assumptions

regarding modal choice.
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Also, in relation to rail shipments, it would be

helpful to identify the factors which cause wheat to

move to CR or PS ports; and for Idaho and Nontana

shippers to the east or west. Ancillary studies are

suggested to provide more accurate information on PNW

wheat shippers' behavior.

Third, this study has imposed capacity constraint

on ports. Albeit simple this is a small step beyond the

previous studies. An improved model could include

additional variables such as storage, grain elevator

capacity or modal capacity constraints to construct more

accurate model of the PNW wheat transportation system.

For this purpose; the METFLO algorithm has been found to

be adequate.

Fourth, based on its administrative simplicity, it

is strongly believed that fuel tax that has been imposed

on waterway would be expanded to highway. Future study

could take the highway fuel tax into consideration. An

analysis directed toward refining the formulations of

deep-draft user fees is also recommended.

Finally, this study examines only the down-river

movement of one commodity (wheat> shipped on the Colum-

bia-Snake River system. Although wheat constitutes

approximately 70 percent of the waterway commerce, many

other commodities (e.g. lumber, gravel, corn, barley and

fertilizer) move down-river as well as up the Columbia-
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Snake river. Future research on user fees using network

programming could develop a more accurate large scale

network model that would include simultaneous movement

of all major commodities shipped on Columbia-Snake Ri-

ver. With the advance of multicommodity network algo-

rithms, this task is clearly feasible.
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APPENDIX A.1-A.4

Paoific Northwest Wheat Production by Counties,
1981-1983.
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Appendix A.1. Oregon Wheat Production By Counties, 1981-1983.
(in thousand tone)

Year 1981 1982 1983 Average

District! County

Northwest
Benton 29.25 33.39 48.81 37.15

Clackamas 31.35 39.36 35.16 35.29

Lane 34.20 37.71 27.57 33.16

Linn 60.60 61.71 54.51 58.94

Marion 73.26 101.13 79.92 84.77

Multnomah 3.63 4.41 4.83 4.29

Polk 68.16 74.22 73.02 71.80

Washington 50.10 63.39 46.38 53.29

Yamhill 88.29 98.46 95.43 94.06

Columbia 4.74 4.80 3.12 4.22

Total District 443.58 518.58 468.75 476.97

Southwest
Douglas 9.63 14.22 14.28 12.71

Jackson 4.47 4.98 4.98 4.81

Josephine .27 1.23 1.26 .92

Total District 14.37 20.43 20.52 18.44

North Central
Gilliam 176.13 126.27 150.72 151.04
Morrow 311.31 196.32 236.34 247.99
Sherman 212.25 143.58 135.81 163.88

Wasco 160.41 128.40 124.89 137.90

Total District 860.10 594.57 647.76 700.81

Northeast
Baker 20.49 20.28 17.01 19.26

Umatilla 663.15 486.03 495.93 548.37
Union 87. 54 68. 70 73. 83 76. 69

Wallova 28.71 31.89 17.22 25.94
Total Diatrict 799.89 606.90 603.99 670.26

Southeast
Crook 7. 20 9. 84 9. 93 8. 99

Deechutes 3.66 3.66 3.12 3.48
Grant 2.40 1.65 2.01 2.02
Harney 2.94 2.97 1.44 2.45
Jefferson 65.61 65.82 72.96 68.13
Klamath 7.71 10.50 10.59 9.60
Lake 5.19 4.59 2.82 4.20
Malheur 105.21 91.14 115.77 104.04
Wheeler 3.54 4.35 7.38 5.09
Total District 203.46 194.52 226.02 208.00

State Total 2321.40 1935.00 1967.04 2074.48

Source : Oregon Crop & Livestock Reporting Service
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Appendix A.2 Washington Wheat Production By County, 1981-1983.
(in thouBand tons)

Year : 1981 1982 1983 Average

District/County

West
Clark 4. 05 6. 27 5. 70 5. 34

Island 1.53 1.35 1.80 1.56
Levis 3.45 4.17 4.98 4.20
Skagit 22.29 14.97 21.03 19.43
SnohomiBh 1.44 12.00 9.81 7.75
Whatcom 1.38 2.70 3.18 2.42
Other 1.08 1.74 2.22 1.68
Total District 35.22 43.20 48.72 42.38

Central
Benton 282.57 161.67 193.05 212.43
Chelan 4.08 4.62 4.53 4.41
Kittitas 21.90 26.13 26.16 24.73
Klickitat 122.28 65.31 68.94 85.51
Okanogan 25. 53 15. 69 18. 99 20. 07

Yakima 161.94 157.08 183.06 167.36
Total District 618.30 430.50 494.73 514.51

Northeast
Ferry 4.11 7.35 7.59 6.35
Pend Oreille .87 .69 .84 .80
Spokane 295.71 238.89 294.09 276.23
Stevens 19. 29 25. 47 25. 65 23. 47

Total District 319.98 272.40 328.17 306.85

East Central
Adams 610.89 477.48 683.64 590.67
Douglas 419.07 291.93 344.67 351.89
Franklin 261.75 213.90 274.11 249.92
Grant 459.54 408.42 456.75 441.57
Lincoln 609.96 573.87 656.88 613.57
Total District 2361.21 1965.60 2416.05 2247.62

Southeast
Asotin 55.20 42.36 47.10 48.22
Columbia 207.63 174.60 209.70 197.31
Garfield 139.41 113.46 133.98 128.95
Walla-Walla 544.65 411.66 482.34 479.55
Whitman 768.84 712.62 1016.31 832.59
Total District 1715.73 1454.70 1889.43 1686.62

State Total 5050.44 4166.40 5177.10 4797.98

Source : Washington Crop & Livestock Reporting Service.
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Appendix A.3 Idaho Wheat Production By County, 1981-1983.
(in thousand tons>

Year : 1981 1982 1983 Average

District/County

North
Bennevah 42.96 41.82 45.18 43.32

Bonner .69 .81 .72 .74

Boundary 26.76 19.38 19.20 21.78

Clearvater 14.04 11.79 12.84 12.89

Idaho 104. 61 95. 28 93. 60 97. 83

Kootenai 32.67 32.64 33.93 33.08

Latah 193.77 167.91 179.82 180.50

Lewis 105.90 85.62 104.43 98.65
Nez Perce 199.83 152.04 164.94 172.27

Total District 721.23 607.29 654.66 661.06

Southwest
Ada 29.31 37.68 41.01 36.00

Adams 1.14 1.14 1.20 1.16

Boiae .12 .09 .09 .10

Canyon 95.85 96.42 120.00 104.09

Elmore 62.25 77.07 71.67 70.33
Gem 8.55 9.75 13.23 10.51

Owyhee 31.41 36.84 42.78 37.01

Payette 21.57 24.81 27.45 24.51

Valley .06 .06 .21 .11

Washington 37.02 38.88 35.49 37.13
Total District 287.28 322.74 353.13 321.05

Southcentral
Blame 6. 84 6. 84 8. 28 7. 32

Camas 6. 09 6. 57 6. 24 6. 30

Casaica 195.24 272.82 281.34 249.80
Gooding 35. 04 38. 19 35. 55 36. 26

Jerome 98.43 113.85 103.32 105.20
Lincoln 27.21 35.88 29.04 30.71

Twin Falls 100.86 131.91 125.10 119.29
Minidoka 113.25 116.52 101.40 110.39
Total District 582.96 722.58 590.27 665.27
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Appendix A.3 (Continued)

Year

District/County

East
Bannock
Bear Lake
Bingham
Bonneville
Butte
Caribou
Clark
Custer
Franklin
Fremont
Jefferson
Leinhi

Madison
Oneida
Power
Teton
Total District

1981 1982 1983 Average

74. 25 75. 93 62. 49 70. 89

11.64 15.18 15.21 14.01

283. 95 294. 66 244. 53 274. 38

134.82 138.51 135.99 136.44
8. 40 10. 23 10. 23 9. 62

53.43 50.85 51.30 51.86
17.22 37.38 40.08 31.56

.96 1.02 .00 .66

39.06 43.35 31.62 38.01
34.38 31.11 33.06 32.85
69.30 88.89 87.99 82.06

.36 .42 .42 .40

66.39 87.15 60.12 71.22
58.95 44.46 54.81 52.74

236.52 242.04 196.89 225.15
12.42 10.47 12.81 11.90

1102.05 1171.65 1037.55 1103.75

State Total 2693.52 2824.26 2735.61 2751.13

Source : Idaho Crop & LiveStock Reporting Service.
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Appendix A.4 Montana Wheat Production 8y County, 1981-1983.
(in thousand tons)

Year 1981 1982 1983 Average

District/County

North West
Flathead 15.33 10.92 12.69 12.98

Lake 19.26 13.23 14.43 15.64

Granite .12 .24 .30 .22

Mineral .60 .27 .18 .35

Deer lodge . 45 . 27 . 27 . 33

Missoula 2.07 1.29 1.08 1.48

Powell 1.62 .57 1.62 1.27
Ravalli 3.93 2.76 3.03 3.24
Sanders 3.45 1.74 2.67 2.62
Total District 46.83 31.29 36.27 38.13

North Central
Blame 176.82 209.82 165.33 183.99
Choteau 532.65 643.38 483.72 553.25
Glacier 130.74 429.66 82.11 214.17
Hill 571.17 517.05 488.07 525.43
Liberty 271.23 249.21 231.51 250.65
Phillips 105.75 171.45 106.92 128.04
Pondera 234.03 254.19 196.50 228.24
Teton 178.32 180.21 188.07 182.20
bole 300.45 237.54 184.83 240.94
Total District 2501.16 2892.51 2127.06 2506.91

North East
Daniels 134.43 191.94 96.27 140.88
Dawson 136.47 162.96 113.79 137.74
Garfield 61.53 84.72 56.04 67.43
Mccone 170.22 202.17 119.28 163.89
Richiand 143.25 152.79 100.14 132.06
Roosevelt 230.97 263.31 141.99 21.09
Sheridan 217.92 289.35 129.00 212.09
Valley 184.98 296.22 173.70 218.30
Total District 1279.77 1643.46 930.21 1284.48
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Appendix A.4 (Continued)

Year : 1981 1982 1983 Average

District/County

Broadwater 64.71 52.47 41.37 52.85
Cascade 174.24 164.64 141.36 160.08

Fergus 135.15 157.62 122.13 138.30
G.Valley 33.39 39.90 23.19 32.16

Judith Basin 70.23 59.91 52.62 60.92
Lewis&Clark 15.93 14.58 10.53 13.68

Meagher 9.57 7.08 5.16 7.27
Nueselahell 28.86 21.48 16.38 22.24
Petroleum 9.06 9.72 5.07 7.95
Wheatland 30.99 28.41 17.25 25.55
Total District 572.13 555.81 435.06 521.00

South West
Beaverhead 23.13 18.00 16.26 19.13

Gallatin 61.92 56.16 49.32 55.80
Jefferson 7.77 6.93 6.42 7.04

Madison 12.78 13.92 13.86 13.52
Total District 105.60 95.01 85.86 95.49

South Central
Bighorn 12.33 100.32 79.98 64.21
Carbon 19.23 17.46 19.11 18.60
Park 13.08 12.93 11.94 12.65
Stillvater 68.01 51.42 41.76 53.73
Sveetgrass 10.89 5.52 6.03 7.48
Treasure 9.12 6.78 7.74 7.88

Yellowstone 126.42 86.94 77.79 97.05
Total District 259.08 281.37 244.35 261.60

South East
Carter 24.36 37.77 33.27 31.80
Custer 45.36 44.19 30.93 40.16
Fallon 43.68 58.71 47.28 49.89
Powder River 28.80 28.56 29.46 28.94
Prairie 42.45 33.21 24.18 33.28
Rosebud 66.24 48.87 51.99 55.70
Wibaux 52.26 55.92 31.80 46.66
Total District 303.15 307.23 248.91 286.43

State Total 5067.72 5806.68 4107.72 4994.04

Source : Montana Crop & Livestock Reporting Service
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APPENDIX B.i.-B.4

Pacific Northwest Wheat Shipment Origins, Transshipment
Points, Destinations and Rates, 1983.



Appendix B. 1. Oregon Wheat Shipment Origins, Transshipment Points, Destinations and Rates, 1983.

County County Sources Transship- Ave.Ship- Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)

Elevator (Hode-Arcs) aent ment Rate Single Multiple

Pointa (to/mo) (S/ton)

Northwest

Linn,Benton Albany 1.ALPOTROR 8610 10.90

Clackamas, Woodburn 2.WOPOTROR 3332 9.15

Multnomah

Lane Harrisburg 3.HAPOTROR 2297 11.90

Marion Salem 4.SAPOTROR 6660 8.90

Polk Dallas 5.DAPOTROR 6085 9.90

Washington, Cornelius 6.COPOTROR 4126 8.90

Columbia

Yamhill Moflinville 7.MCPOTROR 7953 8.60

Northcentraj.

Gilliam Condon 8.CDARTROR Arlington 12559 4.37

.CDPOMROR 7.85

Morrow Lexington 9.LEHOTROR Hogue Warner 19695 4.00

.LEPOMROR 7.85

Sherman flora 10.IIOBITROR Bigga 11319 2.72

Wasco Maupin 1l.MALJMTROR Umatilla 10408 4.16

.MAPOMROR 8.45

cc



Appendix B.1 (Continued)

County County Sources Transship- Ave. Ship- Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)
Elevator (Node-Arcs) sent sent Rate Single Multiple

Points (to/mo) (S/ton)

Northeast

Umatilla Pendleton 12.PEIHITRQR LJmatilla 41328 3.80
.PEPOMROR 7.25

Union,Baker Union 13.UNHOTROR Hogue Warner 7570 6.67
.UNPOMROR 11.25

Wallows Enterprise 14.ENLETROR Lewiston 1435 7.67
.EHPOSROR 16.05

Southeast

Jefferson Madras 15.HADATROR The Dallea 6080 7.03
.MAPOHROR 10.65

Deachutes,Crook, Redmond 16.RNMATROR Madras 1323 3.25
Lake .RHPOMROR 12.85

}lalheur Nysma 17.HYARTROR Arlington 9647 10.66

Wheeler,Grant, Spray 18.SPARTROR Arlington 901 10.00
Harney

Klamath KI. Falls 19.KF'POTROR 882 17.85

Southwest

Douglas,Jackson, Roseburg 20.ROPOTROR 1710 16.80
Josephine

Total Oregon 163920



Appendix B-2. Washington Wheat Shipment Origins, Transshipment Points, Destinations and Rates, 1983.

County County Sources Transship- Ave. Ship Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)
Elevator (Node-Arcs) sent sent Rate Single flultiple

Points (ton/mo) (S/ton)

West

Skagit, Island,

Levis, Whatcom, Srio-

homish, King, Pierce

Central

Benton

Kittitas

Okanogan

Klickitat

Chelan

Yakinia

Burlington 21. BUSESRWA

Prosser 22.PRKETRWA Kennevick
PRSEMRWA
PRPDHRWA

Ellensburg 23.ELUMTRWA Umatilla
ELSESRWA
ELPOSRWA

Brevster 24.BRPATRWA Pesco
BRSESRWA
BRPOSRWA

Goldendale 25.GOBITRWA Bigga
GOSESRWA
GOPOSRWA

Wenatchee 26.WEELTRWA Ellensburg
WESESRWA
WEPOSRWA

Wapato 27.WABITRWA Bigga
WASENRWA
WAPOMRWA

4060

16087 3.40

2180 6.00

1583 10.77

5745 1.77

377 3.25

15255 5.67

10.96

12.90
12.90

15.90
15.90

9.70
9.70

135O
13. 50

12.30
12. 30

12. 30

12. 30

I-.

co



Appendix 8.2 (Continued)

County County Sources Transship- Ave. Ship Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)

Elevator (Node-Arcs) ment sent Rate Single Multiple

Points (ton/mo) (S/ton)

Northeast

Spokane Rockford 28.ROCFTRWA Ct.Ferry 24508 6.67

.ROSEMRWA 10.50

.ROPOMRWA 10.50

Stevens, Pend Kettle Falls 29.KTPOTRWA 2840 19.47

Oreille, Ferry .KTSENRWA 20.50

.KTPOMRWA 20.50

East Central

Adams Lind 30.LIWITRWA Windust 56970 3.33

.LISENRWA 11.50

.LIPOMRWA 11.50

Douglas Mansfields 31.MAPATRWA Pasco 28722 11.00

.PIASENRWA 14.90

)IAPOMRWA 14.90

Franklin Connell 32.CNPATRWA Pasco 22843 3.33

.CNSEMRWA 11.23

.CNPONRWA 11.23

Grant Wheeler 33.WHPATRWA Pasco 38062 8.16

.WHSEMRWA 11.70

.WHPONRWA 11.70



Appendix 8.2 (Continued)

County

Lincoln

Asotin

Columbia

Southeast

Garfield

Walla-Walla

Whitman

County Sources Transship- Ave. Ship
Elevator (Node-Arcs) ment ment

Points (ton/mo)

Davenport 34.DVWITRWA Windust 54740
DVSEIIRWA

DVPO)iRWA

Clarkston 35.CLLETRWA Leviston 3925

Dayton 36.DYLFTRWA Ly.Ferry 17475
DYSEMRWA
D'IPOMRWA

Pomeroy 37. POCFTRWA Ct.Ferry

Walla-Walla 38. WASHTRWA Sheffler
WASEMRWA
WAPUNRWA

Colfax 39.CXAMTRWA Almota
CXSEMRWA
CXPOIIRWA

11165

40195

Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)
Rate Single Multiple

(S/ton)

9.67

13. 70

13.70

2.60

4.00

3.67

1.77

84692 5.00

10. 10

10. 10

8.10
8.10

8.10
8.10

Total Washington : 431424

co



Appendix B.3. Idaho Wheat Supply Origins, Transshipment Pointu, L)stinations and Rates, 1983.

County

North

Boundary,
Bonner

Kootenai,
Bennewah

Clearvater

Latah

Lewis

Idaho

Nez Perce

County Sources TranBehip- Ave. Ship- Truck Rail Rates ($/ton)Elevator (Node-Arcs) sent sent Rate Single MultiplePoints (ton/mo) ($/ton)

Bonners Ferry 40.BOCFTRID Ct. Ferry
BOPOSRID

Worley 4LWOWIITRID Wilma
WOPOMRID

Kamiah 42.KACLTRID Clarkston
KASESRID
KAPOSRID

Moscow 43.MOAMTRID Almota
MOSENRID
MOPONRID

Craigmont 44.CRCLTRID Clarkaton
CRSEPIRID

CRPOMRID

Cottonwood 45.CWCRTRID Craigmont
CTPOSRID
CTSESRID

Lenore 46.LNLETRID Lewiston
LEPOSRID
LESESRID

1660 13.71

18.05

6593 7

10.45

1070 7.66
16. 05

16. 05

14985 4

8.65
8.65

8702 5

10. 25

10. 25

7800 3.33

14. 05

13745 4

12. 45

12. 45 cc
- (_n



Appendix 8.3. (Continued)

County

Southwest

Washington,
Adams. Valley

Payette, GelD

Canyon,
Owyhee

Elmore

Ada, Boise

County
Elevator

Weiser

Emmet

CaidveL).

t(t. Hose

Boise

Southcentral

Goodiag Gooding

Lincoln, Caaa, Richfield
Blame

Cassia, Burley
Ninidoka

Sources Transship- Ave. Ship- Truck Rail. Rates (S/ton)
(Node-Arcs) sent sent Rate Single )lultiple

Points (ton/so) C$/ton

47.WELETRID Leviston 3075 8.99
.WEPOSRID 18.25
.WESESRID

48.E1WETRID Weiser 3390 3.25

49.CWLETRID Leviston 13565 10.85
.CWSESRZD 18.45
.CWPOSRID 18.45

50.MHCLTRID Clarkston 5973 10.6
.MOPONRID 14.85
.NOSEHRID 14.85

51.BSCLTRID ClarkBton 3425 10.4
.BSWETRID Weiser 3.33
.BSSESRID 18.45
.BSPUSRID 18.45

52.GOPATRID Pasco 2962 13
.GOPONRID 16.45
.GOSEHRID 16.45

53.RIPATRID Pasco 3630 13.33
.RISEtIRID 18.05
.RIPONRID ia.os

co
54.BULETRID Leviston 31395 16.67
.BUPOMRID 18.65
.BUSE)IRID 18.65



Appendix B.3. (Continued)

County County
Elevator

Jerome, Twin Twin Falls
Fa 118

Bannock, Bear Pocatello
Lake, Franklin,
Caribou

East

Sources Transship- Ave. Ship- Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)

(Node-Arcs) ment ment Rate Single Multiple

Points (ton/mo) (S/ton)

55.TFLETRID Lewiston 19035 14.33
.TFPOMRID 18.65

.TFSEPIRID 18.65

56.PTLETRID Lewiston 12118 17.8
.POPOMRID 19.85

.PTSEMRID 19.85

Bingham, Rlackfoot 57.BLLETRID Leviston
Butte .BLPOMRID

BLSEMRID

Bonneville,Teton Idaho Falls 58.IFLETRID Leviston
Nadison, Jefferson . IFPOMRID

IFSEMRID

Freemont, Clark Ashton 59.ASLETRID Lewiston
Lemhi .ASPOMRID

ASSEMRID.

Power, Oneida American Falls 60.AFLETRID Lewiston
AFPOMRID
AFSEMRID

Total Idaho

21230 17.33

26045 19.57

6095 19.8

20975 18

227968

20. 85

21.85

22. 45

19. 25

co



Appendix 8-4. Montana Wheat Supply Origins, Transshipment Points, Destinations and Rates, 1983.

County County Sources Transship- Ave.Ship- Ave.Ship- Shipment Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)
MultipleElevator (Node-Arcs) ment ment ment to for Export Rate Single

Points (ton/mo) PNW (ton/mo) (S/ton)

North West (ton/mo)

Lake Ronan 61.ROLETRMT Lewiston- 1056 792 15.87
.ROSEMRMT 21.65
.ROPOHRMT 21.65

Other Northwest Hamilton 62.HAROTRMT Leviston 1606 1205 3.33 3.33
(Powell, Sanders, .HASEHRMT 22.25
(Mineral, etc) .HAPOMRHT 22.25

North Central

Toole,Pondera, Shelby 63.SHLETRMT Lewiston 47451 41672 31254 18.87
Teton, Glacier .SHSEMRMT 26.45

.SHPOHRMT 26.45

Choteau,Liberty, Fort Benton 64.FBLETRNT Lewiaton 100274 88062 66047 20.27
Hill .FBSEHRMT 25.45

.FBPOMRMT 25.45

Phillips, Blame Malta 65.NALETRMT Lewiston 29530 25934 19451 24.87
29.85.MASEMRMT
29.85.MAPONRMT

North East

Valley,Garfield Glasgow 66.GLLETRMT Leviston 19146 16815 12611 25.87
.GLSEMRMT

-

32.45
.GLPOKRMT 32.45



Appendix B.4. (Continued)

County Cour.ty Sources Transship- Ave.Ship- Ave.Ship- Shipment Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)
Elevator (Node-Arcs) ment ment ment to for Export Rate Single Multiple

Points (ton/mo) PNW (ton/mo) (S/ton)

Richland,flcCone, Sidney 67.SILETRNT Leviston 27768 24386 18289 28.87
Dawson .SISEHRMT 35.4

.SIPONRMT 35.4

Danjels.Sheridan, Scobey 68.SCLETRMT Leviston 30607 26879 20159 29.87
Roosevelt .SCSEMRMT

.SCPUMRMT 35.4

Central

Fergus Levistovn 69.LTLETRMT Leviston 10178 8939 6704 26.47
.LTSEMRMT 27.0
.LTPOMRMT 27.0

Petroleum,Wheatland, Roundup 70.RDLTTRMT 9544 8382 6287 3.33
Judith Basin. Golden
Valley, Musseishel

Cascade G.Falls 71.GFLETRMT Leviston 15230 13375 10031 18.87
.GFSEMRMT 27.0
.GFPOMRMT 27.0

Levis and Clark, Helena 72.HLGFTRHT 1306 1147 860 3.33
Meagher, Broadvater . HLSESRMT 25.65

.HLPOSRMT 25.65

South West

Gallatin Bozeman 73.BOLETRMT Leviston 4110 3610 2708 15.67
.BOSESRNT 31.85
.BOPOSRHT 31.85

co



Appendix B.4. (Continued)

County County Sourcea Transship- Ave.Ship- Ave.Ship- Shipment Truck Rail Rates (S/ton)

Elevator (Node-Arcs> went ment ment to for Export Rate Single Multiple
Points (ton/mo) PNW (ton/mo) (S/ton)

Beaverhead, Madison Harrison 74.HSBOTRPIT 3047 2676 2007 3.33

Jefferson, Silver Bow .HSEMRMT 28.85

.HSPOHRNT 28.85

South Central

Stiliwater Rapelje 75.RPLETRMT Leviston 3480. 3057 2293 18.87
.RPSEHRMT

3j45
.RPPOMRMT 31.45

Carbon,Park,Sveet Edgar 76.EGRPTRMT 3090 2714 2035 3.33

Grass

Bighorn, Treasure, Hardin 77.HALETRMT Lewiston 13792 12113 9084 21.87

Yellowstone .HASEMRMT 33.05.

.HAPOMRMT 33.05

South East

Custer, Prairie, Miles City 78.MILETRMT Lewiston 20742 18238 13679 30.47

Wibaux,Rosebud .MISEMRMT 38.65.

etc .MIPOIIRMT
38.45

Total Montana 342325
Wheat Hovement to PNW
By Rail to Port Elevator (ton and % modal share) 239963
By Truck to Barge Terminal (ton and X modal share) 60698
Total Wheat Movement to P14W 300661 300661 225496

Total Wheat Exported (Total Movement-Total Milled in P14W)

Approximately 75 of total movement to PHW 225496




